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Do Lawyers Improve the Adversary System? A General Theory of Litigation Advice and Its Regulation

Stephen McG. Bundy†
Einer Richard Elhauge‡

This Article presents a rational actor account of how litigation advice influences the information that reaches the tribunal in an adversary system. The authors conclude that although advice has some disturbing or ambiguous informational effects, on balance providing advice to one or both parties will generally improve the capacity of tribunals to determine who should be sanctioned and who should not. They also identify conditions under which advice is likely to be socially undesirable. The authors apply their account to analyze a range of policy issues, including whether to award fees to private attorneys general, whether to guarantee representation to criminal defendants under the sixth amendment, and whether the due process clause should require access to counsel for claimants in government benefits cases. They also analyze various doctrines of attorney-client confidentiality and rules restricting access to advice about responding to investigations or other questioning.

The lawyer's role in the adversary system frequently calls for conduct that appears to thwart truthful or just outcomes. Acting as an advisor, the lawyer certainly may, and arguably must, provide her clients with complete and accurate advice, even when she reasonably believes that doing so will cause them to withhold or suppress evidence. In
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1. The initial discussion draft of the Model Rules would have forbidden lawyers from giving advice that "the lawyer can reasonably foresee will . . . be used by the client to further an illegal
litigation, the lawyer’s obligations of zeal\(^2\) and confidentiality\(^3\) require or permit her to engage in a host of dubious activities: withholding evidence, even when the resulting record is radically incomplete;\(^4\) presenting documents or testimony that she believes, based on information unavailable to the tribunal, to be false;\(^5\) discrediting through cross-examination witnesses she knows to be truthful;\(^6\) and arguing for inferences from the evidence that she knows are unwarranted.\(^7\)

Questions about the social desirability and moral standing of this troubling role have long divided those who think and write about adjudication and lawyers. Defenders argue that lawyer-aided adversary factfinding is more likely than the alternatives to produce an accurate decision because it leads to a better evidentiary record. Delegation to the parties and their lawyers harnesses their competing interests (and the lawyers’ skill) in the service of the tribunal’s interest in receiving a complete account of the dispute.\(^8\) Competition between lawyers is also said

course of conduct.” MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 2.3 (Discussion Draft, January 30, 1980). Later versions dropped this language in favor of a prohibition against offering knowing counsel or assistance in a crime or fraud in Model Rule 1.2. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.2 (1989) [hereinafter MODEL RULES]. The comment to Model Rule 1.2 states that a “lawyer is required to give an honest opinion about the actual consequences that appear likely to result from a client’s conduct,” and that “[t]he fact that a client uses advice in a course of action that is criminal or fraudulent does not, of itself, make a lawyer a party to the course of action.” Id. Rule 1.2 comment. The strong, though not inevitable, inference is that a lawyer is not free to withhold advice simply on the ground that it may lead to wrongdoing.

2. See MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY EC 7-1 (1980) [hereinafter MODEL CODE] (“The duty of a lawyer, both to his client and to the legal system, is to represent his client zealously within the bounds of the law, which includes Disciplinary Rules and enforceable professional regulations . . .”). MODEL RULES, supra note 1, Rule 1.3 comment (a lawyer “may take whatever lawful and ethical means are required to vindicate a client’s cause or endeavor” and “should act with commitment and dedication to the interests of the client and with zeal in advocacy upon the client’s behalf”).

3. MODEL CODE, supra note 2, DR 4-101; MODEL RULES, supra note 1, Rule 1.6.


5. See MODEL CODE, supra note 2, DR 7-102(A)(4) (attorney only barred from presenting evidence known to be false); C. WOLFRAM, supra note 4, at 656. The Model Rules contain a provision that allows, but does not require, a lawyer to refuse to present evidence that would be persuasive to the tribunal but that she reasonably believes is false. MODEL RULES, supra note 1, Rule 3.3(c). The Model Code has no comparable provision. Moreover, a criminal defense lawyer may fail to provide the effective representation constitutionally required if she refuses to present exculpatory evidence that she believes but does not “know” beyond a reasonable doubt to be false. Cf. Johns v. Smyth, 176 F. Supp. 949, 953 (E.D. Va. 1959) (holding that a prisoner’s due process rights were violated when his attorney refused to argue for acquittal based on a client statement he believed to be false). Furthermore, where the evidence consists of the client’s testimony, a rule giving criminal defense counsel discretion not to present evidence might well violate the client’s fifth amendment right to testify. To our knowledge, no court has yet adjudicated the constitutionality of Model Rule 3.3 in criminal cases.


8. See G. HAZARD, JR., ETHICS IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW 121 (1978); Luban, The
to improve the quality of information presented. Because each lawyer will vigorously attack unreliable information that the opposing counsel presents, such information will either be withheld or promptly discredited. In this account, confidentiality is the handmaiden of effective fact-development: if the law instead compelled lawyers to disclose the results of their investigations, it would weaken the incentive to investigate.9

Critics of adversary advocacy contend that lawyers make no contribution to truth.10 They point to the lack of hard evidence that competition between legally advised partisans improves outcomes.11 They also sharply question the underlying logic of the defenders' position. Given the lawyer's freedom or obligation to make partial and even affirmatively misleading evidentiary presentations, critics argue, why should we believe competition has an inherent tendency to enlighten the tribunal? Competitive presentations "may simply pile up . . . confusion."12 And when one party has superior access to advice, delegation to private initiative seems more likely to skew the quest for truth than to further it.13

The emerging literature that applies the methods of economics to the study of adversary adjudication echoes the traditional debate. Some economic accounts assume that improved legal efforts enhance a party's chances of victory and increase the amount of information reaching tribunals.14 Lawyers enable parties to, among other things, investigate, organize, and present information in digestible form, and expose inaccuracies in the opponent's information.15 The lawyer's zeal ensures that motivation is high, and competition from the opposing counsel checks potential excesses and ensures that each party's increased effort enhances

---


10. See J. Frank, Courts on Trial (1947) (adversary system retards discovery of truth); M. Frankel, Partisan Justice (1980) (same); Pound, The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction With the Administration of Justice, 29 ABA Reports 395, 404-06 (1906) (decrying "the sporting theory of justice").


13. A classic statement of this view is contained in J. Frank, supra note 10, at 93-99; see also M. Frankel, supra note 10, at 19 (noting economic constraints on parties' ability to litigate); Simon, The Ideology of Advocacy: Procedural Justice and Professional Ethics, 1978 Wis. L. Rev. 29, 49-50 (discussing differential access to legal services).


rather than impairs the accuracy of adjudication.  

Other economic accounts of legal advice tend to support the critical perspective. One leading recent account analyzes advice on the assumption that each party has exclusive access to its own information and that the sole function of lawyers is to assist parties in selecting which information to present. Based on those assumptions, the account reasons that legal advice has no tendency to increase the amount of information reaching the tribunal, and that its only effect is to skew the mix of information presented in favor of the party receiving advice. Not surprisingly, the account concludes that litigation advice has an ambiguous effect both on the accuracy of adjudication and on the behavior of persons who decide how to act based on adjudicated outcomes, and therefore has "questionable social value."

We share with prior scholars the belief that rational actor analysis can help illuminate the lawyer's role in an adversary system. But we believe that prior rational actor accounts have been partial and simplistic. Our aim is to provide a comprehensive and accurate examination, within a rational actor framework, of the considerations that determine the informational effects and social value of litigation advice. Our account suggests that defenders of litigation advice give insufficient attention to its undeniable dubious or adverse consequences. Specifically, providing advice to a previously unrepresented party may increase his capacity to withhold and suppress information, to inflict costs on his opponent, and to present false or prejudicial information. Moreover, competitive presentation does not invariably prevent or correct inaccuracy, especially where one party has more access to legal advice or can control or suppress more information. Defendants ignore or minimize these effects by stressing cases in which both parties have similar access to advice and to information.

Critics are, however, too quick to dismiss several general effects of advice that increase the amount of information reaching the tribunal. Advice enhances competition in the presentation of information available to both parties, and it enables parties to sort relevant from irrelevant information. By improving investigation, it increases the amount of information identified and presented. And it introduces into the process a second actor, the lawyer, whose personal susceptibility to sanctions for misconduct in withholding or suppressing information will sometimes

16. See id.
18. Id. at 568, 577, 581, 595.
19. Id. at 569, 581, 603.
20. Id. at 568, 586, 596, 614.
21. Id. at 597, 614.
cause the tribunal to receive information that an unadvised party would have withheld or suppressed. Critics avoid these positive aspects of advice by stressing cases in which there is little commonly available information, access to advice or to information is unbalanced, or lawyers are insensitive to sanctions.

We develop our account of legal advice in several stages. Part I presents our basic account of how parties in an adversary system influence the information reaching tribunals. Part II then applies this account to reach initial conclusions about the general informational effects of legal advice. We conclude that, while advice has many disturbing or ambiguous informational effects, on balance providing litigation advice to one or both parties will generally increase the information reaching tribunals and improve the capacity of tribunals to determine who deserves to be sanctioned and who does not.

Although our basic account is more complex and comprehensive than those offered in the prior literature, it nonetheless abstracts from several important complications. We reintroduce those complications in Part III, and use them to test our initial conclusions and to identify conditions where those conclusions will not hold and where litigation advice may thus have ambiguous or harmful informational effects. Part IV then normatively evaluates the informational effects of legal advice under various conditions. We there conclude that, under the conditions most likely to describe its general effects, litigation advice is socially desirable under a variety of instrumental and noninstrumental standards.

Ultimately, conclusions about the desirability of advice turn on empirical questions. We do not purport to answer all those questions, though we offer plausible intuitions about many. We do, however, claim to have isolated the right set of empirical questions. If we are correct in that claim, our account does more than focus the general academic debate about the desirability of litigation advice on the right set of issues. It also identifies the conditions likely to make particular forms of advice sufficiently harmful to merit legal restriction or sufficiently desirable to merit legal encouragement. Our analysis is thus relevant to a variety of real-world legal issues, some of which are discussed in Part V.

Section V(A) presents our analysis of measures generally intended to encourage or discourage access to advice. These include rules wholly barring the use of lawyers, such as those that sometimes apply in small claims or alternative dispute resolution procedures. They also include measures that encourage or discourage retention of a lawyer, such as rules allowing fee awards to lawyers for parties who act as private attorneys general, subsidizing representation for criminal defendants under the sixth amendment, or restricting the sum a private citizen can pay for advice. Our analysis also has implications for narrower, special purpose
rules that seek to increase the information reaching tribunals. Section V(B) illustrates the implications of our analysis for proposals to reform attorney-client confidentiality, and Section V(C) applies our analysis to rules that restrict access to legal advice about responding to investigation or other questioning.

I

THE BASIC ACCOUNT OF HOW PARTIES AND LAWYERS INFLUENCE THE INFORMATION REACHING TRIBUNALS IN AN ADVERSARY SYSTEM

To provide an adequate analysis of the informational effects of legal advice, we first need an account of how parties and lawyers generally influence the information reaching tribunals in an adversary system. For clarity and emphasis, we initially adopt a stylized account of litigation that abstracts from certain important complications about costs and settlement, party and lawyer motivation, the dubious probative value of some information, and skewed distributions of informational access, litigation error, and favorable information. After using this basic account to derive initial conclusions about the informational effects of legal advice in Part II, we reintroduce these complications in Part III and explore whether and how they might alter our conclusions.

Although necessarily simplified, our basic account is nonetheless complex in that it considers both relevant and irrelevant information, information that is available to both parties, decisions about investigation, withholding, and suppression, and sanctions for withholding and suppressing evidence. Section I(A) states our basic assumptions about party motivations, the tribunal, and the activities that influence the information reaching the tribunal. Section I(B) provides a brief account of the pertinent types of information, in terms of both their effect on the tribunal and their availability to the parties, and explains how sanctions for withholding and suppression determine the availability of information to each party. We describe in greater detail in Section I(C) how parties make decisions about investigating, presenting information, and influencing the level of evidentiary sanctions. Section I(D) makes some initial assumptions about how lawyers influence litigation conduct. Finally, Section I(E) states initial assumptions about the distribution of informational access, litigation error, and favorable and unfavorable information.

A. The Parties, the Tribunal, and the Litigation Process

In our account, two parties litigate disputed questions of fact before
a tribunal. 22 The tribunal is completely passive. 23 It does not conduct its own investigation. Nor can it recognize, without the parties' assistance, all information embodied in the evidence placed before it. Instead, it determines the appropriate legal sanctions to impose based solely on the information identified and presented by the parties. 24 Parties are sanctioned primarily for the conduct that gives rise to the litigation, which we call "primary conduct." Such sanctions include damages, fines, injunctions, and imprisonment.

But the tribunal also imposes "evidentiary sanctions" to regulate litigation conduct that influences the information reaching the tribunal, such as withholding or suppressing information. Formal evidentiary sanctions include discovery sanctions and penalties for perjury or refusing to testify. 25 But many evidentiary sanctions are not codified or explicit. For example, the most effective sanction for false testimony may not be the criminal sanction for perjury, but the adverse inference the tribunal might draw about a party's entire case if she offers testimony that appears to be false. 26

Our stylized account also assumes that each party is a rational, risk-neutral actor who seeks the combination of her litigation costs and primary and evidentiary conduct sanctions that most advantages herself. Defendants seek to minimize the sum of total expected sanctions and costs. Plaintiffs seek to maximize the net value of primary sanctions, less evidentiary sanctions and costs. For example, where a plaintiff has unfavorable information that will cost her $1,000 to produce and, if pro-

---

22. Although real litigation often involves three or more parties, there are usually two sides to any factual issue, and our analysis is unaffected if there is more than one party to a side. The tribunal could be a court, jury, arbitrator, administrative adjudicator, or any other body that resolves disputes by adjudicating facts.

23. Our basic assumption of a passive tribunal reflects the traditional ideal of the adversary system. See, e.g., Feeley, The Adversary System, in 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM 753 (R. Janis ed. 1987) (describing adversarial factfinding). Although many tribunals are not as passive as we describe, see, e.g., Resnik, Managerial Judges, 96 HARV. L. REV. 374, 376 (1982), we assume passivity because our interest is in analyzing the effect of legal advice on those elements of adversary factfinding that are party-orchestrated. Our argument therefore does not speak directly to the question of whether the tribunal should assume a more active or "inquisitorial" role in factfinding, although some of our discussion in Part IV of adjusting sanctions bears on this question.

24. The determination of the appropriate sanction involves conclusions about both liability and remedies. We do not examine the rule of decision by which the tribunal determines which information warrants what sanction, other than to assume that this rule bears some correlation to the social desirability of the conduct in question when the information is true, relevant, and nonprejudicial.


26. Other evidentiary sanctions are explicitly incorporated into the rules by which the tribunal determines the outcome on the merits. For example, a tribunal may punish the failure to produce certain information in discovery by allowing or requiring the factfinder to draw an inference adverse to the party failing to produce. See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 37(b)(2)(A).
duced, will reduce her expected judgment by $9,000, she will nonetheless produce it if the sum of her costs of withholding and expected evidentiary sanctions for withholding exceeds $10,000.27 We will call such parties "sanction-optimizers."

Our assumption that parties are sanction-optimizers necessitates two further simplifying assumptions: that every case is litigated to judgment, and that parties never engage in litigation conduct to drive up their opponents' litigation costs.28 This allows us initially to avoid the complex effects on decisions about investigation and presentation that flow from the constant possibility that a party might settle or abandon a suit. It also allows us initially to avoid some of the strategic aspects of litigation explored in the game theory literature.29

Although we reintroduce more realistic assumptions about all these features in Part III, the basic assumption of purely self-interested party behavior is perhaps sufficiently fundamental and controversial to merit some attention up front. We adopt this working assumption for two reasons. First, prior studies of civil and criminal litigation30 and our personal observations give us some confidence that the assumption captures the motivations of a substantial number of litigants. Second, our intuitive sense is that, as a uniform assumption about party motivation, the assumption that parties respond solely to the threat of sanctions provides a good "worst case" test of legal advice in an adversary system.31

We recognize, however, that not all litigants are rational actors, and those who are do not invariably have optimizing sanctions as their exclusive (or even first) priority. Some litigants, whom we call "law-abiding," may feel obligated to comply with the law governing the production of information even if the sanctions for violating the law are alone insufficient to compel compliance. Others, whom we call "truth-tellers," may feel obligated to tell the "whole truth" even if the law does not require them to do so. Government litigants, who have a duty to pursue justice and a relative lack of personal interest, may seem particularly likely to deviate from the sanction-optimizing assumption. Section III(B)

---

27. Our account does not, however, assume that the only values at stake are monetary or monetizable. Parties may also take into account the nonmonetary benefits of litigation conduct (such as the opportunity to have their "day in court"), the nonmonetary costs (such as time or reputation), and nonmonetary sanctions (such as loss of liberty).

28. Parties may, in deciding on their own conduct, take into account the opponent's likely litigation conduct. See infra Section I(B). But we initially assume that they take their opponent's likely conduct as essentially unaltered by their own litigation conduct.


31. We will see in Section III(B) that, where party motivations are not uniform, the "worst case" is providing legal advice to a sanction-optimizing party who faces a truth-teller.
describes how our account might change when parties are law-abiding or truth-telling.

Under our initial assumption of sanction-optimizing behavior, each party seeks (within limits set by litigation costs and evidentiary sanctions) to influence sanctions by influencing the information that reaches the tribunal. Whether the party wants the information to reach the tribunal will depend on the party’s judgment about whether the information is “favorable” or “unfavorable”: that is, whether it would tend to cause the tribunal to reach a factual conclusion favorable or unfavorable to the presenting party.32 Because parties are opposed on each disputed factual issue, an item that is favorable for one is unfavorable for the other.

Initially, we assume that the tribunal’s response to information actually reflects that information’s genuine tendency to prove or disprove a contested proposition of fact. Thus, our initial account excludes information that has a favorable or unfavorable impact but is false, appeals to prejudice, or achieves its effect by drowning the tribunal in redundant or irrelevant information. We reintroduce such kinds of information in Section III(C). In our initial account, however, irrelevant information refers to all information that is neither favorable nor unfavorable. Parties in our initial account thus have no desire to identify or present it.

Four basic activities influence the information reaching the tribunal. First, each party seeks to identify information through investigation. Second, each party seeks to prevent the opponent from identifying information by withholding or suppressing it. Third, from the information she has identified, each party selects information to present to the tribunal. Fourth, the parties seek to lower their own evidentiary sanctions and raise those applicable to their opponent.

B. Party Access to Information and the Role of Evidentiary Sanctions

When a dispute arises, each party knows of some information that might be presented to the tribunal. “Investigation” is how a party identifies additional presentable information. Investigation typically involves interviewing prospective witnesses and inspecting documents and other physical evidence. A party may investigate information that she pos-

32. This definition parallels that in Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 577-82, 595-96. Our discussion assumes that individual items of favorable and unfavorable information are discrete. In practice, of course, favorable and unfavorable information often comes in aggregate lumps, so that decisions to produce favorable and unfavorable items are inextricably linked. For example, a criminal defendant’s decision to testify in order to present a favorable alibi must also take account of the unfavorable information about the defendant’s prior criminal record that cross-examination will elicit. Aggregation generally does not affect our conclusions so long as parties continue to make decisions based on the net balance of favorable and unfavorable information in the relevant lump. An exception is discussed at infra note 71.
resses, may conduct informal and voluntary inquiries of cooperative sources, or (with the opponent and other unwilling sources) may proceed through formal discovery or examination at trial. Formal investigation carries with it the threat of evidentiary sanctions.

1. Party-Controlled and Discoverable Information

Each party possesses some information when a dispute arises. If a party believes that information in her possession is unfavorable, she will want to keep it from the opponent and the tribunal. A party “withholds” information in her possession by failing to volunteer or produce it to the opponent or the tribunal. Leaving aside the direct costs of the actions needed to withhold or produce information, a party will withhold information she believes is unfavorable when the expected evidentiary sanction for withholding is less than the expected adverse effect on the judgment from making the information available to the opponent or the tribunal.

Some information in each party’s initial possession can be identified by the opponent in discovery or at trial: if the opponent makes a demand for production, and if the perceived evidentiary sanctions (coupled with the direct costs of withholding) exceed the perceived harm of production (including the direct costs of production), the party will produce the information. We will call such information the party’s “discoverable set.” For the remaining information in each party’s possession, sanctions will not be enough to compel production even if a proper demand is made. Sometimes this will occur because the party can get away with improper withholding, but sometimes the law expressly permits withholding, for example, because of a valid evidentiary privilege. We will call information in a party’s possession whose disclosure cannot be compelled the party’s “controlled set.”

2. Commonly Available Information

Both parties potentially can identify some of the information that neither party possesses at the outset of litigation. Such information will include information in the public domain and information from sources

---

33. A party “possesses” information when an opponent can only obtain that information if the party volunteers it or is compelled to produce it by the threat of evidentiary sanctions. Possession thus encompasses not only physical possession of documents or other evidence but also a party’s control over her own recollection.

34. Perceived sanctions represent the party’s subjective estimate of actual expected sanctions. The expected evidentiary sanction is the product of the actual probability that the act will be detected and sanctioned by the tribunal and the actual magnitude of the sanction that will be imposed.

35. We exclude from consideration information that neither party could identify (with or without advice), because legal advice cannot affect the presentation of such information.
not aligned in interest with either side. For example, where the plaintiff brings suit for her injuries in an automobile accident case, information potentially available to both parties includes the site of the accident, police and hospital records, the recollections of nonparty eyewitnesses or investigating officers, and the published literature on and available experts concerning any disputed technical or scientific issues. We will call the set of information that is initially available to both parties the “commonly available” set.

3. **Suppressible Information**

Just as a party in possession of information can seek to withhold it, a party can sometimes attempt to prevent her opponent from identifying or presenting information that is commonly available or in the opponent’s possession. A party may, for example, destroy a document in another’s files. We call such conduct “suppression.” Both physical and testimonial evidence can be suppressed. Sometimes the law encourages suppression because it furthers some other social policy, such as respecting privacy or preventing government coercion. For example, criminal defendants frequently move to suppress evidence on the ground that it was obtained in violation of the fourth or fifth amendments. Other forms of suppression are less reputable. Skillful, suggestive interviewing can alter a witness’ recollection, so that, without realizing it, she represses or forgets information unfavorable to the interviewer. Prospective sources of information can also be subjected to legitimate or illegitimate incen-

---

36. Investigation of information held by such sources will often be cooperative, since the sources are not aligned with one party or the other. However, because nonaligned sources may not be fully compensated for the cost of providing information, it is sometimes necessary to invoke sanctions to obtain their information. The level of sanctions required to compel production need not, however, vary depending on whether the information is favorable or unfavorable to the party seeking it, because the source has no stake in the outcome.

Sources who share some but not all interests with one of the parties can be placed on a continuum between nonaligned sources and sources whose interests are perfectly aligned with a party. Information possessed by nonaligned sources is commonly available. Information possessed by perfectly aligned sources will be analytically the same as information possessed by a party, so we will treat perfectly aligned sources as one of the parties for the purposes of this Article. Information possessed by partially aligned sources has some characteristics of commonly available information, but it could also be said to be partially possessed by the party who shares interests with the source (because she will have an advantage in investigating, gathering, and suppressing that information).

37. The difference between suppression and withholding is thus the source of the information that someone prevents from reaching the tribunal. A party can only withhold information she possesses but can suppress information possessed by another.

38. See, e.g., K. MANN, *supra* note 30, at 162 (explaining the “basic working principle that he who arrives first gets a better interpretation of the facts . . . [because] the respondent’s perceptions have been influenced by the interrogator’s construction of questions”); see also M. FREEDMAN, *supra* note 9, at 88-89 (discussing the influence of interviewers on the information the interviewees recalled). In addition, a party may use the record of an interview to suppress information. For example, police officers who have interrogated a suspect may prepare a written statement that omits exculpatory information volunteered by the defendant. If the suspect signs the statement, the
tives or threats. For example, a party may advise a nonparty witness of the risk that she will incriminate herself if she testifies and of her fifth amendment right to decline to answer incriminating questions.\textsuperscript{39} Or a party may threaten the potential witness with physical or financial injury if she testifies.

Some suppression is subject to sanctions. Where suppression is possible, a party decides whether to suppress by determining whether the information is unfavorable and then weighing the perceived value of suppressing the information against both perceived sanctions for suppression and any associated financial costs.\textsuperscript{40} Where perceived evidentiary sanctions are sufficient to deter suppression, we call the information "nonsuppressible." Such information can be identified and presented by both parties. For each party, however, there will remain some information in the commonly available set or in her opponent's possession that she will be able and willing to suppress, given the perceived costs and benefits of doing so. We define information as "suppressible" if one of the parties would be willing and able to suppress it under some circumstances.

C. Decisionmaking About Investigation, Presentation, and Influencing Evidentiary Sanctions

1. Decisions About Investigation

A party will conduct an investigation only if the investigation's perceived value exceeds its cost.\textsuperscript{41} For an investigation to have positive value, it must have some possibility of leading, directly or indirectly, to

\begin{quote}
39. Courts have held that a lawyer who gives such advice to a nonparty with the "corrupt motive" of protecting her client may be convicted of obstruction of justice even though the advice given is both accurate and apt. See United States v. Payer, 523 F.2d 661, 663 (2d Cir. 1975); C. Wolfram, supra note 4, at 647. To our knowledge, however, the Supreme Court has never considered the first, fifth, or sixth amendment implications of this rule.

40. Often a significant factor in determining the expected sanctions for suppression is who identifies the information first. A party who can identify information before her opponent identifies it enhances her ability to suppress the information and reduces her expected sanctions for doing so because her opponent is less likely to detect the suppression. At the same time, she reduces her opponent's ability to suppress the information and increases her opponent's expected sanctions for attempting to suppress it. This factor, however, will not always be determinative. Some criminals, for example, may have no compunction about using threatened or actual physical harm to silence witnesses who are already providing information to the prosecutor. Witness protection programs are designed to combat this problem.

41. The perceived value of an investigation is the party's subjective estimate of its expected value. One calculates an investigation's expected value by identifying the values of the investigation's possible outcomes, multiplying each outcome by the probability it will occur, and summing those products over all possible outcomes. H. Raiffa, Decision Analysis: Introductory Lectures on Choices Under Uncertainty 9 (1968).
\end{quote}
relevant information.\textsuperscript{42} Investigations clearly have positive value to the extent they are expected to yield favorable information. But many investigations that are expected to yield only unfavorable information may also have positive value. Knowing about unfavorable information can assist in forming one's theory of the case, understanding the favorable and unfavorable character of one's own information, preparing to challenge the opponent's case, and gathering additional favorable information to present to the tribunal. Even irrelevant information can have positive value if it provides investigative leads to helpful relevant information. Investigations for relevant suppressible information will have positive value whether the information is unfavorable or favorable because such investigations enhance the likelihood of both suppressing unfavorable information and preventing the suppression of favorable information.

The potential negative informational effect of investigation is that it can increase the likelihood that unfavorable information will reach the tribunal.\textsuperscript{43} This can happen in two ways. First, investigation sometimes requires a party to divulge information directly to the opponent or to persons who are more likely than the party to disclose it to the opponent or the tribunal.\textsuperscript{44} Second, a party's identification of unfavorable information in investigation may make that information more accessible to the opponent. For example, a party may expend great effort to locate and interview a witness whom the opponent would not have found through independent investigation and whose testimony turns out to be damaging. Once the party has gathered the information, however, the opponent may be able to obtain it easily through a discovery demand directed

\textsuperscript{42} Given our assumptions in Section I(A), an investigation cannot have value simply because it burdens the opponent or leads him to believe that he must spend money to counteract it.

\textsuperscript{43} Investigation can have adverse consequences other than identifying or divulging unfavorable information. Sometimes the information that can lead the opposition to unfavorable information is itself favorable. For example, a party may wish to prevent the opposing party from obtaining favorable information because, if alerted to it, the opposing party will then identify additional information to counter it. See Brazil, supra note 30, at 1317-18 (arguing that a party anticipating litigation may decide not to depose a favorable witness in order to avoid having to give the opponent an opportunity to respond to the witness' information at trial).

\textsuperscript{44} For example, witness interrogation may itself reveal information held by the questioner, as occurred in the infamous case of Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1093 (1980). There, a nonparty witness for Kodak had prepared, but subsequently forgotten, a very damaging document that had been improperly withheld during discovery. On the eve of the witness' trial testimony, a lawyer for Kodak investigating to obtain information about the document showed it to the witness. This refreshed the witness' recollection. When asked about the document on cross-examination the following day, the witness reported its existence, causing its belated production. See Kiechel, The Strange Case of Kodak's Lawyers, FORTUNE, May 8, 1978, at 192; see also Brazil, supra note 30, at 1321 (arguing that "the drafting litigator is constantly under pressure not to initiate discovery that could help educate the opponent").
at the party.\textsuperscript{45}

Where cost-effective, a party should generally have strong overall incentives to investigate. A party always wants to identify information expected to be favorable. If the party expects the information to be unfavorable, the incentive to investigate depends in part on the opponent's access to that information. If the unfavorable information is suppressible, opponent access gives the party strong incentives to identify the information so she can suppress it. If the unfavorable information cannot be suppressed, it might seem that the party has no incentive to search for it, especially since the opponent might be able to “feed off” of the party's search. But the opponent's ability to identify the information independently may also strengthen the incentive to investigate for two reasons.

First, it is valuable to know what the opponent's case might contain. Second, the likelihood of independent opponent identification decreases the likelihood that the party's investigation will cause information to reach the tribunal that would not have reached it anyway. Without knowing the relative likelihoods that the opponent will identify information independently or as a derivative consequence of the party's investigation, one cannot determine the strength of the incentive (or disincentive) to seek out unfavorable nonsuppressible information. But the overall incentives to investigate (where cost-effective) should generally be high in all information sets, because the incentive to identify favorable information is invariably strong and the incentive to identify unfavorable information is at worst mixed.

A well-chosen investigation strategy can increase both the favorable information that a party identifies and the unfavorable information identified by her opponent. A party decides whether to conduct an investigation by determining whether it has net positive expected value.\textsuperscript{46} But the net expected value of an investigation can be positive, even though some of its expected informational consequences are harmful. Many investiga-

\textsuperscript{45} See \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1)} (permitting discovery of all relevant nonprivileged information); \textit{cf.} Shapiro, \textit{Some Problems of Discovery in an Adversary System}, 63 \textit{Minn. L. Rev.} 1055, 1054-77 (1979) (arguing that a party whose lawyer uncovers extremely unfavorable information from a nonparty witness is legally obliged to produce the information in response to a properly framed interrogatory notwithstanding the work product doctrine). Investigation of information in one's own possession can also help an opponent identify that information. For example, in responding to interrogatories, a civil litigant must conduct a "reasonable" investigation of information she possesses. See \textit{J. Friedenthal, M. Kane & A. Miller, Civil Procedure} § 7.9, at 401 (1985). Parties anticipating interrogatories may therefore avoid conducting investigations more extensive than "reasonable" for fear they may identify (and thus be obliged to produce) unfavorable information they would not have identified in the compulsory "reasonable" investigation.

\textsuperscript{46} Where a party believes that alternative investigations with positive expected value will uncover the same favorable or helpful information, she will choose the investigation with the highest value.
tions will identify multiple items of evidence, some helpful and some harmful.\textsuperscript{47} Moreover, a defining characteristic of investigations, given that they are motivated by a party's lack of knowledge about information, is uncertainty about what their fruits will be.\textsuperscript{48} The most carefully tailored investigation strategy will sometimes collect information of types or from sets different from those sought, and thus cause unfavorable information to reach the opponent or the tribunal that otherwise would not have done so.

2. \textit{Decisions About Presenting Information and the Role of Advocacy}

When the parties have completed their investigations, each will have a pool of information that she has identified and can present.\textsuperscript{49} Each must select the information to present from this pool. Subject to cost constraints and evidentiary sanctions, each will seek to present all information she believes is favorable and to withhold or suppress information she believes is unfavorable or irrelevant.

Presenting information encompasses more than the mechanical tasks of placing selected physical objects in evidence and eliciting oral testimony. Getting information admitted into evidence makes it available to both sides but may not be sufficient to alert the tribunal to its favorable or unfavorable character. Presentation thus often involves advocacy, in which each side shapes the tribunal's interpretation of the admitted evidence by pointing out the favorable factual inferences that can be drawn from the evidence and minimizing the unfavorable inferences. The more passive, obtuse, overburdened, or inexperienced the tribunal, the more advocacy is needed to ensure that the tribunal recognizes all the information embodied in admitted evidence.

An example may illustrate the process of presenting and withholding information. Suppose that the defendant in a contract dispute believes that her truthful account of conversations with the plaintiff will assist her case. Accordingly, she testifies to those conversations and points out the favorable inferences that can be drawn from them. The

\textsuperscript{47} Even where a single item is involved, it may have both helpful and harmful aspects. For example, an item of unfavorable information may provide valuable investigative leads to favorable information, but gathering it may greatly increase the likelihood that the opponent will obtain and present it.

\textsuperscript{48} Indeed, the value of information will generally be uncertain even after the party has investigated. For example, the party may not know for certain whether: (1) the opponent will obtain (or would have obtained) the information independently; (2) the opponent will make a discovery request for the collected information, and what perceived sanctions for nonproduction will be if he does; (3) the information will lead to further positive value investigations; or (4) additional information will arise that alters the information's favorable or unfavorable character.

\textsuperscript{49} A party can directly present information it possesses. If the opponent or nonparties possess the identified information, the party may have to mobilize sanctions to compel its presentation. Sometimes the party may identify information but be unable to present it.
same defendant's correspondence file contains copies of several letters supporting inferences unfavorable to the defendant. Because the opponent does not demand those copies, the party says nothing about them, and the contents of her file are never introduced into evidence. The defendant's failure to produce the documents is a form of withholding. The opponent finally offers in evidence a copy of one of the letters and points out an inference supported by the letter that is unfavorable to the defendant, but fails to point out several other even more damaging inferences supported by the letter. The defendant, who perceives those inferences, elects to remain silent about them. By failing to point out the additional inferences to the tribunal, both the plaintiff (mistakenly) and the defendant (correctly) have withheld that information from the tribunal.

3. Party Efforts to Influence Evidentiary Sanctions and Secondary Information

At the same time that parties are seeking to identify and present information that will influence the tribunal in imposing sanctions for primary conduct, they are also engaged in a "litigation within a litigation" whose subject is the level of sanctions for withholding and suppression. In this litigation, each side seeks to ensure that the information reaching the tribunal about its own evidentiary conduct is as favorable as possible and that the information reaching the tribunal about the opponent's evidentiary conduct is as unfavorable as possible. Thus, a party will seek to present her own information in a way which suggests that her presentation is complete and candid, while endeavoring at the same time to present information which suggests that her opponent's presentation is incomplete and dishonest. The information the parties present on these issues is in part the same information that is relevant to the tribunal's determination of the merits. But each party may also be able to present some information that goes solely to the likelihood that information is being improperly suppressed or withheld. We will call information that influences the level of evidentiary sanctions "secondary information."

4. An Illustrative Case

We can illustrate some of the factors that inform the process of making decisions under uncertainty about investigation and presentation by examining the traditional lawyers' rule of thumb that in cross-examining a hostile witness at trial, "a lawyer should never ask a question to which

---

50. This example is modeled on Professor Samuel Williston's account of a case in which he participated as a young lawyer, as recounted in Curtis, The Ethics of Advocacy, 4 STAN. L. REV. 3, 9-10 (1951).
she does not already know the answer." The lawyer's lack of knowledge about the answer she will receive means that, although the inquiry takes place before the tribunal, it involves a significant element of investigation. Her ignorance indicates that she has no strong reason to believe the question will produce favorable information. What is more, if the witness withholds favorable information, the lawyer's ignorance makes it unlikely that she can bring evidentiary sanctions to bear by impeaching the witness' testimony.

If the information identified in cross-examination proves unfavorable, the consequences are likely to be particularly harmful. The circumstances make clear that the opponent would not have independently presented the information. Further, unlike information disclosed to the opponent during out-of-court investigation, answers given during cross-examination may reach the tribunal whether or not the opponent makes a conscious decision to present the information. Nor is the party likely to realize the benefits that normally flow from identifying unfavorable information prior to trial. Because of the timing of the investigation, any unfavorable information the party unearths is unlikely to aid in case preparation or subsequent investigation.

In short, blind cross-examination involves a higher risk of adverse consequences and a lower chance of positive payoff than normal investigation. This does not mean that it will always be disadvantageous. When opportunities for out-of-court investigation to identify favorable information are limited, as they are in systems without pretrial discovery, such inquiries are more likely to have positive expected value notwithstanding the risks involved. One would expect parties in such a system to take those risks more frequently than in a system allowing pretrial discovery.

52. Although statements of the rule of thumb typically restrict its application to cases of cross-examination, much of the analysis here also applies to direct examination of a friendly witness in circumstances where the examiner does not "know" the answer. Friendly witnesses should be more likely to hostile witnesses to have favorable information. But direct examination typically will have elicited the lion's share of the unfavorable information possessed by the hostile witness. Therefore, the mix of favorable and unfavorable information that has not been elicited from the hostile witness may not differ from the mix of information that is possessed by a friendly witness but was not identified in pretrial investigation.
53. Thus, Francis Wellman, writing near the turn of the century about lawyers in a system of limited discovery, noted the maxim against cross-examination where one was uncertain of the answer, but nevertheless stated that "[t]he most cautious cross-examiner will often elicit a damaging answer." F. WELLMAN, THE ART OF CROSS-EXAMINATION 13 (3d ed. 1923). This judgment presumably reflects the fact that, in a regime without pretrial discovery, cross-examination often might represent a party's only opportunity to identify and present favorable information possessed by a hostile witness.
D. Accounting for the Contribution of Lawyers

An account of legal advice requires that we make certain assumptions about what lawyers know, what their advice costs, what their motivations are, and whether their advice has symmetric or asymmetric effects on the litigating parties. We assume that lawyers' expertise assists the full range of activities described above: investigation, categorizing and presenting information, withholding, and suppression. Lawyers know more than clients about whether information about primary conduct is favorable, unfavorable, or irrelevant. Lawyers also know more about the available procedures and techniques for investigation, presentation, withholding, and suppression, about the sanctions applicable to clients' evidentiary conduct, and about whether information is favorable, unfavorable, or irrelevant on the issue of whether evidentiary sanctions should be imposed. For example, lawyers know more about the rules governing the compelled production of information, including the proper form of demands for production, the ways of resisting such demands, and the sanctions for failure to produce. As a result, lawyers can make more accurate predictions about whether information is party-controlled, discoverable, commonly available, or suppressible. In each of these areas of professional expertise, we assume that lawyers' knowledge is imperfect but better than their clients'.

We also assume, for the sake of simplicity, that legal advice is costless. In consequence, in this simplified account parties have no incentive to economize on legal advice, and lawyers have no incentive to increase their profit by working too much or too little. We consider the consequences of relaxing this important assumption in Section III(A).

We do not, however, assume that lawyers are perfectly loyal to their clients' interests. Sometimes lawyers will refuse to assist or engage in evidentiary misconduct even though such misconduct would optimize their clients' sanctions. In our basic account, we assume that lawyers behave this way only out of a self-interested concern for their own susceptibility to evidentiary sanctions for engaging in or assisting unlawful withholding and suppression of evidence. This assumption implies, among other things, that evidentiary sanctions applicable to lawyers sometimes abrogate lawyer-client confidentiality. We reserve until Sec-

---

54. If lawyers were unavailable during litigation, parties might be able to replace some of the lost legal knowledge by self-study or by consulting lawyers before litigation. But there would be limits on the ability of parties to substitute such sources of knowledge for lawyers. Accord Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 599, 600-01. To the extent parties can obtain legal knowledge without being represented by lawyers during litigation, that would affect only the overall extent, and not the nature or direction, of the effects we predict under our model.

55. Section II(C)(2) describes some of these sanctions in greater detail.
tion V(B) consideration of the comparative informational effects of legal regimes that protect confidentiality more or less than the current regime.

Although many lawyers may refuse to participate in evidentiary misconduct for other reasons, the assumption that lawyers avoid evidentiary misconduct only because they fear sanctions allows us to address the apparent “worst case” argument against legal advice. In Section III(B)(3), we reconsider our results under the assumption that some lawyers refuse to become involved in evidentiary misconduct because of professional or moral obligations.

In much of our discussion of the effects of advice on party behavior, we adopt a narrative convention which implies that lawyers give legal advice and that clients then execute the acts of investigation, presentation, suppression or withholding that the lawyers have recommended. Although this may sometimes happen, in fact clients often delegate execution of these tasks to lawyers, particularly when the tasks involve investigation or appearances before the tribunal. Indeed, often a party cannot obtain the full benefit of advice about investigation or presenting information without delegating the execution of those tasks to her lawyer. Where delegation occurs, lawyers’ increased personal susceptibility to evidentiary sanctions may make them unwilling to allow or participate in efforts to suppress or withhold information. This effect is important to our conclusions and we address it in Section II(C)(2). Our narrative convention is not meant to deny this important effect of delegation but rather to simplify the exposition.

A final important issue in developing an account of the informational effects of litigation advice is whether to measure those effects under a bilateral or unilateral account. A bilateral account compares a regime in which both parties receive comparable litigation advice with a regime in which neither side has any advice. A unilateral account holds the advice given one party constant and compares the results when the opponent receives advice with the results when it does not.

Each approach has its virtues. A bilateral account more closely approximates the traditional understanding of the adversary system of factfinding, in which both parties operate with similar resources and under similar rules governing access to advice. More important, if the account’s predicted effects are to provide useful guidance for legal policy analysis—rather than for individual decisions to retain counsel—the account must measure the effects of the societal decision to employ or reform rules that require, encourage, permit, discourage, or forbid litigation advice. Such societal decisions will often have bilateral effects.

Indeed, in civil cases between private parties, society may have little choice but to allow litigation advice either to both parties or to neither. Allowing litigation advice only to plaintiffs or only to defendants would
make little sense functionally because either side can benefit from slanting the mix of information presented to tribunals and might be tempted by improved prospects in litigation to engage in undesirable primary conduct. Such a distinction would also be administratively unworkable in a system where almost any defendant can, given declaratory judgments, counterclaims, and cross-claims, paint herself as a plaintiff. 56 When the government opposes a private citizen, distinctions may be easier to draw, both for functional reasons (the government's duty to serve justice and, in criminal cases, its distinctive legal disclosure obligations might make it less likely to present evidence selectively) and for administrative reasons (the government can be readily identified in every case). Other social values, however, might still limit society to choosing between allowing legal advice to both parties or neither.

On the other hand, a unilateral account has important applications. In a troubling class of civil cases, litigation advice may be nominally available to both sides but in practice available to only one side because the other cannot afford adequate legal counsel. 57 If the legal regime could identify with confidence the cases falling in this category, one could employ a unilateral account to describe the informational effects, in this class of litigation, of a societal decision to either deny counsel to both sides or subsidize counsel for the party who otherwise could not afford it. The former solution is sometimes adopted in small claims court; the latter underlies many legal aid programs.

In another class of cases that appear nominally bilateral, the quality of legal advice available to both sides is adequate, but because one lawyer is better than the other or because one party initially knows much less law than the opponent, legal advice alters one party's litigation behavior more than it alters her opponent's. Where the bilateral provision of legal advice causes one party's rate of error to decrease more than her opponent's, the effects are in part bilateral, but the differential advantage flowing from advice is more appropriately evaluated as a unilateral increase in advice.

Finally, because it is easier to draw formal and functional distinctions between the government and other parties, and because the govern-

56. Kaplow and Shavell argue that one can permit or disallow legal advice to only one side, citing the contrasting roles of criminal prosecutors and defense attorneys. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 597 n.76. However, they offer no explanation of how to make distinctions useful for civil litigation between two private parties.

57. These include cases where the expected value to one side does not merit the necessary investment in legal counsel. They also include cases where one side is too poor to hire adequate counsel and either cannot win a monetary recovery or cannot (due to legal restrictions or market imperfections) finance the litigation by borrowing against (or selling or assigning a portion of) the potential recovery.
ment is a repeat player, a unilateral account may be valuable in analyzing the informational effects of measures that regulate the legal advice received by government opponents. For example, a unilateral account can help analyze the informational effects of forfeiture statutes that deny suspected criminals the ability to use the alleged proceeds of their offenses to hire expensive counsel. We will therefore present both unilateral and bilateral accounts.

E. Distributions of Access, Error, and Information

Our basic account adopts a number of further assumptions about the distribution of informational access, litigation error, and favorable versus unfavorable information. First, at the beginning of litigation, each party has equal access to relevant information. To the extent that relevant information is party-controlled or suppressible, it is equally controlled or suppressible by each party. Second, the errors that unadvised parties may make about litigation matters—such as how to categorize information as favorable or unfavorable and about the level of evidentiary sanctions—are not systematically biased. Parties are as likely to mistake favorable information for unfavorable as vice versa and are as likely to overestimate expected sanctions as underestimate them. Third, in each set of information available to one or both sides, the relevant information is equally divided between information favorable to one side and information favorable to the other. In other words, the mix of favorable and unfavorable information is fifty-fifty in each of the controlled, discoverable, commonly available, and suppressible sets.

Obviously none of these assumptions of perfectly equal distribution is likely to be true in any particular case. They may, however, accurately capture overall distributions in a general class of litigation and thus provide an adequate basis for deriving the general effects of litigation advice. We thus derive our initial conclusions about the general effects of advice under assumptions of equal distribution. We will then examine in Part III whether any of these distributions might be systemically skewed either generally or in particular classes of litigation and what the consequences of such skewed distributions might be.

II

THE BASIC ACCOUNT OF THE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS OF LITIGATION ADVICE

In this Part, we derive the informational effects of the legal advice

---

58. It may be impossible to effectively deny legal advice to government authorities, since as repeat players they would develop legal sophistication whether or not they were represented by lawyers.

59. See infra text accompanying notes 203-04.
that is actually provided in an adversary system in which clients and lawyers both face evidentiary sanctions and in which lawyer-client confidentiality is imperfect. We postpone to Part V consideration of how evidentiary sanctions applicable to parties and their lawyers can sometimes prevent more legal advice from being given. Thus we do not here measure the informational effects of restrictions on advice, which would require comparing a legal regime with advice and the legal restrictions against a regime with advice but without the restrictions. Rather, this Part measures the effects of legal advice against a baseline of parties litigating with no advice.\(^{60}\)

Even within our stylized basic account, the informational effects of the legal advice provided to parties in an adversary system are diverse and complicated. To clarify our exposition, we discuss separately the effects of advice on different types of evidentiary conduct. In Section A, we trace the informational effects of advice about how to categorize (as irrelevant, favorable, or unfavorable) the information the parties have identified. We subsequently consider the effects of legal advice on investigation in Section B and the effects of legal advice on the perceived and actual sanctions for withholding or suppressing unfavorable information in Section C. In each instance, we present the effects of unilateral litigation advice first and the effects of bilateral advice second.

Several informational effects of litigation advice are unambiguously positive. First, legal advice helps parties sort the relevant information from the irrelevant. Second, whenever the same information is available to both parties (so that both can compete in presenting it to the tribunal), legal advice to either party about how to categorize information as favorable or unfavorable will normally increase the amount of favorable information that the advised party presents more than it decreases the amount of unfavorable information she presents. Third, legal advice increases investigation, and thus the presentation of information that would not have been identified without legal advice. Finally, for any legal advice provided, lawyers’ personal susceptibility to evidentiary sanctions will sometimes decrease withholding and suppression of unfavorable information.

Other informational effects of advice, such as those flowing from improved categorization of party-controlled and suppressible information, are disturbingly ambiguous: they skew the mix of information in favor of the party receiving advice, but they neither increase nor decrease the total relevant information reaching the tribunal. But because the unambiguously positive effects of advice are not offset by any clearly neg-

\(^{60}\) The distinction is important because, as Section V(B) demonstrates, a conclusion that litigation advice is desirable, ambiguous, or undesirable does not alone dictate any conclusion about whether confidentiality intended to encourage such advice is desirable or undesirable.
ative effects, we conclude that in our stylized account litigation advice has the following general effects. It decreases the proportion (and perhaps total amount) of irrelevant information presented under both the unilateral and bilateral accounts. Unilateral litigation advice increases the presentation of information favorable to the party receiving advice more than it decreases the presentation of unfavorable information, and thus increases the total relevant information presented. Bilateral advice increases the favorable and unfavorable information presented about both sides.

A. Legal Advice That Helps Parties Categorize Information

In this Section, we assume that each party has a pool of potentially relevant information that she has identified, which is either nonsuppressible or suppressible. Unadvised parties may mistakenly categorize such information in four ways: (1) irrelevant as relevant; (2) relevant as irrelevant; (3) favorable as unfavorable; and (4) unfavorable as favorable. Legal advice correcting these errors helps a party decide which information to present, withhold, suppress, or save from suppression.

1. Effects of Unilateral Advice

a. Nonsuppressible Irrelevant Information

We consider nonsuppressible information first. Some nonsuppressible information that a party has identified will be irrelevant. With legal advice, a party will be less likely to categorize such information mistakenly as relevant and favorable. Correcting these errors reduces the amount of irrelevant information presented.

b. Nonsuppressible Information Unadvised Parties Would Miscategorize as Irrelevant

The remaining nonsuppressible information will either be favorable or unfavorable. When legal advice corrects a party's mistaken belief that this nonsuppressible information is irrelevant, it increases that party's presentation of relevant information. Because lawyers are more likely to present favorable information than unfavorable, the additional favorable information presented out of the set that otherwise would have been mis-

61. This analysis applies only to information that a party has identified and can present. Although normally a party should be able to present or compel the presentation of any potentially relevant information she identifies, there can be information that a party can and does identify but cannot present, such as demeanor information about a witness who is beyond the subpoena power of the court. For purposes of analyzing advice about which information to present, such information is analytically the same as information the party has not identified at all.

62. We discuss in Sections II(B) and II(C) the changes in the information identified by the party or her opponent because of the effects of advice on investigation and on sanctions for withholding and suppression.
c. Correcting Mistakes About Which Side Nonsuppressible Information Favors

Unilateral legal advice also reduces party errors about which side is favored by nonsuppressible information that an unadvised party would correctly categorize as relevant. These corrections increase the presentation of favorable information and decrease the presentation of unfavorable information. The relative magnitudes of these effects depend on whether the information has been identified by the advised party alone or by both parties.

i. Separately Identified Nonsuppressible Information

Information identified by the advised party alone includes information in the party's controlled set, such as a party's recollections concerning her own mental state, as well as information in the discoverable and commonly available sets that the opponent has not requested. We will call such information "separately identified." Because the opponent cannot present separately identified information, whether it reaches the tribunal will depend solely on the party's decision whether to present it.\(^{63}\)

Legal advice decreases the probability that a party will either withhold favorable information or present unfavorable information. The increase in favorable information presented will be the product of the change in the probability of mistaken withholding of favorable information and the amount of favorable information being considered for presentation.\(^{64}\)

The decrease in unfavorable information presented will be the product of the change in the probability of mistaken presentation of unfavorable information and the amount of unfavorable information being considered for presentation.

Given our simplifying assumptions, any decrease in the probability of mistaken withholding will equal the decrease in the probability of mistaken presentation. We will see, after analyzing investigation, that there is reason to believe that the mix of separately identified information being considered for presentation tends to be more favorable than unfavorable.\(^{65}\) This will further bolster our conclusion that legal advice about information categorization increases the favorable information reaching
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63. In effect, advice about whether to present this class of information is the only class of advice that Kaplow and Shavell model. See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 568-75.

64. We define the change in the probability of mistaken withholding or presentation as the difference between the probability a piece of identified information will mistakenly be withheld (or presented) without legal advice, and the probability it will mistakenly be withheld (or presented) with advice.

65. See infra Section II(B)(2)(b).
the tribunal more than it decreases unfavorable information. At this juncture, however, we assume only that the mix of separately identified information is equally favorable and unfavorable. On this working assumption we conclude that the increase in favorable separately identified information presented because of legal advice about which side the information favors should equal the decrease in unfavorable separately identified information presented. The result is no net gain or loss of relevant information reaching the tribunal, but a mix of information skewed in favor of the advised party.

ii. Commonly Identified Nonsuppressible Information

We will call information "commonly identified" if both parties have identified and correctly categorized the information as relevant. Advice about whether commonly identified nonsuppressible information is favorable or unfavorable will increase the information reaching the tribunal. This effect is easiest to recognize in the limiting case where the opponent has perfect legal knowledge and therefore presents all commonly identified information unfavorable to the party receiving advice. Against such an opponent, providing a party with advice cannot decrease the unfavorable commonly identified information presented since the opponent presents it in any case; advice will instead tend only to increase the favorable information presented.

The effect is, however, more general: whenever the party's opponent is more than minimally competent, unilateral advice will tend to increase the commonly identified information presented. A minimally competent opponent is more likely to present unfavorable information (from the advised party's perspective) than favorable information. Accordingly, the commonly identified information that the opponent will not present (and whose presentation can thus be affected by the quality of the decisions made by the advised party) will tend to contain more favorable than unfavorable information. In selecting from commonly

---

66. This assumption is reasonable given our initial assumption that each side controls or can suppress an equal amount of relevant information, and that each set of information available to either party contains equal amounts of favorable and unfavorable information. See supra Section I(E).

67. A minimally competent opponent is one who has knowledge sufficient to make his ability to distinguish favorable from unfavorable information better than random. We expect that almost all opponents will be minimally competent by this standard, whether or not they have retained a lawyer. Even if there are isolated exceptions, we are describing the general effects of advice, and therefore find it sufficient for that purpose to assume that in general opponents will tend to be better than random selectors.

68. Throughout this Section, we use "favorable" to refer to information that benefits the advised party, even if it actually is presented by her opponent (to whom it is unfavorable).

69. To express this mathematically, suppose that the set of commonly identified information contains $F$ items of information favorable to the party and $U$ of unfavorable. The opponent has a probability $P$ of selecting information unfavorable to the party receiving advice, and a probability
identified information, the party thus must make more decisions about whether to present favorable information that otherwise would not reach the tribunal than about whether to present unfavorable information that otherwise would not reach the tribunal. Legal advice that increases the probability of correct decisions about whether to present information should therefore increase the favorable information reaching the tribunal more than it decreases the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.70 And as the extreme case illustrates, the more competent the oppo-

1-P of selecting information favorable to the party receiving advice. Thus after the opponent has selected, the amount of information remaining for the party to select is (P)F and (1-P)(U), Where P and U are equal, the amount of favorable information remaining after the opponent has selected will exceed the amount of unfavorable information remaining whenever P > 1-P. that is, whenever P is greater than .5, the condition of minimal competence.

70. We are grateful to Louis Kaplow for pointing out that this effect may be offset because an unadvised party facing a more competent opponent might deduce that her best strategy is simply to present all commonly identified information unrepresented by the opponent, figuring that the inferences she can draw from her opponent's nonpresentation are better than the inferences she can draw from her independent categorization. Suppose, for example, the opponent is 80% competent in categorizing information, and the unadvised party is 60% competent. Assume also that the mix of commonly identified information unrepresented by the opponent contains 100 items. Given the opponent's competence, 80 of these items should be favorable to the unadvised party, and 20 should be unfavorable. The unadvised party could thus present a mix of information that is 80% favorable by blindly presenting all 100 items. This 80% success with blind presentation might sometimes be more advantageous than a selective presentation in which she applies her own 60% competence. Where this logic would lead an unadvised party to present blindly, advice will tend to make the party's presentation more selective, thus decreasing the party's presentation of commonly identified information.

However, although a strategy of unadvised blind presentation is sometimes theoretically advantageous, often it is not. Any party who is more than minimally competent can, through selective presentation, almost always make the mix of commonly identified information she presents more favorable than it would be if she followed a strategy of blind presentation. (The one exception is that selective presentation cannot improve the mix when the opponent has presented 100% of the favorable information.) To continue the last example, if the unadvised party applies her 60% competence to selecting among the information unrepresented by her opponent, she will present 60% of the favorable items (or 48 favorable items) and only 40% of unfavorable items (or 8 items). Selective presentation will thus make the mix of information she presents 85.7% (48/56) favorable, an improvement from blind presentation. Depending on the sanctioning function and the mix of information presented by the opponent, an 85.7% favorable mix of 56 selected items can be more advantageous than an 80% favorable mix of 100 blindly presented items. Where it is advantageous, the unadvised party will be selective and present only 56 items of information. If her attorney is 80% competent, with advice she will instead present 64 favorable items and only 4 unfavorable items. Advice will then increase the items she presents from 56 to 68.

Moreover, even when theoretically advantageous, the practical extent of the incentive for unadvised blind presentation seems small because of various obstacles. First, the unadvised party cannot use the strategy unless she has the second move, so that she can observe the opponent's selection first. Second, the strategy is so complex that it is doubtful it would occur often to an unadvised party. Third, the strategy has no potential application unless the unadvised party believes her opponent is more competent. Finally, and perhaps most important, the unadvised party may not know (and may have little way of knowing) whether the information unrepresented by her opponent has been commonly identified as relevant. Without such knowledge, the unadvised party has little reason to infer from the opponent's nonpresentation that information is favorable. The opponent's nonpresentation may instead mean that the opponent categorized the information as irrelevant or never identified it all.
nent the more the increase in favorable information presented because of advice will exceed the decrease in unfavorable information presented.

d. **Suppressible Information**

Some portion of the information that a party identifies will be suppressible. Advice enabling parties to categorize suppressible information as irrelevant, favorable, or unfavorable has at least one positive effect. When a party mistakenly categorizes irrelevant suppressible information as relevant, advice causes the party to reclassify as irrelevant some information that she would mistakenly have categorized as favorable and saved from suppression or presented. This reduces the amount of irrelevant information reaching the tribunal.

Other effects are more ambiguous. When a party mistakenly categorizes relevant suppressible information as irrelevant, legal advice sometimes results in its recategorization as relevant and either favorable or unfavorable. A party with advice is more likely to prevent opponent suppression and to avoid her own mistaken suppression of favorable information. This increases the total amount of favorable information reaching the tribunal. The advised party is also more likely to suppress from her opponent and to avoid her own mistaken presentation of unfavorable information. This reduces the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. Assuming as we do that mistakes in categorizing favorable and unfavorable information occur with equal frequency, and that the amounts of favorable and unfavorable suppressible information are equal, such advice should have no impact on the total amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal. For similar reasons, advice correcting party errors about which side is favored by relevant suppressible information increases the favorable information reaching the tribunal and decreases the unfavorable, with no net impact on the total amount of information presented. In both cases, though, the mix of information is skewed in favor of the advised party.

e. **Summary**

Unilateral litigation advice about how to categorize information has several positive effects. For both nonsuppressible and suppressible information, such advice decreases the amount of irrelevant information presented. For nonsuppressible information, advice that corrects mistaken beliefs that information is irrelevant increases the presentation of both favorable and (less strongly) unfavorable information. For nonsuppressible commonly identified information, advice that corrects party errors about which side is favored by the information tends to increase the presentation of favorable information more than it decreases the presentation of unfavorable information, with a net increase in total relevant
information presented. Advice about categorization also has some ambiguous effects. For relevant suppressible information and (under our working assumption) for nonsuppressible separately identified information, advice causes an increase in the amount of favorable information reaching the tribunal and an equivalent decrease in unfavorable information. The overall effect of advice about categorization is therefore a decrease in the presentation of irrelevant information and an increase in favorable information greater than the decrease in unfavorable information. This increases the total relevant information reaching the tribunal.

2. Effects of Bilateral Advice

In a bilateral account, some effects of advice remain ambiguous. For relevant suppressible information and nonsuppressible separately identified information, advice causes each party to present more favorable and less unfavorable information, with no net effect on the total amount of favorable information or unfavorable information reaching the tribunal about either side. Other effects remain just as positive as in the unilateral account. Providing advice to both parties decreases the amount of irrelevant information each side presents, and advice correcting mistaken judgments that relevant nonsuppressible information is irrelevant increases the amount of favorable and unfavorable information each side presents. Finally, bilateral advice actually enhances the positive effect of advice on the presentation of commonly identified nonsuppressible information. As in the unilateral account, legal advice improves each party's ability to present favorable information from this set more than it improves her ability to reduce the presentation of unfavorable information. The tendency for the increase in favorable information presented to exceed the decrease in unfavorable will, however, be greater than in the unilateral account because bilateral advice will improve the opponent's competence.71

In sum, when both parties receive advice about categorizing information, each party presents less irrelevant and more relevant information, because advice increases her presentation of favorable information more than it decreases her presentation of unfavorable information. Because information favorable to one party is unfavorable to the other, the result of bilateral advice is an increase in the presentation of favorable and unfavorable information about each party.

71. See supra notes 67-70 and accompanying text (discussing the relation between unilateral effects and opponent competence). There may be an offsetting effect to the extent evidence comes in aggregate lumps of favorable and unfavorable information rather than the discrete units we assume. See supra note 32. Increased opponent competence may decrease a party's incentive to present such "lumpy" evidence, because it increases the likelihood that the opponent will recognize and present (through advocacy) the unfavorable informational aspects of the evidence.
B. Legal Advice That Alters Investigation

1. Effects of Unilateral Advice on Investigation

Legal advice helps parties conduct more and better investigations in a variety of ways. First, advice helps parties design or conceive of a wider range of feasible investigations. Lawyers better understand the full range of potentially helpful information, the possible modes of inquiry, and the art of framing investigations to maximize the expected value of the response. Lawyers also better understand the significance for the design of investigations of whatever information is already at hand. An advised party should thus identify more useful persons to interview or depose, more documents to demand, and more questions to pose in formal or informal pretrial investigation or at trial. In consequence, an advised party can effectively choose from more investigative options—having both positive and negative expected value—than an unadvised party. A skilled cross-examiner, for example, effectively expands a party’s investigative options by conceiving of a broad range of follow-up questions. To the extent that the additional feasible investigations identified through legal advice appear to have positive expected values, an advised party will conduct some investigations she would not otherwise have conducted.

Second, legal advice should also increase the amount of investigation performed by helping parties make more effective use of the fruits of investigation. When an investigation is completed, an advised party will make better decisions about how to categorize the information obtained, whether to present, withhold or suppress it, and how to use that information to pursue further investigation. For example, a party delegating the conduct of a file search to her lawyer can expect to identify more relevant documents and to categorize them more accurately. In consequence, a party who expects to have advice about using the proceeds of investigation will anticipate more benefits and fewer adverse consequences from each feasible investigation of which she is aware. The prospect of advice therefore strengthens the incentive to investigate. Some investigations that would have had positive expected values will look even better, and others that would have had negative expected values will now appear positive. A party with advice about using the fruits of investigation

72. To the extent that sanctions for failure to produce information in response to a formal or informal demand are sufficiently high to induce production, such demands permit investigation in the discoverable set. We defer until Section II(C) discussion of how advice influences the level of expected sanctions for failing to respond to those demands for production that are made.

73. The incentive effect will be strongest when confidentiality is absolute or when the party can obtain advice without sharing information with her lawyer, because in those cases the decision to obtain legal advice, standing alone, cannot increase the risk that unfavorable information will reach the tribunal.
should thus conduct more investigations than one who does not expect to have such advice.

Finally, legal advice improves a party's accuracy in calculating the expected value of a feasible investigation and thus improves her selection of investigations. Advice reduces the probability that a party will mistakenly forego investigations that have positive expected value or mistakenly conduct investigations that have negative expected value.74 For example, a cross-examining lawyer improves the selection of investigations by abandoning a line of inquiry that would require her to divulge unfavorable information. This final effect alters the mix of investigations conducted, but, unlike the first two effects, may increase or decrease the total number of investigations conducted.

The effects of advice on investigation uniformly tend to increase the number and proportion of investigations conducted that have positive expected value: a party will conceive of a greater number of feasible investigations, more investigations in that expanded universe will have positive value, and the party is more likely correctly to choose to conduct those positive value investigations. Whether advice will increase the number of investigations conducted that have negative expected value is ambiguous. Legal advice about investigation selection eliminates some investigations with negative expected value that an unadvised party would mistakenly have conducted. But advice also causes a party to conceive of additional feasible investigations with negative expected value that an unadvised party would not have considered. Legal advice, not being perfect, will not wholly eliminate error in deciding whether to conduct those additional negative expected value investigations, and therefore some will be conducted in error. Thus, while legal advice will tend to reduce the proportion of negative expected value investigations conducted, it may increase or decrease the total number conducted.

In general, advice that influences investigation should provide a party with a larger pool of information to present. The additional positive expected value investigations conducted because of legal advice should lead to the identification of more favorable information, more unfavorable information that the other party has also obtained, and more irrelevant information that provides helpful investigative leads. The effects of advice on the identification of useless irrelevant information and on the amount of additional unfavorable information made available to the opponent because of investigation are less straightforward. As argued above, some of the additional investigations conducted on account of legal advice will actually have negative expected value and are therefore likely to produce such untoward consequences. Moreover,

---

74. See supra notes 41-48 and accompanying text (distinguishing negative and positive value searches).
some additional investigations with positive expected values will involve an unavoidable risk of adverse consequences.\textsuperscript{75} For example, it may be worth conducting discovery to identify critical documents even though it is likely that the discovery will alert the opponent to unfavorable information that he would not otherwise obtain. On the other hand, advice that improves a party's selection of investigations tends to reduce the occasions on which a party identifies irrelevant information or causes additional unfavorable information to reach the tribunal. The general tendency of advice, then, is to increase the amount of favorable information identified without any predictable increase or decrease in the identification, gathering, or divulging of unfavorable information that the opponent would not otherwise obtain.\textsuperscript{76}

2. The Combined Effects of Unilateral Advice on Categorization and Investigation

We are now in a position to describe the composite effects of unilateral advice on the investigation and categorization of information, on the temporary assumption that legal advice does not influence the perceived level of evidentiary sanctions for either side.\textsuperscript{77}

a. Information Whose Identification Is Influenced by Advice

Information whose identification is influenced by advice will either be suppressible or nonsuppressible. For nonsuppressible information, advice influencing investigation should strongly increase the presentation of favorable information. Advice influencing investigation causes a party to identify additional favorable information, and advice about categorization increases the probability that the party will correctly present that

\textsuperscript{75} See supra notes 46-48 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{76} These effects of advice may be diminished, but not eliminated, by a feedback effect. Distinct investigations with different positive or negative expected values can sometimes produce some of the same favorable or unfavorable information. Accordingly, the expected value of one investigation may depend on whether another investigation that duplicates some of its positive or negative consequences is conducted or eliminated as a consequence of advice. An investigation whose positive consequences are duplicated by a new investigation is less likely to be conducted; an investigation whose negative consequences are duplicated by a new investigation is more likely to be conducted. Because the additional investigations caused by advice have more positive than negative consequences, the feedback effect of those investigations will be a reduction of investigative activity. Similarly, an investigation whose positive consequences duplicate a search eliminated because of advice is more likely to be conducted, while an investigation whose negative consequences duplicate those of an eliminated investigation is less likely to be conducted. Since the investigations eliminated by advice are likely to have more negative than positive consequences, the feedback effect of investigations eliminated by legal advice will also tend to reduce the level of investigation. Because these feedback effects are derived from the principal effects of advice, however, they should only offset rather than eliminate those effects.

\textsuperscript{77} We relax this temporary assumption in Section II(C).
additional information.\textsuperscript{78}

The effect of advice on the presentation of unfavorable nonsuppressible information, in contrast, depends on the net result of conflicting influences. If the negative consequences of additional investigations conducted with legal advice outweigh the negative consequences of the investigations eliminated by improved selection of investigations, then the party may divulge, identify, or gather more unfavorable information that the opponent would not otherwise obtain. This should increase the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.\textsuperscript{79} If the decrease in negative consequences from improved selection of investigations outweighs the increase in negative consequences due to increased investigations, the nonsuppressible unfavorable information reaching the tribunal will decrease. Any increase or decrease in unfavorable information reaching the tribunal will, however, tend to be smaller than the increase in presentation of favorable information. This is because advice tends uniformly to increase the presentation of favorable information but has offsetting effects on the presentation of unfavorable information. For similar reasons, advice should reduce the proportion of irrelevant information presented, though it may not decrease the amount of irrelevant information presented.\textsuperscript{80} Advice thus increases the amount and proportion of relevant nonsuppressible information reaching the tribunal.

For suppressible information, the composite effect of advice about investigation and categorization is ambiguous: an increase in favorable

\textsuperscript{78} To the extent attorneys streamline the presentation of cases involving an abundance of relevant information by selecting the most forceful evidence to present, legal advice might not, strictly speaking, increase the quantity of favorable information presented. Even if streamlining does decrease the quantity of information, however, the replacement of marginally relevant information with information of stronger relevance should still improve the quality of information presented with effects on adjudication similar to those of an increase in quantity. Thus, our use of the terms "increase in information" or "more information" should be understood to encompass increases in the quality as well as quantity of information presented.

\textsuperscript{79} Negative consequences of investigation can lead to an increase in presentation of unfavorable information in several ways. First, during investigation the party may divulge unfavorable information that the opponent would not otherwise have obtained. Second, the party may identify or gather additional unfavorable information that the opponent would not obtain. The party may then divulge that information during further investigation, produce it in response to a discovery demand, or mistakenly present it to the tribunal. Third, the party may identify or gather unfavorable information that the opponent has obtained but will mistakenly fail to present. If the party then mistakenly presents it, the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal will increase.

\textsuperscript{80} The additional investigations conducted with legal advice will tend to increase identification of irrelevant information, while advice about selection of investigations will tend to reduce it. The result may be an increase or decrease in the amount of irrelevant information identified. If additional irrelevant information is identified, some of it will, even with legal advice, be mistakenly presented. The overall proportion of irrelevant information presented will certainly decrease, but the absolute amount of irrelevant information presented as a consequence of advice about investigation may increase. On the other hand, if advice reduces the amount of irrelevant information identified as a consequence of investigation, then both the proportion and the amount of irrelevant information presented will decrease.
information reaching the tribunal and an equivalent decrease in unfavorable information. Party incentives to identify favorable information in order to prevent its suppression are comparable to party incentives to identify unfavorable information in order to suppress it. Legal advice about investigation should therefore effect a comparable increase in the party’s identification of both classes of information. An advised party will thus: (1) rescue from suppression and present more favorable suppressible information, and (2) suppress more unfavorable suppressible information. Because we assume equal distributions of miscategorizations and of favorable and unfavorable suppressible information, the increase in favorable suppressible information reaching the tribunal should equal the decrease in unfavorable information.

b. Information a Party Would Identify With or Without Advice

A party will identify some information whether or not she has received advice: presentation of this information will be unaffected by advice that influences investigation. For such information, the effects of advice are generally those described in Section II(A): a reduction in the amount and proportion of irrelevant information, and an increase in favorable information exceeding the decrease in unfavorable information. However, the analysis in this Section suggests that the tendency of the increase to exceed the decrease may even be stronger than described in Section II(A). That Section proceeded on the assumption that nothing could be said about the mix of separately identified information.\(^{81}\) The set of information a party would have identified with or without advice, however, in part consists of information the party would have identified through investigation whether or not she had legal advice. Because these investigations will tend to have positive expected values, that information should consist predominantly of favorable information. In general, the information that would have been commonly identified with or without legal advice is just as likely to be favorable as unfavorable. Accordingly, the mix of information identified by only one party with or without legal advice should be more favorable than unfavorable, and advice about presentation should to that extent tend to increase the presentation of favorable information more than it reduces the presentation of unfavorable information.

c. Summary

Out of the set of information that would have been identified with or without legal advice, the increase in favorable information exceeds the decrease in unfavorable information. Out of the additional nonsup-

\(^{81}\) See supra note 66 and accompanying text.
pressible information identified because of legal advice, favorable information increases strongly and unfavorable information may weakly increase or decrease. Out of the additional suppressible information identified, the increase in favorable information equals the decrease in unfavorable information. The combined result is that unilateral advice about investigation and categorization increases the total favorable information reaching the tribunal more than it decreases the total unfavorable information.

3. Effects of Bilateral Advice

Providing legal advice to both parties enhances the positive effects of legal advice on investigation. Each party’s own advice enables it to conduct more and better investigations. Thus, each should identify and present more relevant nonsuppressible information. Conversely, whether bilateral advice that influences investigation alters the amount of suppressible information presented is wholly uncertain. With advice, each party is better able to identify and prevent the suppression of information favorable to her position, and to identify and suppress unfavorable information. In the bilateral account, improved efforts to suppress are met by improved efforts to prevent suppression. We can discern no basis for predicting whether a battle between two advised parties leads to more or less suppression than a battle between unadvised parties. The net effect of bilateral legal advice on investigation and information selection is thus to increase the favorable and unfavorable information about each party reaching the tribunal. The proportion (and perhaps amount) of irrelevant information reaching the tribunal should also decrease.

C. The Effects of Legal Advice on Effective Evidentiary Sanctions

Successful withholding and suppression of unfavorable information reduces the information reaching the tribunal. Whether a party or her opponent will find it worthwhile to withhold or suppress information that she has categorized as unfavorable will depend on the perceived sanctions for doing so. Legal advice can affect those evidentiary sanctions in three main ways. First, advice can correct misperceptions of expected evidentiary sanctions. Second, legal advice can influence the actual level of those sanctions. Finally, because in giving advice the party’s lawyer sometimes becomes personally susceptible to evidentiary sanctions, retaining a lawyer can increase the effective evidentiary sanctions the client faces.

1. Effects of Unilateral Advice on Parties’ Evidentiary Sanctions

Legal advice correcting party misperceptions of expected sanctions for withholding or suppression can increase or decrease the amount of
information reaching the tribunal. Unadvised parties may over- or underestimate the scope or level of expected evidentiary sanctions. If a party underestimates evidentiary sanctions, advice will reduce the amount of information withheld or suppressed; if the party overestimates sanctions, advice increases withholding or suppression. Since we assume in our initial stylized account that parties are just as likely to make one kind of error as the other, advice that corrects misperceptions of sanctions has no general effect on the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.

Legal advice can also influence the level of actual evidentiary sanctions by improving how a party handles information about instances of withholding and suppression that may or do become the subject of the "litigation within a litigation" described in Part I. In a unilateral account, we expect that advice influencing the level of evidentiary sanctions for the party or her opponent will systematically increase the presentation of information favorable to the advice recipient and decrease the presentation of unfavorable information.

Providing advice to a party should raise expected evidentiary sanctions for her opponent because an advised party can identify and pres-

---

82. Of course, if expected sanctions were sufficiently high to induce the production of all information the opponent demanded, legal advice on these topics would always lead a party to produce any of that information. Obviously, evidentiary sanctions are not in fact that high; nor are they likely ever to be that high because, in a world where tribunals cannot obtain perfect information about evidentiary conduct, increasing sanctions for apparently undesirable withholding will have two adverse effects. First, it will increase expected sanctions for truthful nonproduction. See Shavell, Optimal Sanctions and the Incentive to Provide Evidence to Legal Tribunals, 9 INT'L REV. LAW & ECON. 3, 4-5 (1989). For example, increasing sanctions for witnesses who appear to be withholding information because they stare at the floor or stammer will result in higher evidentiary sanctions for truthful witnesses who exhibit those behaviors. Second, it will increase sanctions for desirable withholding and suppression that is mistaken for the undesirable variety. Withholding or suppression might be regarded as desirable despite its adverse informational effects because it protects privacy, prevents coercion, or promotes other desirable conduct in or out of court. The fourth and fifth amendments, and various evidentiary privileges, protect the right to withhold or suppress information in part for these very reasons. Thus, even if optimally chosen, evidentiary sanctions can do no more than trade off underdeterrence of undesirable withholding and suppression against overdeterrence of truthful nonproduction and desirable withholding and suppression. Cf. id. (modeling sanctions that would optimize underdeterrence of withholding and overdeterrence of truthful nonproduction).

83. Legal advice also affects party estimates of the benefits of withholding and suppression. We have already discussed the effects on presentation, withholding, or suppression of advice that corrects party perceptions about which side is favored by information. In theory, advice may also influence party perceptions of the benefits of withholding or suppression by correcting party misperceptions of the extent to which information is unfavorable. Without legal advice, a party may over- or underestimate how damaging unfavorable information will be: such advice accordingly could increase or decrease the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. Because this additional marginal effect has no impact on our basic conclusions, we do not consider it further.

84. This increase in evidentiary sanctions may not be socially desirable, because sanctions will also increase for socially desirable withholding or suppression and for socially desirable conduct (such as telling the truth) that sometimes is not readily distinguishable from undesirable withholding.
ent more secondary information indicating that her opponent is engaged in improper withholding or suppression. In part, this advice operates before the opponent makes a decision to withhold or suppress. An advised party can better frame demands for information that increase expected sanctions for failures to produce that information. An advised party can better frame demands for information that increase expected sanctions for failures to produce that information.85 Questions framed with legal advice are, to illustrate, much more likely to expose an evasive witness.86 In part, this advice operates after the opponent's claimed act of withholding or suppression has occurred. Should a dispute arise about whether withholding or suppression has taken place, for example, legal advice will enable a party to identify and present to the tribunal more secondary information indicating that the opponent engaged in improper withholding and less secondary information indicating that the opponent did not. Finally, some forms of advice operate before and after the act. The simplest example is perhaps the most telling: to the extent an advised party identifies more information about the disputed primary conduct, the odds of detecting an opponent's lies increase. These effects, taken together, suggest that the opponent will experience an increase in expected sanctions for both withholding and suppression and will therefore withhold or suppress less information favorable to the party receiving advice. With legal advice about investigation and presentation, the party is thus able to identify and present more favorable information that the opponent fails to withhold or suppress, increasing the overall amount of favorable information presented to the tribunal.

Providing a party with advice also decreases her own expected sanctions for withholding and suppression.87 Legal advice given prior to an act associated with a risk of evidentiary sanctions may enable a party to commit that act in a way that minimizes the creation or disclosure of

85. An advised party should also be able to make more demands for production. One could regard this as advice that increases the opponent's sanctions for withholding (from nothing to something). We have, however, chosen to categorize this as advice that increases investigation, see supra note 72 and accompanying text, and thus, to avoid double-counting, we do not also treat it as advice that influences the level of sanctions. The choice of categorization does not change the substance of our conclusions. In either event, advice that increases the number of demands for production that are made should increase the presentation of information from the opponent's discoverable set.

86. This will not always mean that the witness actually is being evasive or withholding information. Sometimes expert questioning can make the witness appear to be withholding even when she is not. Thus, legal advice can increase the likelihood that an opponent will suffer evidentiary sanctions, whether or not she actually was withholding or suppressing information.

87. As with the increase in the opponent's expected sanctions, this decrease in the party's expected sanctions may be undesirable (where the party engages in undesirable withholding or suppression) or desirable (where the party truthfully said she did not have the information or engaged in desirable withholding). See supra note 82.
unfavorable secondary information about the act and maximizes the creation of favorable secondary information. For example, an advised party who lies about a relevant fact may be less likely to include in her story details that can be proven false or that are true but sound “too good to be true.” A party faced with a question in discovery that calls for unfavorable information but that can be evaded may give an incomplete or nonresponsive answer. Or a party may purposefully overlook a memorandum within the scope of a demand for production but take pains to document other steps suggesting that the party’s production was complete and diligent. Advice thus reduces unfavorable secondary information about the evidentiary act available to the opponent, increases the favorable secondary information available for presentation, and therefore reduces the likelihood that the act will be sanctioned. In addition, after an evidentiary act, legal advice in any proceeding where the opponent claims that improper withholding or suppression has occurred enables the party, under the foregoing analysis, to present more favorable and less unfavorable secondary information about its evidentiary conduct—with the increase in favorable secondary information exceeding the decrease in unfavorable secondary information.

Both advice about how to commit an act of withholding or suppression and advice about how to defend such an act reduce the unfavorable secondary information about the evidentiary act reaching the tribunal while increasing the favorable secondary information. Expected evidentiary sanctions for the party’s withholding and suppression should therefore decrease. A party with advice is thus more likely to find it worthwhile to withhold or suppress unfavorable information about primary conduct than a party without advice. The additional unfavorable primary information withheld or suppressed will reduce the opponent’s presentation of unfavorable primary information and decrease the unfavorable primary information reaching the tribunal.

The cumulative effect of unilateral advice influencing the level of evidentiary sanctions is thus ambiguous. It increases the favorable primary information presented and reduces the unfavorable primary information presented. Depending on the relative magnitudes of this increase and decrease, it may either increase or decrease the total amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal.88

88. This overall result does not necessarily change with differences in opponent competence. As opponent competence increases, both the increase in opponent expected evidentiary sanctions and the decrease in the party’s own expected evidentiary sanctions should be smaller, with offsetting effects on the total amount of information that the parties find it in their interest to withhold or suppress.
2. *Lawyers’ Personal Susceptibility to Evidentiary Sanctions*

Sometimes legal advice will decrease the amount of information suppressed or withheld because of evidentiary sanctions applicable to the lawyer giving advice. Lawyers are sometimes subject to sanctions for providing advice about withholding or suppressing information or for failing to disclose unfavorable information to the tribunal. In addition to criminal sanctions for subornation of perjury and obstruction of justice, disciplinary rules in almost all American jurisdictions forbid lawyers from knowingly assisting or counseling the criminal or fraudulent withholding or suppression of unfavorable information and require lawyers to withdraw when they know that their clients are using advice for those purposes.89 A lawyer is also obligated, in circumstances that vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, to disclose physical evidence of crimes90 and to disclose unfavorable information to the tribunal in order to rectify withholding or suppression that results in the presentation of evidence the lawyer knows is false.91 Withdrawal and disclosure, the two acts required of a lawyer in order to avoid sanctions, can both severely harm the party. In addition, public prosecutors and lawyers appearing in ex parte proceedings must disclose exculpatory information to opponents in circumstances where parties to civil litigation would ordinarily have no obligation to do so.92

A lawyer’s exposure to sanctions typically depends in substantial part on whether she is aware of information unfavorable to her client. A lawyer may become aware of unfavorable information because a client divulges it to her or because the client delegates to her the tasks of investigation and presentation. Not every party will allow her lawyer to obtain unfavorable information. Sophisticated clients can sometimes make fully informed decisions without sharing information.93 Others may decline to share information because the advantages of better informed decisions do not seem worth the increased risk of their lawyer’s disclosure or withdrawal.94 But some parties will find that the expected

89. See, e.g., Model Rules, supra note 1, Rules 3.3, 3.4; Model Code, supra note 2, DR 7-102(A)(3)-(6).
91. Model Code, supra note 2, DR 7-102(B)(2); Model Rules, supra note 1, Rule 3.3(g)(4).
92. Model Rules, supra note 1, Rule 3.8(d) (prosecutor’s obligation); id. Rule 3.3(d) (requiring the presentation of “all material facts” in an ex parte proceeding).
93. For example, a sophisticated client’s lawyer may, without learning the client’s information, be able to describe in hypothetical terms what kinds of information are unfavorable, confident that the client will be able to apply that knowledge to withhold or suppress information matching that description without implicating her lawyer. See K. Mann, supra note 30, at 109-11.
94. Prudent sanction-optimizing lawyers may advise clients when to share information or
benefits of better informed decisions outweigh the expected costs of sharing unfavorable information with their lawyer. Others will discover that as a practical matter they cannot obtain advice about investigation and presentation without delegating execution of those activities to a lawyer, who as a result will become aware of information unfavorable to her client.

The lawyer's awareness of unfavorable information can be significant when it would be in the party's interest, given the harmfulness of the information and the level of expected sanctions applicable to the party, to withhold or suppress the information. In such cases, the lawyer's personal susceptibility to sanctions will sometimes cause the lawyer to take actions that prevent withholding or suppression. Sometimes the lawyer will increase the client's effective expected sanctions for withholding or suppression. If the decision to withhold or suppress is made in consultation with the lawyer, for example, the lawyer may insist that the party refrain from withholding or suppressing the information. The lawyer may back that insistence with a threat either to withdraw from representing the party if she commits evidentiary misconduct or to disclose the misconduct or the unfavorable information to the tribunal. Sometimes the lawyer may disclose the information on her own. When the party has delegated the task of compliance to her lawyer, the lawyer's differing incentives may cause the lawyer, without consulting with the client, to comply with the client's obligations more fully than the client would have done. In either case, the lawyer's action will increase the amount of information unfavorable to the party that reaches the tribunal.

delegate investigation by weighing the advantages of the lawyer knowing the information or executing the investigation against the disadvantages of restricting the client's ability to withhold or suppress the shared or attorney-identified information. Where a high risk exists that the information to be shared or identified is unfavorable and that any evidentiary misconduct by the attorney will be detected, and a low probability exists that the opponent would obtain the information if the client commits evidentiary misconduct, such lawyers may advise their clients against sharing information or delegating investigation. See infra note 235 (describing an instance of this strategy).

66. Obviously, there will be some lawyers who break the rules by actively assisting in unlawful evidentiary conduct. See Berenson, Integrity Test: Five of Thirteen Lawyers Fail, AM. LAW., May 1980, at 15. The general effect we predict, however, requires only that some lawyers be deterred from doing so and that their actions sometimes increase the unfavorable information presented by their clients.

67. See generally Kraakman, Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy, 2 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 53, 53-56 & n.3, 58-60 (1986) (discussing and contrasting enforcement strategies that rely on "whistleblowers" with strategies that impose a duty on "gatekeepers" to disrupt misconduct by withholding their support to wrongdoers). Lawyers who are uncomfortable forcing the production of information that their clients would find advantageous to withhold or suppress may achieve the same results by exaggerating to their clients the adverse consequences the clients might suffer by failing to comply. Cf. Gordon, The Independence of Lawyers, 68 B.U.L. REV. 4, 35 (1988) ("exercises of independence are as likely to be covert as overt, secreted in the interstices of prudential counseling").
The conclusion that evidentiary sanctions applicable to lawyers will sometimes cause lawyers to act contrary to their clients' interests is highly plausible. Lawyers as a class are repeat players with a substantial investment of human capital in their professions. They also face evidentiary sanctions that are different from and often proportionately more stringent than those faced by their clients. In most instances, a single case represents a small part of an attorney's career and livelihood, and the benefit the attorney derives from assisting her client in sanctionable withholding or suppression will seem correspondingly low. The expected costs of misconduct, in contrast, may loom very large even if the risk of detection for any given instance of misconduct is low. A lawyer who becomes involved in suborning perjury, destroying evidence, or deliberately disobeying discovery requests risks her reputation, disciplinary proceedings, and in some cases her career. For a client, a win or loss in a given case is likely to assume much greater importance, while the effect of sanctions is more likely to be limited to the case at hand.

On some occasions, then, attorneys will conclude that their expected evidentiary sanctions exceed their personal benefit from withholding or suppressing information unfavorable to their client and will act contrary to their clients' interests. We therefore expect that when a party

98. As Professor Kraakman notes, a wrongdoer has more difficulty corrupting a gatekeeper when either (1) entry into the gatekeeping market requires a significant investment (which leaves the gatekeeper more vulnerable to legal sanctions), or (2) the gatekeeper has a diversified client base (which leaves the gatekeeper less vulnerable to client pressure). Kraakman, supra note 97, at 70-71.

99. To be sure, sometimes lawyers who become aware of information unfavorable to their client may not experience or act upon the divergent sensitivity to sanctions that we describe. Some lawyers work "in-house" as full-time employees. Many attorneys in larger firms do most of their work for, and are beholden to, only one or two clients. R. Nelson, Partners with Power 250-51 (1988). To the extent that the lawyers in these law firms collectively suffer sanctions for evidentiary misconduct that benefits a firm client, the firm's expanded client base should give the firm incentives to discourage its attorneys from engaging in evidentiary misconduct. If, however, the firm escapes collective sanctions for participation by its lawyers in wrongdoing, see Pavelic & LeFlore v. Marvel Entertainment, 110 S. Ct. 456 (1989) (holding that sanctions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 11 cannot be imposed on the firm of a lawyer who violated the rule), does not have a diverse client base, or has an imperfect monitoring system, large firm lawyers with few clients should, compared to other lawyers, experience less of a systemic divergence between the benefits and sanctions they perceive and those perceived by their clients. Even in such cases, though, the lawyers' benefit from assisting withholding will be less than the full benefit to the parties, since the lawyers are not fully identified with the clients' interests.

100. More subtle sanctions may also operate. For example, lawyers who do not respond diligently to discovery requests that cannot be evaded honestly may find themselves repaid in kind when they make discovery requests in this or other cases.

101. This conclusion may seem at variance with recent accounts of cases in which attorneys actively engaged in discovery abuse. See, e.g., Kiechel, supra note 44; Rhode, supra note 11, at 598-99. But none of these anecdotal accounts (nor to our knowledge any systematic study) compares discovery compliance when clients lack legal advice with compliance when clients have such advice.

Some evidence suggests that clients and attorneys often have the different incentive structure we suggest. See, e.g., K. Mann, supra note 30, at 109-12, 117-22 (discussing elite white-collar criminal defense lawyers); Landon, Clients, Colleagues, and Community: The Shaping of Zealous Advocacy in
receives legal advice, sanctions applicable to lawyers will sometimes cause a party to fail to withhold or suppress information that the party would have withheld or suppressed without legal advice.\textsuperscript{102}

3. \textit{The Cumulative Unilateral Effects on Effective Evidentiary Sanctions}

In our basic account, the cumulative effects of unilateral advice that influences the withholding and suppression of information identified as unfavorable are as follows. Given our assumption that parties do not systematically over- or underestimate the level of sanctions, advice that corrects misperceptions about the level of evidentiary sanctions will neither increase nor decrease the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.\textsuperscript{103} Advice that influences the actual level of evidentiary sanctions has no predictable effect on the amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal. It increases expected evidentiary sanctions for the opponent of the party receiving advice, which results in an increase of uncertain magnitude in the favorable information presented; it also reduces expected evidentiary sanctions for the party receiving advice, which causes a decrease of uncertain magnitude in the


Such divergent incentives may be more common when there is a continuing relationship between the lawyer and opposing counsel, or the lawyer and the tribunal, that increases the importance of the lawyer's reputation, and hence the significance of potential reputational sanctions for misconduct.

102. As we spell out in greater detail in Section V(B), this increase in the presentation of information unfavorable to the party receiving advice is not without costs. For the party receiving advice, the risk that the lawyer will act contrary to her interest will deter some information sharing or investigatory delegation which would in turn facilitate advice that would increase the amount of relevant information presented by each side. Thus, while providing advice to one party in a model that takes account of lawyer sanctions will cause the presentation of unfavorable information that would not have been presented if the party had no lawyer, the amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal in a regime with legal advice and lawyer sanctions may or may not be greater than the amount of information in a regime with legal advice and no lawyer sanctions.

We leave out here the effect of providing advice for one party on the evidentiary sanctions applicable to the opposing party's lawyer, if she has one. The opponent's lawyer should anticipate an increase in evidentiary sanctions because the party is better able to detect and prosecute wrongdoing. But that increase in sanctions will also be accompanied by an increase in advice deterred. Accordingly, increased evidentiary sanctions for the opponent's lawyer may or may not result in an increase in information reaching the tribunal.

103. Similarly, in cases where a party has decided to comply with an obligation to produce or preserve information, legal advice about how to comply with the party's obligation will have no predictable effect on the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. Without advice a party might mistakenly produce more or less information than called for. For example, unadvised parties may lack the technical expertise necessary to identify every document covered by a demand for all documents relevant to an issue. This may lead them to produce only the documents they can identify as responsive—thus mistakenly withholding some unfavorable information that has been demanded—or to take an "everything-and-the-kitchen-sink" approach and produce all documents they have—thus mistakenly presenting some unfavorable information not called for. Legal advice about technical compliance thus has no systemic tendency to increase or decrease the amount of unfavorable information reaching the opponent or the tribunal.
unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. Finally, lawyers' divergent susceptibility to sanctions has a positive effect. In some cases, sanctions applicable to lawyers will cause the presentation of unfavorable information that would have been withheld or suppressed without legal advice. The net effect of unilateral advice thus appears to be an increase in favorable information presented that tends to be larger than the increase in the unfavorable information withheld or suppressed.

4. The Effects of Bilateral Advice

In a bilateral account, evidentiary sanctions applicable to lawyers should sometimes cause each party to produce or preserve information she would have withheld or suppressed without legal advice. This increases both the favorable and unfavorable information about each party reaching the tribunal.

The effects of bilateral advice on expected evidentiary sanctions applicable to parties have less clear implications for the amount of information about primary conduct that reaches the tribunal. In a unilateral account, the party receiving advice experiences a decrease in expected evidentiary sanctions and her opponent experiences an increase. In a bilateral account, the superior knowledge and skills of the opposing attorneys will tend to offset. But the outcome should not be a wash. The prior Sections suggest that, just as for information about primary conduct, legal advice should increase the favorable secondary information presented by each side about any claimed incident of withholding or suppression more than it decreases unfavorable secondary information. Bilateral advice should accordingly increase the presentation of favorable and unfavorable secondary information about both parties' evidentiary conduct.

This increase in information about evidentiary conduct need not lead to a uniform increase in expected sanctions for withholding or suppression by either side, and thus may not increase the information about primary conduct reaching the tribunal. It would tend to do so if evidentiary sanctions were set on the assumption that all withholding or suppression is socially undesirable. But in fact evidentiary sanctions are often set on the assumption that some withholding and suppression is socially desirable.104 Increased presentation of secondary information should, however, generally increase expected sanctions for undesirable withholding and suppression and decrease them for desirable withholding and suppression, for reasons we spell out in Part IV.

For example, expected sanctions against the willful destruction of documents should increase, with a concomitant increase in the amount of

104. See supra note 82.
information reaching the tribunal. But the likelihood that the tribunal will sustain appropriate assertions of doctor-patient privilege should also increase, reducing the information reaching the tribunal. The overall effect depends on whether instances of undesirable withholding or suppression (like willful destruction of documents) that would be underdeterred without bilateral advice are more or less common than instances of desirable withholding or suppression (like appropriate claims of privilege) that would be overdeterred without bilateral advice. Because we cannot tell whether under- or overdeterrence is more common, we cannot predict whether bilateral advice that influences the party’s expected sanctions for withholding or suppression will increase or decrease the total amount of relevant information about primary conduct reaching the tribunal. 105

D. Summary of the Basic Account

Our basic account enables us to draw some initial conclusions about the general informational effects of legal advice. In the basic unilateral account, advice reduces the proportion of irrelevant information presented. It also increases the presentation of information favorable to the party receiving advice more than it reduces the presentation of information unfavorable to that party. This initial conclusion reflects several positive effects. Advice about how to categorize relevant commonly identified information or information unadvised parties would misclassify as irrelevant increases the presentation of favorable information strongly but has no comparable negative effect on the presentation of unfavorable information. The same is true of advice that influences the investigation of nonsuppressible information. In addition, evidentiary sanctions applicable to lawyers sometimes cause the presentation of unfavorable information that would not have been presented without legal advice. Our initial conclusion also reflects ambiguous effects: advice about how to categorize information that can be withheld or suppressed, advice about investigations conducted to identify suppressible information, and advice about how to assess or influence sanctions for withholding and suppression each tend to increase the favorable information presented but to cause possibly equivalent decreases in unfavorable information presented. On balance, though, advice increases the amount and proportion of relevant information.

105. Another complication is that increased opponent competence increases the likelihood that the opponent will recognize and present any unfavorable information a party does not withhold or suppress. This has two conflicting effects. On the one hand, it means that a greater proportion of the information that is not withheld or suppressed will reach the tribunal. This will tend to enhance the informational increase from bilateral advice. On the other hand, it increases the benefits of withholding and suppressing unfavorable information. This will tend to offset any increase in expected evidentiary sanctions and reduce the information reaching the tribunal.
In the basic bilateral account, the positive effects of advice are preserved and enhanced and some ambiguous effects appear muted. For each party, the net increase in relevant information presented will be greater than if she had been the only party to receive advice, because the positive informational effect of advice about categorization is stronger when the opponent is more competent.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, in a bilateral account, there is no reason to predict that advice influencing investigations that identify suppressible information or advice influencing the level of expected evidentiary sanctions will systematically increase or decrease the presentation of favorable or unfavorable information about either side’s primary conduct.\textsuperscript{107}

This general account clarifies the serious limitations of the account of legal advice recently offered by Professors Kaplow and Shavell. Kaplow and Shavell present a model of advice about information selection and establish that within the model advice has ambiguous informational effects. They then assert, with some qualifications regarding advice about investigation, that the resulting informational "analysis applies more broadly, to virtually all the choices lawyers make on clients' behalf."\textsuperscript{108} Their model is, however, too limited to sustain this sweeping claim or to justify any general policy implications about how litigation advice should be regulated.

First, because Kaplow and Shavell’s model assumes each party has “perfect control" over its information,\textsuperscript{109} they ignore the possibility that an opponent’s ability to present information favorable to his position might limit the ability of a party with selection advice to prevent the tribunal from receiving information unfavorable to her side. Second, because their model assumes that all information is relevant,\textsuperscript{110} they ignore advice about relevance and thus the possibility that such selection

\textsuperscript{106} See supra notes 67-70 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{107} See supra text following note 80; supra note 105 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{108} Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 593.

\textsuperscript{109} See id. at 576. Kaplow and Shavell believe that the assumption of perfect control alters only the "extent" and not the basic nature or direction of the effects they predict for advice about how to categorize information as favorable or unfavorable. See id. Our analysis of commonly identified information demonstrates that this belief is false. See supra Section II(A)(1)(c)(ii). Our analysis of investigation also demonstrates that, even if one assumes perfect control, Kaplow and Shavell are incorrect in believing that the nature and direction of the effects of categorization advice are not affected by their assumption that lawyers have perfect knowledge. See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 578 & n.26. Because the effect of categorization advice on investigation can increase a party's identification of unfavorable information, see supra Section II(B)(2)(a), an attorney's erroneous presentation of some of this additional unfavorable information could conceivably increase the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.

\textsuperscript{110} See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 577 n.25 (assuming all evidence is either “definitely favorable or definitely unfavorable”). Our analysis demonstrates that accounting for advice that corrects either mistaken beliefs that information is relevant or mistaken beliefs that information is irrelevant has beneficial informational effects that Kaplow and Shavell do not predict. See supra Sections II(A)(1)(b), (c).
advice could improve the quality of the parties’ presentations. Third, their model takes no account of the influence of advice on investigation or the possibility that such advice might increase the information from which each party selects.\footnote{See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 568 (assuming that the “sole function” of lawyers is assisting parties in “selecting which evidence to present to a tribunal”). Discovery and fact-investigation are the only areas in which Kaplow and Shavell acknowledge that their model is “incomplete” in any way that might limit its general applicability. Id. at 594 n.67. Our analysis demonstrates that the effects predicted under a more complete model that includes investigation do in fact differ from those predicted under the Kaplow and Shavell model. See supra Section II(B).} Fourth, their assumption that parties with advice exercise perfect control over their information excludes the influence of legal advice on the perceived and actual costs of withholding information. That assumption, and the further assumption that lawyers act with the sole aim of lowering their clients’ expected sanctions,\footnote{See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 583, 570 n.3, 577.} also eliminate any possibility that the lawyer’s personal susceptibility to sanctions for improper litigation conduct might lead to the production of additional information.

Our account shows that for all four aspects of litigation excluded from Kaplow and Shavell’s model, advice has a general tendency to increase the information reaching the tribunal. Kaplow and Shavell have modeled the vices of competition between skilled partisans without modeling any of its virtues: competitive selection of information, focused presentation, improved investigation, and compelled production. In the cases that best fit their model, such as those where parties have no obligation to produce information or freely conspire with their lawyers in wrongful withholding, the social value of legal advice has long been doubted, and properly so.\footnote{Consider, for example, a fictional example of legal advice that has engaged the attention of many professional responsibility scholars: the “lecture” from the novel The Anatomy of a Murder. The client, accused of premeditated murder, tells his attorney information about his mental state during the killing that plainly indicates his guilt. R. Traver, The Anatomy of a Murder 30-33 (1958). The attorney responds by explaining how different testimony could establish a defense of temporary insanity, and the client then “forgets” the incriminating information previously disclosed. Id. at 44-49. Even Monroe Freedman, perhaps the most intemperate defender of zealous advocacy, concedes that the conduct of the attorney in the “lecture” is socially undesirable and ethically indefensible. M. Freedman, supra note 9, at 73-74. The “lecture” fits Kaplow and Shavell’s model well: only the defendant has direct access to information about his mental state, the relevance is clear, little investigation is necessary to obtain the information, defendant’s sanctions for withholding are low, and the attorney is apparently indifferent to the risk of sanctions for suborning perjury. We account for such cases under the heading of advice about how to categorize separately identified information that would have been identified with or without investigation, and that an unadvised party would correctly categorize as relevant. See supra notes 63-66 and accompanying text. As our account makes clear, however, these effects form only a small subset of the effects of advice.} Kaplow and Shavell’s demonstration that within their tightly restricted focus the informational effects of advice are formally ambiguous is an important advance. But given the incomplete
and biased character of their model, it provides a shaky basis for analyzing the overall informational effects of litigation advice or deriving policy implications.

Our bilateral account seems particularly suited for analyzing the classic account of civil litigation, which posits parties of roughly equal competence who benefit equally from legal advice and who have relatively equal access to information. An example demonstrates both how our account might play out in practice and how the partial perspectives of some critics and defenders of legal advice lead to inaccurate conclusions. Consider a suit for breach of contract in which the plaintiff and defendant can each present one eyewitness to the making of an alleged oral contract. Doubters like Professors Kaplow and Shavell might focus on the information about the disputed conversation that the parties control and would identify as relevant without advice. From this partial perspective, the lawsuit appears to be simply a "swearing contest." Bilateral provision of advice will have no beneficial impact on the tribunal's ability to render judgment. Instead it will skew each party's presentation of its controlled information, with no change in the total amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal.

A defender would point, however, to other features of the case that cast legal advice in a more favorable light. Advice should increase both parties' presentation of nonsuppressible relevant information about the transaction that would mistakenly be categorized as irrelevant. It will also increase the presentation of information that is not party-controlled or that can be obtained only through investigation. This additional information should provide a better picture of the parties' conversation, the setting and circumstances in which the conversation occurred, the parties' relative sophistication and the history of their dealings with others, and the custom or practice in the relevant market. The tribunal will thus have a better baseline for evaluating the plausibility of the parties' competing claims about the alleged agreement.

The cumulative effect of bilateral advice thus emerges as an overlay of ambiguous and positive consequences. At a contested trial, the dramatic prominence of live testimony by the two witnesses to the conversation may create the impression that ambiguous effects predominate. But in reality even the witnesses' testimony about the critical conversation ought on balance to be more informative than it would have been without advice, because each will present additional party-controlled information about their interaction that they would have misclassified as irrelevant or missed in investigation. Moreover, because the parties' joint account of the background to the transaction will also be more informative, the tribunal will be in a better position to render judgment than if the parties had no legal advice.
Other civil litigation may be more amenable to analysis under the unilateral account. Consider a case where one party can afford advice, but the other cannot. The unilateral account allows us to consider the effects of both a decision to deny advice to the party who can afford it and a decision to subsidize advice for the party who cannot. Denying advice to the first party will increase her expected sanctions for primary conduct. But because legal advice increases the amount of favorable information presented more than it decreases the amount of unfavorable information presented, denying advice will also reduce the amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal.

Providing advice to the party who cannot afford it will, on the other hand, strongly increase the amount of relevant information reaching the tribunal. An example is the claim brought by a "private attorney general," such as an antitrust, securities, or discrimination class action, or an environmental enforcement suit. In such cases the retention of counsel is sometimes made possible by the promise of an award of attorneys' fees to successful claimants.114 Providing legal advice to the plaintiffs will increase the defendants' expected sanctions for withholding and suppression, thus increasing the amount of information that is available to both sides and not suppressed. It will also increase the amount of information that the plaintiff will identify, gather, and present from the information available to both sides.

III
THE GENERALITY OF THE BASIC ACCOUNT CONCLUSIONS

In this Part, we introduce various complications into our basic account and examine the extent to which these complications alter our initial conclusions. These complications fall into four general categories: (1) factors relating to the costs of litigation and the possibility of settlement; (2) parties and lawyers who are law-abiding or truth-telling; (3) information that influences the tribunal in a socially undesirable way; and (4) unequal distributions of information, access, or errors. All these complications may modify our initial conclusions. Indeed, some help identify special conditions under which the general effects of advice predicted in Part II will not occur. We conclude, however, that many of these complications provide no affirmative reason to alter our initial conclusions.

114. The private attorney general may otherwise be unable to raise the funds for legal advice, not only because those she represents may be too poor or because their expected financial gain from litigation may not merit the cost, see supra note 57, but also because large groups with low per capita stakes face greater free rider problems in collecting funds, see M. OLSON, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION 33-36 (1965).
A. Cost-Related Factors

In our basic account, we abstracted from the costs of legal advice by setting them at zero. We also abstracted from settlement and other strategic aspects of litigation in assuming that parties sought only to optimize sanctions and their own litigation costs. We reintroduce those complications here.

1. The Costs of Legal Advice

Lawyers charge fees. This may alter the behavior of parties or lawyers. Taking party behavior first, a party’s incentive to engage in litigation conduct may decrease if legal fees make such conduct more expensive. This would, for example, undermine our conclusion that legal advice generally increases incentives to investigate. But no a priori reason exists to believe that eliminating legal advice would lower litigation expenses since, without lawyers, parties may simply substitute their own more inefficient and costly efforts.115 Furthermore, given this ambiguity about whether legal advice increases litigation costs, abstracting from the costs of legal advice does not bias our account in favor of the social desirability of litigation advice. It does, however, require us to limit our conclusions, as we do, to the social desirability of the informational effects of legal advice.

Legal fees may also alter attorney behavior. Specifically, fees may create “agency problems” by giving attorneys financial incentives to conduct litigation in ways that do not maximize their clients’ interests.116 An attorney paid by the hour, for example, may “leave no stone unturned” in discovery even if some stones are not worth the cost of turning them.117 An attorney with a contingent fee, on the other hand, may have incentives to forego some litigation conduct whose benefits exceed costs because she bears all the costs but must share the benefits with the client.118 Given the conflicting incentives under the different fee arrangements, it is ambiguous whether in theory legal fees generally encourage or discourage litigation conduct. The implications of the available empirical data are likewise ambiguous.119

---

115. Accord Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 600-01.
117. See Rhode, supra note 11, at 635 (observing that lawyers are happy to leave no stone unturned “provided, of course, they can charge by the stone”).
118. R. Posner, supra note 15, at 535. Both these incentives will decrease to the extent such conduct affects the attorney’s reputation in the market for legal services. But because market monitoring is inevitably costly and imperfect, some agency costs will always remain. Cf. Jensen & Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure, 3 J. FIN. ECON. 305, 309 (1976) (discussing general theory of agency costs).
119. See Kritzer, Felstiner, Sarat & Trubek, The Impact of Fee Arrangement on Lawyer Effort,
2. Settlement and Opponent Litigation Costs

If settling (or abandoning) a lawsuit is possible, litigants maximizing their self-interest will take into account the effect of their actions not only on their litigation costs and expected primary and evidentiary sanctions but also on their opponent's litigation costs and the expected terms of settlement.\(^{120}\) This does not, however, greatly change our analysis because the terms of settlement are largely influenced by the parties' expectations about how a trial would come out,\(^{121}\) which in turn are based on the information identified (or expected to be identified) as relevant and presentable. Parties thus have incentives to investigate, categorize, withhold, and suppress information to "win" the settlement that are similar to their incentives to engage in such conduct to win at trial.\(^{122}\) The effect of legal advice on marshaling information for settlement (or predicting the information likely to be identified)\(^{123}\) should be similar to

\(^{19}\) Law & Soc'y Rev. 251, 266-72 (1985) (showing that contingent fee lawyers devote at least as many hours as hourly fee lawyers in some classes of cases).

\(^{120}\) Even where settlement is not possible, a party's trial effort may still, because it affects the likely outcome, affect the opponent's effort. Parties looking only to optimize the trial outcome may accordingly take into account the effect of their litigation conduct on the opponent's level of effort. See Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1072-73. The effect of one party's litigation efforts on the other's is, however, ambiguous. See id. at 1073. It thus provides no affirmative reason to deviate from our initial conclusions.

\(^{121}\) See id. at 1076; cf. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 594 n.70 (noting that the informational effects of advice may affect the terms of settlement). At least in securities class actions, however, there is evidence that factors such as plaintiff lawyer incentives, defendant risk-aversion and agency costs, asymmetric litigation costs, and the availability of insurance can lead to settlements that bear little relation to the merits. See Alexander, Do the Merits Matter? A Study of Settlements in Securities Class Actions, 43 Stan. L. Rev. 497 (1991). A critical factor in such cases is that neither party can make a credible threat to proceed to adjudication on the merits, so that the expected outcome at trial is not a relevant factor in determining the parties' threat values. See id. at 524. In classes of litigation where similar conditions hold, the informational effects generated by advice are hard to predict but it is difficult to see how they could be harmful (or helpful).

\(^{122}\) Indeed, the prospect of settlement increases incentives to investigate for unfavorable information that the opponent may obtain, because such information may help a party decide whether to enter settlement negotiations and what settlement offers to make or accept. This should somewhat increase the likelihood that a party's investigation will increase the unfavorable information eventually presented.

The incentives to identify and present information in settlement are not, however, identical to the incentives to identify and present information at trial. By presenting information to "win" the settlement negotiation, the party forfeits the element of surprise if a trial occurs. Depending on the likelihood of settlement and the relative value of the information in negotiation versus at trial, a party may withhold some information in settlement negotiations in order to preserve the element of surprise at trial. See Brazil, supra note 30, at 1317-18. To the extent such information is not party-controlled or suppressible, however, bilateral legal advice should reduce the difference between the information presented to win the settlement and the information presented at trial because it increases the likelihood that the opponent will have access to that information already. See supra Part II.

\(^{123}\) Because settlement is largely motivated by the desire to avoid the costs of identifying information, settlements will often precede the identification of information. Nonetheless, in those
the effect of legal advice on marshaling information for trial.\textsuperscript{124} 

To be sure, expectations about trial outcomes are not the only factor influencing the settlement terms. The bargaining range for settlement will also be influenced by the expected costs to each party of proceeding to trial versus the costs of settling. Parties may, for example, request or produce massive amounts of useless information to run up the opponent's litigation costs and coerce a more favorable settlement.\textsuperscript{125} The terms of settlement will also reflect how successful each party is in bargaining for a larger share of the joint surplus that settlement creates.\textsuperscript{126}

Unilateral legal advice may well influence both the ability to inflict costs that affect the limits of the bargaining range and the division of the surplus from settlement in ways that favor the party receiving advice. Because an advised party should be better able to disguise or defend the sanctionable infliction of costs on her opponent, her expected sanctions for such conduct will be lower. Her lawyer will also recognize more strategies for inflicting costs on the opponent. At the same time, unilateral advice will reduce the opponent's ability to inflict costs on the party receiving advice because the opponent's expected sanctions for such conduct should increase. When the parties to litigation are prepared to engage in the strategic infliction of costs, unilateral advice will thus increase the expected value of continued litigation for the party receiving advice and reduce it for the opponent, shifting the probable terms of settlement in favor of the party receiving advice. Unilateral advice may also influence the party's ability to bargain for a larger share of the settlement surplus, in part because lawyers have more experience negotiating settlements.\textsuperscript{127} It thus appears likely that unilateral legal advice will result in better settlement terms for the advised party than the effects of advice on

\textsuperscript{124} Whether this has a desirable impact on actual or expected sanctions will depend in part on whether the expected outcome that forms the basis of settlement reflects the social desirability of the conduct giving rise to the dispute. If, as we argue in Part IV, the informational effects of advice generally tend to increase the tribunal's capacity to determine whether primary conduct was desirable, settlements based on the expected outcome of litigation with legal advice ought to be preferable to settlements based on the outcome of litigation without advice.

\textsuperscript{125} See Brazil, supra note 30, at 1313, 1319-22. Such efforts will not always be feasible since they will also run up the party's own litigation expenses. But where the increase in litigation costs is asymmetric, or where a symmetric increase in litigation costs has asymmetric effects, a strategy of infringing litigation costs can be successful. Cf. Harwit, Abuse of Governmental Processes, the First Amendment, and the Boundaries of Noerr, 74 Geo. L.J. 65, 71 (1985) (noting that predatory litigation can be successful if it imposes disproportionate costs on a rival or if the costs imposed have a disproportionate effect because the smaller litigant's cost per output is increased more).

\textsuperscript{126} See Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1076, 1078-80.

\textsuperscript{127} The advised party's skill in bargaining for a bigger share of the settlement surplus should not, however, leave the opponent any worse off than his expected outcome at trial (determined by the predicted informational effects) minus the costs of proceeding to trial. Otherwise he would not settle.
the presentation of information about primary conduct, standing alone, would suggest.

Where the advice is bilateral, there is no reason to think that the bargaining advantage will fall to one side or the other. Nor do we see any a priori grounds for concluding that bilaterally advised parties will be more likely than unadvised parties to engage in, threaten, or succumb to such strategic efforts to raise the opponents' litigation expenses. To the extent such conduct is sanctionable, our analysis of evidentiary sanctions in Section II(C) should apply. To the extent such conduct is not sanctioned and both parties persist in it, it would seem to represent the breakdown of what would be mutually advantageous bargaining to avoid litigation expenses. As we will soon see, however, there is no reason to believe that litigation involving legally advised parties is more likely to result in such bargaining breakdowns than litigation involving unadvised parties. 128

A related question is what effect legal advice has on the likelihood (as opposed to terms) of settlement. Under modern economic theories of settlement, the likelihood of settlement is determined by (1) the likelihood of a recognizable gain from settlement, and (2) the likelihood of avoiding bargaining breakdowns over the distribution of that gain. 129 Given these factors, we conclude that bilateral advice should increase the likelihood of settlement.

A recognizable gain from settlement will exist whenever the parties' estimates of the expected trial outcome are sufficiently close that the difference between them is exceeded by the net costs of litigation. 130 If, for example, the parties expect the same outcome at trial, the gain from settlement is the extra costs the parties would have to incur from litigating instead of simply settling on that outcome. Bringing parties' estimates of trial outcomes closer together will thus increase the likelihood of a settlement gain and the likelihood of settlement. 131

128. See infra notes 133-34 and accompanying text.
129. Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1075-80 (reviewing literature).
130. Id. at 1076. We define the net costs of litigation as the costs to both parties of litigation minus the costs to both parties of settlement. Because the costs of litigation generally exceed the costs of settlement, we assume the net expected costs of litigation are positive.
131. See R. Posner, supra note 15, at 525. The statement in the text simplifies a rather complex analysis. More precisely, bringing the estimates closer together will increase the likelihood of a settlement gain where the plaintiff's initial estimate of her expected winnings from trial exceeds the defendant's initial estimate of his expected losses. It will have an ambiguous effect when the defendant's initial estimate exceeds the plaintiff's. This is because a settlement gain exists when (but only when) the plaintiff's estimate minus the defendant's is less than the net cost of litigation. Id. at 524. Where the plaintiff's estimate exceeds the defendant's, converging estimates increase the likelihood that their difference will be smaller than the net costs of litigation. This increases the likelihood (and size) of a settlement gain. Where, however, the defendant's estimate exceeds the plaintiff's, a settlement gain will always exist, even if the net costs of litigation equal zero. Thus, bringing parties' trial expectations closer cannot increase the likelihood of a settlement gain. It
Bilateral advice should bring trial outcome estimates closer together for two reasons. First, legal advice should increase the discoverable or commonly available information that both parties identify. This should cause the parties' perceptions of the disputed facts (and expected trial outcomes) to converge.\textsuperscript{132} Second, with legal advice each party will more accurately assess the information she expects to be identified and the expected trial outcomes that will follow from the presentation of such information. This will bring the parties' estimates closer together even if legal advice does not affect the information identified.

Assessing the likelihood of bargaining breakdowns is far more complex. It turns on factors that are difficult to gauge, such as the parties' knowledge of each other's preferences and psychological factors relating to the bargainers' ability and willingness to make credible threats to forego any gain unless their share is increased. Nonetheless, to the extent lawyers are loyal agents and have a psychological makeup that is no more prone to lead to bargaining breakdowns than that of the litigating parties, then the fact that lawyers are repeat players should reduce bargaining breakdowns.\textsuperscript{133} Moreover, some bargaining models suggest that increasing the information both sides identify will reduce the chances of bargaining impasses.\textsuperscript{134} Even if lawyers do not change the likelihood of bargaining breakdowns, the more convergent estimates of trial outcome should increase the likelihood of settlement by increasing the likelihood of a settlement gain and thus the number of bargaining opportunities.

\textbf{B. Different Motivations}

Our basic account assumed that parties were interested solely in optimizing their expected costs and sanctions.\textsuperscript{135} We now consider how our results would change if parties (and lawyers) were instead law-

\textsuperscript{132} Strategic problems will often prevent parties from voluntarily sharing their private information with their opponents prior to settlement. \textit{Id.} at 525; Sobel, supra note 29, at 153-54.


\textsuperscript{134} See Sobel, supra note 29, at 133, 146.

\textsuperscript{135} It also excluded, for expositional convenience, the possibility that parties might be risk-averse. Risk-aversion ordinarily increases the likelihood of settlement. See Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1076. It should also affect litigation conduct by increasing the deterrent effect of any given schedule of evidentiary sanctions. See Polinsky & Shavell, \textit{The Optimal Tradeoff Between the Probability and Magnitude of Fines}, 69 AM. ECON. REV. 880, 884-85 (1979). This will, however, alter the overall effect of legal advice on settlement or litigation conduct only if unadvised parties would systematically under- or overestimate the harm from losing or suffering evidentiary sanctions. On our assumption that unadvised parties are not systematically biased in their litigation errors, the overall effect of litigation advice is not altered by risk-aversion.
abiding or truth-telling in the sense defined in Section I(A).136

I. Uniform Party Motivations

If parties are uniformly truth-telling, the effects of legal advice will be even more positive than described in Part II. Parties will not intentionally suppress or withhold relevant information. Instead, each party will present all the information she has identified as relevant, whether favorable or unfavorable to herself, and withhold all the information she has identified as irrelevant. Litigation advice will help parties identify information through investigation and determine whether that information is relevant. It will therefore increase the amount of favorable and unfavorable information presented by each side and decrease the proportion of irrelevant information presented.

If parties are uniformly law-abiding, then the effects predicted in Part II still largely hold. They differ principally in the informational effects of advice that influences perceived evidentiary sanctions. Such advice may correct misperceptions about when withholding or suppressing information is lawful. If law-abiding parties are advised that the evidentiary conduct is unlawful, they will present more unfavorable information regardless of the level of expected evidentiary sanctions. If they are informed the conduct is lawful, they will present less unfavorable information. Assuming again that they are not systemically biased toward one sort of legal error—unadvised parties are as likely to underestimate the scope of unlawful conduct as overestimate it—the overall effect is a wash. These results parallel those predicted in Section II(C)(1) for sanction-optimizing parties.

Advice may also correct misperceptions about or alter the level of expected sanctions. This will not affect the behavior of law-abiding persons when they learn that expected sanctions for conduct they correctly believed was or was not lawful are lower than they thought. (Even lawful conduct might carry expected sanctions because of the risk of trial error.) Nor will it affect law-abiding persons who correctly believed the conduct was unlawful and learn that expected sanctions are higher than they thought. However, persons who correctly believed the conduct was lawful, but who learn that expected sanctions are higher than they thought, will produce more unfavorable information. The overall effect, assuming no bias in legal error, is a mild increase in the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. This increase was not predicted in Section II(C)(1).

136. Law-abiding and truth-telling persons will often differ in their willingness to provide information to the tribunal. A law-abiding litigant, for example, will not produce information that has not been requested and will take the fifth amendment when it is available. A truth-teller will volunteer information that has not been requested and will never take the fifth amendment.
The divergent susceptibility of lawyers to sanctions has substantially less impact in cases involving truth-telling or law-abiding parties. This is in part because truth-telling or law-abiding parties will view less of the information available to them as party-controlled or suppressible. In addition, lawyer sanctions for assisting in withholding or suppressing information typically apply only where the client's own withholding is independently sanctionable. But this diminished impact is a direct consequence of the client's certain production of information that the lawyer's differential sensitivity to sanctions might or might not have produced. Accordingly, eliminating this effect cannot reduce information presented below the level that would occur if the parties were sanction-optimizing.

Moreover, a law-abiding party has much less reason than a sanction-optimizing party not to share information with her lawyer. This is because sharing information can have effects a law-abiding party would regard as adverse only in the rare case where withholding is lawful, the lawyer would nonetheless face a positive risk of sanctions for assisting withholding, and the lawyer's expected sanctions are sufficiently high to overcome her loyalty to the party. A sanction-optimizing party, by contrast, faces possible adverse consequences whenever the lawyer's expected sanctions for assisting withholding (lawful or not) are sufficiently high to induce disloyalty. Because she has more incentive to share information, it is likely that the law-abiding party will receive more legal advice. This should enhance the positive effect of advice on investigation and categorization.

The net result is that the nature of the informational effects predicted in Part II should not differ if parties are law-abiding instead of sanction-optimizing. The extent of some effects may, however, differ in ways that are ambiguous or positive.

2. Nonuniform Party Motivations

Legal advice can have far more disturbing effects if the motivations of opposing parties differ. Take, for example, cases where a sanction-optimizing party faces a truth-telling opponent. If both parties receive advice, or if it is unilaterally provided to the sanction-optimizing party, the decreased presentation of information unfavorable to the sanction-optimizing party may well outweigh any increased presentation of information favorable to that party. A truth-telling opponent will, despite his ability to withhold or suppress some information, present all relevant information he identifies, including all such information favorable to the sanction-optimizing party. Providing legal advice to the sanction-optimizing party will thus increase the presentation only of favorable information the truth-telling opponent would not have identified and categorized as relevant. The amount of information falling in this cate-
gory may not be trivial, particularly if the truth-teller’s investigations are not very thorough or if the sanction-optimizer controls a large share of the relevant information. Nonetheless, it will be smaller than the amount of favorable information that would have been left unpresented if the opponent were also sanction-optimizing. This will reduce the positive effects of advice on the presentation of information favorable to the sanction-optimizing party.

The decrease in unfavorable information presented, on the other hand, will be unaffected because truth-telling opponents will make an effort to block the sanction-optimizing party from withholding or suppressing unfavorable information similar to the effect a sanction-optimizing opponent would have made.\textsuperscript{137} There is thus cause for concern that providing advice to a sanction-optimizing party facing a truth-telling opponent will decrease the presentation of unfavorable information more than it increases the presentation of favorable information. That concern will increase in proportion to the thoroughness of the truth-telling opponent.

The results are similarly disturbing if a sanction-optimizing party receives unilateral advice against a law-abiding opponent. The resulting decrease in expected evidentiary sanctions for the sanction-optimizing party will decrease the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. But the increase in expected evidentiary sanctions caused by advice should have little effect on the law-abiding opponent. As we will see in Section V(A), concerns about advice where one side is law-abiding or truth-telling may underlie a number of rules regulating access to advice.

3. \textit{Lawyer Motivations}

Our basic account also assumed that lawyers will optimize their clients’ sanctions unless the lawyers’ own exposure to evidentiary sanctions becomes too great. If lawyers are instead truth-telling, they will disclose to the tribunal any unfavorable information that they learn, moving the effects of advice in the direction described for truth-telling parties. If lawyers are law-abiding, then the differential susceptibility to sanctions described in Section II(C)(2) will be greater, increasing the likelihood that lawyers will disclose or force the disclosure of unfavorable information. But sanction-optimizing parties represented by truth-telling or law-abiding lawyers may share less information with their lawyers to reduce the risk of lawyer disclosure. This may moderate or eliminate some of the positive informational effects of advice that would occur if lawyers

\textsuperscript{137} Some truth-telling parties may be unwilling to withhold or suppress secondary information about the opponent’s evidentiary conduct even when it would be lawful to do so and when doing so would increase the evidentiary sanctions applicable to the opponent. Thus, truth-telling may paradoxically increase the opponent’s withholding and suppression of information.
were sanction-optimizing. The net effects will resemble those that flow from subjecting lawyers to increased disclosure requirements, which is discussed in Section V(B). Thus the substitution in our account of law-abiding or truth-telling attorneys does not change the nature of the informational effects described in Part II, but has an ambiguous impact on the extent of those effects.

C. Information That Influences Tribunals in an Undesirable Way

In Section II(A), our basic account assumed that all information having a favorable or unfavorable impact on the tribunal’s judgment was actually probative of the disputed facts. Unfortunately, some information reaching a tribunal may have a favorable or unfavorable impact that is misleading. We here address the presentation of irrelevant, false, or prejudicial information that might have such an effect.

A party might conclude that, because the relevant information likely to be presented is extremely unfavorable, presenting irrelevant information improves her chances by consuming the tribunal’s limited resources and reducing its ability to evaluate relevant information. This strategic presentation of irrelevant information might undermine our initial conclusion that legal advice reduces the proportion of irrelevant information reaching the tribunal.

We doubt, however, that such strategic presentations are frequent or that legal knowledge will increase their likelihood. The instances in which purposefully presenting irrelevant information will be advantageous seem rare. Such efforts will often be relatively easy to detect because they take place before the tribunal and seem likely to anger or frustrate the tribunal enough to provoke (usually implicit) evidentiary sanctions. We suspect this threat of evidentiary sanctions will often outweigh the advantage of presenting information that, by definition, lacks probative value.

There is also good reason to believe that legal advice will decrease the overall likelihood that presenting irrelevant information will be advantageous. First, the expected evidentiary sanctions for intentionally presenting irrelevant information will likely be higher for a legally advised party because the tribunal will assume that the party “ought to know better” than to present such information. Second, lawyers

138. In some cases, the tribunal may infer from the presentation of irrelevant information that the party has no favorable information to present from those sets of information she controls. Legal advice should reduce the presentation of irrelevant information in these cases. One might initially regard this effect of advice as socially undesirable because it deprives the tribunal of information that enables it to draw an inference about the merits of the party’s claim. But where the party presents irrelevant information in the mistaken belief it was relevant, the tribunal’s inference seems inaccurate and the presentation of the information socially undesirable.
themselves face sanctions for intentionally presenting irrelevant information. Their persuasiveness in future cases, for example, might be undermined if they gain a reputation for presenting irrelevant information. Accordingly, the involvement of lawyers should create a differential susceptibility to sanctions. Third, because advice increases the presentation of truthful relevant information, the tribunal’s ability to recognize and sanction presentation of irrelevant information ought to increase. Finally, insofar as there exists a separate set of truthful information that tends to suggest that information is irrelevant, advice on balance should increase the flow of such information to the tribunal.\footnote{The particulars of the conclusions in the text differ for the unilateral and bilateral accounts. In the unilateral account, the effect on the advised party’s expected sanctions for the strategic presentation of irrelevant information is ambiguous. The party receiving legal advice will face higher sanctions both because parties with lawyers suffer higher sanctions and because of her lawyers’ differential susceptibility to sanctions. On the other hand, legal advice should help the party present secondary information that will lower the expected evidentiary sanctions for presenting irrelevant information. This could increase or decrease the strategic presentation of irrelevant information by the advised party. Unilateral advice should, however, increase the opponent’s sanctions for presenting irrelevant information, and thus reduce the opponent’s strategic presentation of irrelevant information. The net result is an overall reduction in strategic presentation.

In the bilateral account, expected evidentiary sanctions should increase for both sides. Both will have lawyers and hence are both subject to higher sanctions and both will suffer from lawyers’ greater susceptibility to sanctions. Both will also face more information indicating that strategic presentation of irrelevant information is taking place. This should reduce the likelihood that either party can profit from presenting irrelevant information.}

Even if legal advice did not decrease the likelihood that presenting irrelevant information would be advantageous, our sense that such a strategy would rarely be advantageous would still lead us to conclude that legal advice decreases the amount of irrelevant information presented. The reason is that collecting and presenting irrelevant information involve significant resource costs that apply in all cases, including those where such activities will plainly confer no benefit on the party. We strongly suspect that the decrease in the proportion of irrelevant information presented because of legal advice in the more common cases where presenting irrelevant information is disadvantageous will outweigh any increase in the strategic presentation of irrelevant information because of legal advice in the rare cases where it is advantageous.

We next consider two other classes of information whose presentation influences trial outcomes in a socially undesirable way: information that is false (whether or not fabricated) and information that appeals to the prejudice or bias of the tribunal but has little or no probative weight. To some extent, both parties and lawyers face sanctions for presenting false or prejudicial information. The differential susceptibility of lawyers to sanctions should thus operate to decrease the presentation of false or prejudicial information. Furthermore, because legal advice increases the presentation of true nonprejudicial information, whether favorable or
unfavorable, legal advice should also increase the tribunal’s ability to
detect and sanction the presentation of false or prejudicial information.
But sanction-optimizing attorneys are also likely to identify more preju-
dicial information, think of more useful lies, and identify more persons
willing to lie. The overall effect of advice on the amount of false or preju-
dicial information presented is thus ambiguous in both the unilateral and
bilateral accounts.\textsuperscript{140} Unilateral advice should, however, ensure that the
mix of false or prejudicial information presented is more favorable and
less unfavorable to the party receiving advice.

D. Skewed Distributions of Information, Access, or Error

In order to reach initial conclusions about the general effects of legal
advice, our basic account assumed equal distributions of information,
access to information, and litigation error. We now reintroduce and
examine the extent and consequences of skewed distributions.

1. Biased Mixes of Information

The amount of information favorable to each party’s case will not
always equal the amount of unfavorable information. Some litigants
have violated the law or unjustly accused their opponent of a violation;
others (their opponents) have not. Given a rational system of evidence,
there should be more relevant information favorable to nonviolators and
just accusers than to violators and unjust accusers.

Ordinarily, we would not expect any general class of litigants receiv-
ing legal advice to systematically enjoy more favorable information than
their opponents.\textsuperscript{141} If, however, one could define a class of cases where
one side systematically has more unfavorable information than favorable
information, then advice to that side would have more dubious social
value. Our basic account’s conclusion about unilateral advice—that it
increases the favorable information presented more than it decreases the
unfavorable information—was based on the assumption that there was
just as much favorable information as unfavorable. If there is more unfa-
favorable information than favorable, then unilateral advice will decrease

\textsuperscript{140} If parties are truth-telling, they will never knowingly present false, prejudicial, or strategic
irrelevant information. Legal advice should help them avoid doing so by mistake and will thus
decrease the presentation of all three types of information. The same will be true for any advice
given if lawyers are truth-telling. If parties are law-abiding, they will present such information only
if they do not believe it to be unlawful. As Section III(B) suggests, the effect of advice in this
situation will be similar to the effect when parties are sanction-optimizing. If lawyers are law-
abiding, any legal advice given will reduce the unlawful presentation of false, prejudicial, or strategic
irrelevant information. See supra Section III(B)(3).

\textsuperscript{141} Although their analysis does not extend to cases that settle, Priest and Klein have
concluded, based on empirical data and theoretical modelling, that defendants and plaintiffs have a
50% probability of winning cases that go to trial. See Priest & Klein, The Selection of Disputes for
presentation of unfavorable information more and increase favorable information less. The overall result may be that the decrease in unfavorable information exceeds the increase in favorable information. In contrast, advice to the opponent (who has more favorable information than unfavorable) should be even more positive than described in the basic account.

The possibility that unilateral advice to wrongdoers may reduce the information reaching the tribunal is disturbing. But note that we can reach these conclusions only by positing a definable class of cases where we know good grounds for deciding—without adjudication—which side should win. In those circumstances, it is not surprising that we get bad results from providing advice to the party we know should lose. The point of adjudication, however, is usually to establish which party is right where that is not already clear at the outset. In such cases we do not usually expect a systematic tendency for one side to have more favorable information than unfavorable. Moreover, so long as the parties' access to information is equal, bilateral advice should still increase the favorable and unfavorable information presented about each party even when the mix of information available to the parties is skewed against one of them.

2. Inequalities of Access to Information

In many cases, one side may be able to control or suppress more

142. One can describe this in greater detail. All the unilateral effects described as ambiguous in Part II will tend to reduce the information presented because (assuming constant error rates) unadvised parties will make more erroneous decisions to present or not to suppress unfavorable information than to withhold or suppress favorable information. By the same token, although the differential effect of lawyer sanctions will remain, the other positive informational effects will tend to be weaker or negative.

Advice about relevance will increase information, but less than described in Part II because the amount of favorable information in the additional information classed as relevant will be lower. Advice about relevant commonly identified information will have less of a tendency to increase the information presented because, with the commonly identified information weighted to unfavorable information, it takes a more competent opponent to create a mix of unreported information that is richer in favorable than in unfavorable information. Finally, advice about investigation will increase information to a lesser extent because more possible investigations will be negative value searches that advised parties will avoid, and because more of the positive value investigations will search for unfavorable information that the opponent will obtain rather than for favorable information.

143. The tendency of the increase in favorable information to exceed the decrease in unfavorable information will be even stronger because the ambiguous effects described at supra note 142 will tend to lead to the presentation of more relevant information, and the positive effects will tend to be stronger.

144. Those who believe that such grounds exist—for example those who believe that 90% of criminal defendants are guilty—may oppose advice to the class of parties they believe should lose. But they must realize that if that class of parties were unadvised their opponents might prosecute defendants who are more likely to be innocent.

145. What we do expect is that the nonviolators and just accusers should generally experience a larger improvement in expected sanctions from unilateral advice than should violators and unjust accusers. This is discussed further in Part IV.
information than the other. If we adjust the controlled sets that we assumed had equal size in our basic account by increasing the size of one party's controlled set and decreasing the size of her opponent's, the unilateral effects of providing advice to the first party will be affected in an ambiguous manner. With more information discoverable from the opponent, the increase in favorable information should be heightened; with less information discoverable from the party, the decrease in unfavorable information should be heightened as well. The unilateral effects of providing advice to the opponent, and the bilateral effects of providing advice to both parties, will likewise be affected in an ambiguous manner by the shift in control.\textsuperscript{146} Naturally, the party with more control will benefit more from the mix of information presented. But this makes the general effects undesirable only if parties with extra control systematically tend to be violators or unjust accusers.

Asymmetries in the parties' abilities to suppress information are more disturbing. Suppose that we increase the information suppressible by one party and decrease the information suppressible by the opponent. This has a negative impact on unilateral advice to the first party because it magnifies the power of that advice to decrease the presentation of unfavorable suppressible information and lessens the significance of advice that prevents the opponent from suppressing favorable information. Because this negative effect may outweigh the other positive effects of unilateral advice, we cannot predict with any confidence that unilateral advice to parties who can suppress more information than their opponents will generally increase the presentation of relevant information.

We see no grounds for concluding that one side should generally be able to control or suppress more information than the other. That ability may, however, exist in special classes of litigation. In criminal cases, for example, the fifth amendment and the special obligations of prosecutors to disclose exculpatory information differentiate the disclosure obligations of prosecutors and criminal defendants. These rules may increase the informational control of criminal defendants and decrease that of prosecutors.

3. Skewed Distributions of Litigation Error

Skewed distributions of unadvised litigation error can alter the results of our basic account.\textsuperscript{147} We consider skewed estimates of eviden-

\textsuperscript{146} The shift in control will dampen both the increase in information favorable to the opponent and the decrease in unfavorable information. Whether the increase exceeds the decrease, or vice versa, depends largely upon whether the increase in one party's controlled set exceeds the decrease in the other's. Unless the overall control by both parties combined is affected, the bilateral effects should not change. An increase in overall control should decrease, and a decrease in overall control should increase, the extent of the bilateral effects.

\textsuperscript{147} This Section considers skews in the types of litigation errors, not differences between
tiary sanctions first, and then consider skewed categorizations of information as favorable or unfavorable.

a. Skewed Estimates of Expected Evidentiary Sanctions

Suppose that unadvised parties are more likely to overestimate expected sanctions for withholding, suppressing, or falsifying evidence than to underestimate them. Advice about the true level of expected sanctions will then tend to decrease the presentation of probative information and increase the presentation of falsehoods. Counsel may, for example, cause criminal defendants not to give unfavorable testimony by advising them that the fifth amendment will protect them from unfavorable inferences the tribunal might draw about their failure to testify. If, alternatively, unadvised parties are more likely to underestimate evidentiary sanctions, advice about sanctions should increase the probative information presented. Parties may, for example, be advised that their efforts to mask unfavorable information will be regarded as suspicious and will antagonize the tribunal enough to provoke a higher sentence or other implicit evidentiary sanctions.

A systematic tendency to underestimate expected evidentiary sanctions will thus heighten, and a tendency to overestimate will undermine, the positive effects predicted in our basic account. This is because advice about the level of expected sanctions will no longer have a neutral effect. Positive effects should, however, still flow from lawyers' differential susceptibility to sanction and from advice about relevance, investigation, and categorization of commonly identified information. Thus, even when parties systematically tend to overestimate expected evidentiary sanctions, the overall informational effect of litigation advice might still be positive.

b. Skewed Categorization of Information

The distribution of litigation error about whether information is favorable or unfavorable might also be skewed. Unadvised parties might be more likely to mistake favorable information for unfavorable than vice versa. We call such parties "unadvised pessimists" because they perceive their chances of winning to be less than the facts merit. Alternatively,

---

148. Similar results follow, even if parties' perceptions of expected sanctions are accurate, if risk averse parties systematically overestimate (or underestimate) the severity of evidentiary sanctions or if law-abiding parties systematically overestimate (or underestimate) the scope of sanctionable conduct.
unadvised parties might be more likely to miscategorize information as favorable. Such parties are "unadvised optimists."

When parties are unadvised pessimists, the positive informational effects of legal advice will be heightened. This is because advice about information categorization will be more likely to correct mistaken beliefs that information is unfavorable than to correct mistaken beliefs that information is favorable. This increases the tendency of unilateral advice to cause an increase in favorable information presented that exceeds any decrease in unfavorable information. Similarly, unadvised party optimism tends to undermine the positive effects of advice about information categorization by causing a relatively greater decrease in unfavorable information and lesser increase in favorable information. The overall effects, however, may continue to be positive because of the positive effects flowing from advice about relevance, investigation, and categorization of commonly identified information,149 and from the divergent susceptibility of lawyers to sanctions.

Is there any reason to believe unadvised parties are systematically more optimistic than pessimistic? One possible reason might be derived from economic models of settlement, which predict that parties who are "excessively optimistic" are less likely to settle and more likely to go to trial. These models observe that parties have an incentive to settle whenever the expected value of judgment perceived by the plaintiff minus the magnitude of the expected disvalue of judgment perceived by the defendant is less than the joint surplus that can be created by avoiding the costs and risks of litigation.150 Where parties are "excessively optimistic," in the sense that one side believes her chance of winning is greater than the other side believes is his chance of losing, then the likelihood of settlement is decreased.151

Because these models address the choice (with or without advice)

---

149. If party optimism is strong enough, the overall effects of advice regarding commonly identified information might be negative, but common identification does tend to offset the negative effects of party optimism.

150. Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1076.

151. See Bundy, Commentary on "Understanding Pennzoil v. Texaco": Rational Bargaining and Agency Problems, 75 Va. L. Rev. 335, 337-38 (1989). By definition, each excessively optimistic party faces another excessively optimistic party. This is because excessive optimism is defined as believing one's case is better than the opponent believes it to be. For similar reasons, each excessively pessimistic party faces an excessively pessimistic opponent.

Note that because "excessive optimism" is defined in relation to the opponent's expectations, it does not necessarily correspond to optimism in the sense that we use it, which is defined in relation to the actual facts. Say, for example, the actual expected trial award is $1000, an unadvised plaintiff perceives the expected trial award to be $2000, and an unadvised defendant perceives the expected trial award to be $3000. Such a plaintiff would be an unadvised optimist in the sense we mean if her overestimation of the expected award results from thinking the mix of information is more favorable than it actually is. She would, however, be excessively pessimistic under settlement models because her opponent thinks the plaintiff's chances are better than the plaintiff thinks they are.
between settlement and trial, they are not directly applicable to the issue whether unadvised parties entering litigation (whether or not they settle) tend to believe their chances are better than their attorneys do. None-theless, if the same analysis extended to failures to settle disputes without incurring the costs of consulting an attorney, then one might predict that those who consult attorneys will also tend to be excessively optimistic.

The extent to which the litigation settlement analysis can be extended to preconsultation settlement is, however, far from certain. To begin with, the degree of optimism necessary to make preconsultation settlement unfeasible will be relatively small because the costs of merely consulting an attorney will be lower than the costs of litigation and because there is no risk in consulting an attorney comparable to the uncertainty of judgment. More importantly, the benefits from consulting an attorney do not involve solely improving the chances of winning a judgment: they also include improving the party's assessment of those chances. Parties who appreciate their lack of legal knowledge should realize that they are either being optimistic, in which case consulting a lawyer may help them avoid litigation expenses, or that they are being pessimistic, in which case consulting a lawyer will often improve the settlement they exact. Parties pessimistic about the outcome thus have incentives to consult an attorney that are not relevant to the decision to settle after a lawyer has been hired.

Even if the analysis of litigation settlement were fully applicable to preconsultation settlement, it would not compel the conclusion that parties seeking litigation advice are likely to be systematically optimistic.

152. The prediction that the parties going to trial will tend to be optimistic does not alter our conclusions about the effects of litigation advice for two reasons. First, this prediction applies whether or not the parties are legally advised. Unless parties are systematically more likely to be optimistic (or pessimistic) with advice than without, then advice should be just as likely to make parties less optimistic as less pessimistic. (As explained at supra note 131, however, decreasing the degree of optimism increases the likelihood and size of a settlement gain; decreasing the degree of pessimism does not decrease the likelihood of a settlement gain although it does decrease its size.) Second, and more importantly, our conclusions do not require that cases go to trial. It is sufficient for our purposes if the terms of settlement are influenced by the information collected (or expected to be collected) with the aid of legal counsel.

153. The issue here is somewhat different from that addressed by various other economic models that examine when plaintiffs assert legal claims. Those models do not take into account the possibility that parties may settle before asserting a claim (let alone settle before consulting an attorney). See Cooter & Rubinfeld, supra note 14, at 1082-84 (reviewing literature). Those models do conclude that parties are more likely to bring suits when they are "optimistic" about their chances at trial or settlement. Id. at 1082. But these models mean optimistic only in the sense that the parties (correctly or incorrectly) believe the likely outcome will be good. They thus do not speak to the issue whether parties consulting an attorney to bring suit would tend to be "unadvised optimists" in the sense that they believe their chances are better than the facts merit. Nor do they address whether such parties will be "excessively optimistic" in the sense that they are more optimistic about their chances than their opponents, or the optimism (in any sense) of the party against whom the legal claim is asserted.
about whether their information is favorable. Such a conclusion would both exaggerate the importance of excessive optimism as a cause of failures to settle and oversimplify the causes of excessive optimism.

Excessive optimism, standing alone, is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for failures to settle. Cases where the parties agree on the outcome or are excessively pessimistic might still be taken to lawyers because one party attaches a higher value than her opponent to the outcome at judgment, because settlement costs are high, or because bargaining breaks down due to rational strategic behavior. Conversely, cases involving excessive optimism will often be resolved without consulting lawyers when the costs of consultation are high, when one party puts a premium on quick settlement, or when one party wants to avoid public litigation or a potential judgment for reputational or precedential reasons. Cases involving excessive optimism therefore may not be disproportionately represented among those brought to lawyers.

In addition, when excessive optimism is present, it need not be the result of a tendency to misclassify unfavorable information as favorable. The causes of excessive optimism also include having different expectations about how much information (that a party correctly views as favorable or unfavorable) will reach the tribunal or about the amount or mix of favorable and unfavorable information required to cause judgment in one's favor. Moreover, a party who mistakenly believes that the mix of information is less favorable than the facts merit (and is thus an unadvised pessimist) may be excessively optimistic as that term is used in settlement models if her opponent mistakenly believes the mix of information is even less favorable to the first party than she does. Accordingly, it seems an unwarranted stretch to assume that parties who seek litigation advice have a systemic tendency to misclassify unfavorable information as favorable more frequently than they misclassify favorable information as unfavorable.

Finally, even if the parties who actually consult attorneys do systematically tend to be unadvised optimists about whether their information is favorable, it would not alter the deterrent effects of advice unless parties knew, before they acted, whether they or their opponent will be optimistic or pessimistic. To the extent that parties' behavior is affected by the prospect of litigation advice and that they are sufficiently sophisticated to pay attention to this distinct subissue, it seems more probable to us that parties will assess the likely effects of advice on the assumption that they and their opponents are just as likely to make one kind of error as another.

154. See Cooter, Marks & Mnookin, supra note 133, at 238-39, 246 (discussing strategic behavior during settlement).
155. See supra note 151.
E. Conclusion

The general prevalence of the conditions assumed in our basic account of evidentiary advice ultimately presents a series of empirical questions. On many of those questions there is no data and little prospect of obtaining any. In resolving those issues, we may often have little more to go on than intuitive judgments. Our own intuition is that many assumptions in our basic account—such as equal distribution of favorable and unfavorable information, equal control, and non-skewed distributions of litigation error—match up fairly well with the conditions in many classes of routine civil (and some criminal) litigation. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that these assumptions are incorrect. We also know that in some respects (including its abstraction from litigation costs, from agency problems, and from the presentation of false or prejudicial information) our account abstracts from conditions that are important in a very substantial number of cases.

Against this background, we think it significant that relaxing our basic assumptions often does not change our basic account’s conclusions about the positive informational effects of advice. Nonetheless, relaxing our assumptions does point to potentially significant classes of cases where advice can distort trial and settlement outcomes due to losses of truthful information, increased presentation of false or prejudicial information, or the strategic imposition of costs. The likelihood of these adverse effects is greatest when advice is unilateral, and when the party receiving advice is a sanction-optimizing violator or unjust accuser, can control or suppress a large proportion of the relevant information, and opposes a truth-teller.

As a matter of theory, then, our account confirms the sense of defenders and critics of the adversary system that the beneficial consequences of legal advice are generally more robust in cases where advice is provided bilaterally rather than unilaterally. It also predicts why, in different contexts, advice can have either beneficial or detrimental effects. The differences between defenders and critics of advice can, within this framework, be traced to different assumptions or a focus on different classes of cases. As a matter of practice, our account helps sort out the cases where legal advice is likely to be undesirable and thus may aid in formulating legal rules concerning access to advice. But before we get to those issues, we first need to develop some theory of what informational effects are socially desirable.

156. For example, we are not aware of any study that systematically examines the extent to which parties to litigation (1) control relevant information, (2) over- or underestimate evidentiary sanctions, or (3) are unduly optimistic or pessimistic about whether the information available for presentation is favorable or unfavorable.
IV
THE SOCIAL DESIRABILITY OF THE INFORMATIONAL EFFECTS OF LITIGATION ADVICE

Whether the informational effects of litigation advice should be regarded as socially desirable depends in part on the purpose of adjudication. One prominent account of civil and criminal adjudication emphasizes its role in encouraging actors to engage in desirable conduct and in deterring them from engaging in undesirable conduct. Another account emphasizes directly preventing harm, whether by incapacitating the dangerous criminal or enjoining dangerous acts. A third focuses on the distribution of rewards or punishment in accord with need or desert: compensatory theories of civil justice and retributive theories of criminal justice have this character. Finally, some accounts of adjudication give weight to the values of procedural fairness, party autonomy, dispute resolution, or party satisfaction with outcomes, independent of the substantive policies that guide the imposition of sanctions.

A. Deterrence Theories

For deterrence theories, adjudicated outcomes are socially desirable to the extent that expected sanctions encourage informed actors to act desirably. Accordingly, the informational effects of advice are socially desirable only if they improve the schedule of expected sanctions and those improvements are communicated to actors who are deciding whether to engage in potentially sanctionable conduct.157

As we have seen, advice influences two basic features of the relevant information reaching the tribunal: (1) the total amount of relevant information presented; and (2) the extent to which that information is skewed in favor of one party or the other. We here consider the social desirability of the informational effects of litigation advice in three scenarios. First, we consider advice that increases the amount of relevant information presented without increasing skew.158 This corresponds to the initial

---

158. By "skew" we mean the extent to which the mix of information presented differs from the mix of all relevant information about a case. The mix of information that would be presented by unadvised parties may itself be skewed. Legal advice thus increases skew to the extent it pushes the final mix of information presented further away from the mix of all relevant information.

To the extent violators and nonviolators are equally represented in a given class of litigation, and unadvised parties do not themselves skew the overall information presented, advice has a general effect on skew if it changes the presentation of favorable information systematically more or less than the presentation of unfavorable information. This would not necessarily follow in a class of litigation where one side is usually the wrongdoer. Say, for example, that the mix of information is determined by percentages and that the relevant information is 75% unfavorable to defendants. Assume also that unadvised parties do not skew the information presented. In those circumstances, bilateral advice would not increase skew if it increases the presentation of favorable information three times as much as it increases the presentation of unfavorable information. Indeed, increasing
conclusions reached about bilateral advice in our basic account. It also corresponds to the general effects of bilateral advice when various complications are considered to the extent one agrees, as Part III suggests, that most provide no reason to change the conclusions of the basic account. Second, we consider advice that increases the information presented, but also increases skew. This corresponds to the initial conclusions reached about unilateral advice in our basic account, and perhaps to bilateral advice where some features of the litigation (such as informational access) are skewed. Third, we consider advice that both increases skew and decreases the amount of information presented. This may correspond to advice for some special classes of litigation discussed in Part III.

1. Advice That Increases Information Without Increasing Skew

Advice that increases the information presented without increasing skew improves the schedule of expected sanctions. In our basic account, for example, bilateral advice reduces the proportion of irrelevant information presented and increases the presentation of relevant information favorable and unfavorable to each party. Under a theory of adjudication that emphasizes deterrence, this unskewed increase in favorable and unfavorable information presented ought to improve the tribunal's ability to distinguish desirable from undesirable conduct. This in turn increases expected sanctions for those who act undesirably at the same time that it decreases sanctions for those who act desirably.

The behavioral benefits of increased accuracy will be realized to the extent that those about to act (1) have some knowledge of which acts the law deems sanctionable, and (2) perceive that tribunals will be more accurate when parties have advice than when they do not. Actors who consult lawyers before acting or who have had repeated contact with the legal system should normally satisfy these conditions. We think these conditions often will also be satisfied by persons who act on the basis of an intuitive or commonsense understanding of the law and the legal system. True, popular perceptions of the accuracy of adjudication with the favorable and unfavorable information equally would increase skew in such a case because it would move the mix of information presented further away from the 75/25 mix of all relevant information.

159. See supra Section II(D).

160. Logically, a fourth category might exist in which advice decreases information without increasing skew. This might occur, for example, where there is bilateral advice, strong party control, and habitual overestimation of evidentiary sanctions. In such cases, advice should decrease expected sanctions for undesirable acts and increase them for desirable acts. Such cases, however, seem sufficiently rare that we forego a more extended treatment.

161. Where unadvised parties skew the mix of information, bilateral advice may even decrease skew.

162. Louis Kaplow has pointed out to us that to the extent parties know the substantive rules
legal advice are often harshly critical. But popular perceptions would probably be even more negative in the less accurate system that would result if legal advice were barred.

Thus, where actors correctly perceive, however vaguely, the contours of sanctionability and would also perceive the greater inaccuracy that would result without advice, their behavior should be improved by advice that increases information without increasing skew. Moreover, the greater accuracy made possible by such litigation advice should encourage actors to obtain legal advice before they engage in potentially sanctionable primary conduct because more accurate adjudication will increase the expected costs of choosing sanctionable conduct. The social desirability of advice received by those who consult lawyers before they engage in primary conduct should also improve, since litigation advice will normally result in expected sanctions more closely matched to the desirability or undesirability of the party’s contemplated conduct.

The relationship between litigation advice and primary conduct advice is thus symbiotic: by enhancing the accuracy of adjudication, litigation advice increases incentives to seek primary conduct advice and increases its social value; by communicating the accuracy of adjudication resulting from litigation advice to those about to engage in primary conduct, primary conduct advice enhances the social value of litigation advice. Cases will remain where the beneficial behavioral effects of litigation advice will not be realized because actors are poorly informed. Those cases, however, do not demonstrate that litigation advice is not socially desirable, since the behavior of those poorly informed actors will be no worse than if there had been no litigation advice, while the behavior of better informed actors will improve.

applicable to their primary conduct before they act, litigation advice will have somewhat less effect on the information they select for presentation. Although this may limit the extent of the effect on behavior, it will not alter its nature or direction. Parties who know what conduct is sanctionable would still perceive that in a regime without advice, the evidence presented is less likely to reveal what they actually did. The increased accuracy in an advised system stems from many sources other than advice about what conduct is sanctionable. It also stems from advice to the party’s opponent, from advice about what inferences the tribunal will draw from information, from advice about relevance, from better investigation, and because a necessary cost of getting the advice needed to succeed in the adversary system will be the revelation of more unfavorable information because of the lawyer’s differential susceptibility to sanctions.


164. Kaplow and Shavell appear to agree that more accurate adjudication will increase the social value of advice about primary conduct. See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 588-89 & n.58. But their model of litigation advice leads them to conclude that it does not improve the accuracy of adjudication. Id. at 589 & n.59.
2. Advice That Increases Information and Skew

Advice that increases the amount of information presented but also increases skew will improve expected sanctions for parties who benefit from the increased skew. Unilateral advice in our basic account, for example, increases skew by increasing the presentation of information favorable to the advised party and decreasing the presentation of unfavorable information. This improves expected sanctions for the party receiving unilateral legal advice. Sometimes this will be desirable: expected outcomes should decrease for those parties benefiting from the skew who did not violate the law and expected outcomes should improve for those who justly accuse others of violating the law. Sometimes this will be undesirable: expected outcomes should improve for unjust accusers and violators. For example, allowing surgeons to hire legal counsel in defending against malpractice claims will desirably reduce expected sanctions for competent surgery and undesirably reduce expected sanctions for incompetent surgery. Allowing malpractice plaintiffs to hire legal counsel will desirably increase expected sanctions for incompetent surgery and undesirably increase expected sanctions for competent surgery.

Because the advice also increases the total amount of relevant information presented, however, the increase in information favorable to the parties benefited by the skew will generally tend to exceed any decrease in unfavorable information. For example, in the basic unilateral account, the increase in information favorable to the advised party exceeds the decrease in unfavorable information. Because favorable information is relevant only if it makes the factual conclusion favorable to the presenting party more probable than it would be without the evidence, nonviolators or just accusers are by definition more likely to have potentially presentable favorable information than violators or unjust accusers. Competent surgeons are, for example, likely to have more favorable information to present, and less unfavorable information.

165. See supra Section I(D).

166. See id. Sometimes skew will be increased even though favorable and unfavorable information are increased. For example, in a general class of cases where the information is 50% favorable and 50% unfavorable, advice that increases the items of favorable information by 50 and increases the items of unfavorable information by 30 increases skew. Within our basic account, the effects of such advice could be described as partly bilateral and partly unilateral. (This advice would correspond to cases where both parties get counsel but one side gets better counsel than the other. See supra Section I(D).) The bilateral part might increase the items of both favorable and unfavorable information by 50 items; the unilateral part might increase favorable by 30 items and decrease unfavorable by 20 items. Such advice is usually even more likely to have the differential effect on expected sanctions described in the text than advice that simply increases favorable information more than it decreases unfavorable.

167. See Fed. R. Evid. 401 (defining "relevant evidence" as "evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence").
to withhold or suppress, than incompetent surgeons. Plaintiffs suing incompetent surgeons are likely to have more favorable information and less unfavorable information than plaintiffs suing competent surgeons.

Litigation advice that increases information and skew should therefore generally benefit nonviolators and just accusers more than violators and unjust accusers.\textsuperscript{168} This will tend to cause a differential change in expected sanctions with socially desirable effects on behavior.\textsuperscript{169}

The differential effect will be clearest in classes of litigation where, without advice, the level of expected sanctions would be roughly the same for violators and nonviolators (or for accusers and just accusers). In such classes of litigation, advice benefiting defendants, such as unilateral advice in the basic account, will decrease expected sanctions for nonviolators more than for violators.\textsuperscript{170} Competent surgeons will, for example, experience a larger decrease in expected sanctions than incompetent ones. Advice benefiting accusers (plaintiffs or prosecutors) will improve expected outcomes more for just accusers than for unjust accusers, thus harming violators more than nonviolators. Incompetent surgeons will, for example, experience a larger increase in expected sanctions than competent ones.

Because the improvement in expected outcomes for nonviolators (or just accusers) will be greater than the improvement in expected outcomes for violators (or unjust accusers), advice that causes a differential increase or decrease in expected sanctions increases the probability that actors choosing between desirable and undesirable acts that are both associated with a risk of sanctions will choose the desirable acts. Surgeons should, for example, be induced to take greater care because the difference between the expected sanctions for competent and incompetent surgery will be greater if there is a differential increase or decrease in expected sanctions that favors competent surgery.\textsuperscript{171}

In classes of litigation where, without advice, the level of expected

\textsuperscript{168} In contrast, because Kaplow and Shavell find it completely ambiguous whether unilateral advice increases favorable information more or less than it decreases unfavorable information, they conclude that it is a matter of “happenstance” whether the decrease in expected sanctions for desirable acts outweighs the decrease in expected sanctions for undesirable acts. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 614.

\textsuperscript{169} The conclusion of social desirability assumes of course that the law defining violations bears some positive correlation to the social desirability of the primary conduct. Where there is no such correlation, any system of adjudication will produce undesirable results.

\textsuperscript{170} The size of the differential change in expected sanctions will, however, also vary with the competence of the opponent of the party receiving advice. See supra Section II(A)(1)(c)(ii).

\textsuperscript{171} Say, for example, that the expected sanctions without advice are $2000 for both competent and incompetent surgery. This schedule of expected sanctions means that the effective sanction for acting incompetently instead of competently is $2000 minus $2000, or $0. If advice to surgeons reduces expected sanctions to $1000 for competent surgery and $1500 for incompetent surgery, then the effective sanction increases to $500. If advice to plaintiffs increases expected sanctions to $3000 for competent surgeons and $4000 for incompetent surgeons, then the effective sanction increases to
sanctions is higher for violators than for nonviolators, or lower for unjust accusers than for just accusers, the tendency of advice to improve outcomes more for nonviolators or just accusers may be offset if marginal returns to legal advice diminish more sharply for nonviolators and just accusers. Such diminishing marginal returns might exist, for example, because the expected sanctions without advice for incompetent surgeons exceed those of competent surgeons, meaning that the unadvised situation of incompetent surgeons has greater room for improvement. If there is a sufficient difference between the marginal returns to advice for violators and nonviolators or for unjust and just accusers, advice may cause a differential change in expected sanctions that benefits violators and unjust accusers more than it benefits their counterparts.\footnote{172}

In the extreme case, where nonviolations are associated with a zero risk of sanctions, advice to defendants will clearly have diminishing marginal returns. Such advice cannot lower expected sanctions for nonviolators at all,\footnote{173} but somewhat lowers expected sanctions for violators. This undesirably makes actors more likely to commit violations. In such an extreme case, however, advice to accusers will be especially desirable. The advice will increase the expected recovery of just accusers. But unjust accusers will have a zero chance of recovery (since nonviolations have a zero risk of sanctions) and thus cannot be helped by advice. This means that advice to accusers will make actors less likely to commit violations.\footnote{174} Moreover, because just accusers should have more favorable information than violators, the increase in expected sanctions violators face because of advice to accusers should generally exceed the decrease in expected sanctions violators enjoy because of advice to defendants. Thus where unilateral advice may benefit either accusers or defendants, the overall effect over the whole class of litigation will still be a differential change in expected sanctions.\footnote{175}

\footnote{1000. The increase in effective sanctions resulting from either differential change in expected sanctions should increase the likelihood surgeons will act competently instead of incompetently.}

\footnote{172. Suppose the damages imposed for malpractice are $100,000. Some surgical conduct may be so clearly competent that it is subject to a very low risk of sanction (say 5%) even if the surgeon lacks litigation advice. Assume also, however, that even with advice, the surgeon faces an irreducible risk of sanctions (say 2.5%). Advice thus reduces expected sanctions for competent surgery by $2,500. On the other hand, an incompetent surgeon is subject to a 45% risk of sanctions without advice and an irreducible 15% risk of sanctions with advice. Thus legal advice reduces the expected sanction for incompetent surgery by $30,000.}

\footnote{173. Even if unadvised nonviolators run no risk of losing a suit, they should, if there is any chance a suit will be brought, still receive some advantage from litigation advice in a system where meritless suits can be sanctioned. In such systems, providing advice to the nonviolator should help deter unjust accusations and thus lower the nonviolators' exposure to litigation costs.}

\footnote{174. It will also make just accusers more likely to sue.}

\footnote{175. A similar analysis applies in the less likely case where nonviolations are associated with a risk of sanctions but violations are not. Advice to accusers will be undesirable in such a class of litigation because it will make actors more likely to commit violations. It also makes it more likely}
It will sometimes be possible to eliminate the harmful effects of advice that increases information and skew and still achieve levels of expected sanctions that are superior to those that would have prevailed in the absence of legal advice. If, over the relevant class of litigation, such advice benefits nonviolators or just accusers more than it benefits violators or unjust accusers, that can be exploited to improve deterrence as long as the regime can appropriately adjust either the standard of proof for finding liability or the actual sanction imposed when liability is found. The standard of proof can be decreased, or the actual sanctions increased, to offset the bad effects of advice on the expected sanctions of violators, without completely offsetting the good effects of advice on the expected sanctions of nonviolators. Similarly, the standard of proof can be increased, or the actual sanctions decreased, to offset the bad effects of advice on the expected outcomes of unjust accusers without completely offsetting the good effects of advice on the expected outcomes of just accusers.\textsuperscript{176}

Adjusting the standard of proof might occur in either criminal or civil cases. For example, if legal advice alters the mix of favorable and unfavorable information criminal defendants present on the issue of guilt, the tribunal might in theory effectively reduce the standard of proof for finding advised defendants guilty by requiring less evidence to overcome reasonable doubt.\textsuperscript{177} The “lawyer discount” can be used to offset the improved showing made by guilty defendants. If advice increases the odds of acquitting innocent defendants more than it increases the odds of

---

that actors will be diverted from desirable activity that is associated with a risk of sanctions into other less desirable activity that is not associated with a risk of sanctions. An increase in expected sanctions for nonnegligent obstetrics, for example, may cause doctors to shift to other medical specialties that are less needed but carry less risk of erroneous liability.

By the same token, advice to defendants in such a class of litigation is especially desirable. By decreasing expected sanctions for nonviolators, without affecting sanctions for violators, it makes actors less likely to commit violations. It also increases the likelihood that a party choosing between a nonviolation associated with a risk of sanctions and a nonviolation that is not so associated will choose the nonviolention that is more personally advantageous. A decrease in expected sanctions for nonnegligent obstetrics, for example, will induce more people to shift from other lawful careers into obstetrics.

Moreover, because nonviolators should have more favorable information than unjust accusers, the decrease in expected sanctions nonviolators enjoy because of advice to defendants should generally exceed the increase in expected sanctions nonviolators face because of advice to accusers. Advice to defendants should decrease the expected sanctions for nonnegligent obstetrics more than advice to plaintiffs increases those expected sanctions.

176. Kaplow and Shavell discuss the theoretical possibility of adjusting sanctions to offset the informational effects of advice. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 590-93. It is not clear, however, why such adjustments would be worthwhile in their model given the ambiguous informational effects of advice they predict.

177. In practice, however, there may be significant practical and moral objections to ad hoc adjustments of standards of proof to take account of legal advice. See infra notes 183-84 and accompanying text. Nonetheless, it is clear that such adjustments sometimes occur. See infra note 184.
acquitting guilty defendants, more innocent defendants will be acquitted under the revised standard, with no decrease in the number of guilty defendants convicted. Alternatively, the discount could be used to offset the larger benefits that accrue to innocent defendants, increasing the number of guilty defendants punished without increasing the number of innocent defendants punished. In civil cases, where the preponderance of the evidence standard fixes the probability required to establish liability at just over fifty percent, the tribunal can achieve a similar adjustment by discounting the weight given to evidence produced by the parties benefiting from the advice-caused skew.

Such adjustments may be feasible even where diminishing marginal returns cause a greater reduction in the magnitude of expected sanctions for violators than nonviolators, as long as the proportional decrease in expected sanctions is greater for the nonviolators. Suppose the damage award imposed after a finding of medical malpractice is fixed at $100,000. Suppose further that unadvised competent surgeons have a 10% chance of liability, which can be reduced to 2.5% with advice. Unadvised incompetent surgeons have a 20% chance of liability, which can be reduced to 10% with advice. The expected sanctions for competent surgeons have thus decreased from $10,000 to $2500, or by $7500. The expected sanctions for incompetent surgeons have decreased from $20,000 to $10,000, or by $10,000, a greater amount. Advice to defendants could, however, be coupled with an adjustment that makes the standard of proof twice as easy for plaintiffs to meet. In that case, the resulting expected sanctions would be $5000 for competent surgeons (2 times 2.5% times $100,000) and $20,000 for incompetent surgeons (2 times 10% times $100,000). The net result would be a decrease in expected sanctions for the competent without a decrease in expected sanctions for the incompetent. Making the standard of proof four times as easy for plaintiffs would increase expected sanctions for the incompetent without increasing them for the competent.¹⁷⁸

The second strategy for benefiting from the differential change in expected sanctions involves adjusting actual sanctions. Where the advice causes a differential decrease in the expected sanctions of defendants, actual sanctions can be increased just enough to offset the decrease in expected sanctions for violators without offsetting the decrease for nonviolators. This combination of advice and sanction adjustment leaves the world better off by decreasing deterrence of desirable activity without

¹⁷⁸ However, if advice benefits only defendants and, because of diminishing marginal returns, decreases the magnitude and proportion of expected sanctions for violators more than for the nonviolators, then no adjustment can eliminate the harmful effect of advice on deterring violations without increasing the expected sanctions of nonviolators. A similar problem results if advice has these sorts of diminishing marginal returns and benefits only accusers.
lessening deterrence of undesirable activity. Alternatively, actual sanctions might be increased enough to offset fully the decrease in expected sanctions for nonviolators, leaving the world better off by increasing deterrence of undesirable activity at no cost to desirable activity. Similarly, where the advice aids just accusers, actual sanctions could be decreased just enough to offset the improvement in outcomes for unjust accusers (increasing deterrence of undesirable activity at no cost to desirable activity) or decreased enough to offset fully the improvement in expected outcomes for just accusers (decreasing deterrence of desirable activity without lessening deterrence of undesirable activity). Or, for either form of advice, sanctions could be adjusted to achieve any result in between: increasing deterrence somewhat for undesirable acts and decreasing it somewhat for desirable acts. Although different strategies might be optimal in different circumstances, all result in a social state that is preferable to the social states possible without the differential change in expected sanctions made possible by litigation advice that increases information and skew. As with adjusting the standard of proof, a strategy of adjusting actual sanctions may be feasible even with diminishing marginal returns as long as the proportional decrease in the expected sanctions is greater for the nonviolators than the violators.

A strategy of adjusting liability standards or actual sanctions to offset the adverse skewing effects of litigation advice does, however, face other obstacles. Risk-aversion may be a problem. If, for example, those who commit desirable acts associated with a risk of sanctions are systematically more risk-averse (with legal advice) than those who commit undesirable acts associated with a risk of sanctions, then increasing actual sanctions will increase deterrence more for desirable actors than for undesirable actors. This will tend to offset the differential change in deterrence levels resulting from advice that reduces expected sanctions more for desirable acts than for undesirable acts. Society can, however, still benefit by coupling a differential change in expected sanctions with

---

179. Efforts to adjust sanctions might be complicated by two factors considered in Part III. First, advice can improve effective expected sanctions not only by improving the information presented, but also by improving the party's bargaining for the distribution of the settlement surplus. See supra notes 126-27 and accompanying text. But since this affects all advised parties, it does not alter the tendency of advice to aid nonviolators and just accusers more than violators and unjust accusers. Second, advice can improve expected sanctions by improving the mix of false or prejudicial information presented. See supra Section III(D). This is more troubling because one might well expect violators and unjust accusers to be more likely to present false or prejudicial information. But we doubt that this will have an impact substantial enough to alter the overall differential change in expected sanctions that we predict.

180. Cf. Polinsky & Shavell, supra note 135, at 880 (discussing the effects of risk-aversion). Similarly, if desirable actors are systematically less risk-averse than undesirable actors, then decreasing actual sanctions will decrease deterrence more for undesirable actors than for desirable ones.
an increase in actual sanctions, even if undesirable actors are systemically less risk-averse than desirable actors, as long as the systemic difference in risk-bearing costs is not substantial enough to outweigh the differential change in sanctions.181

Another problem is that adjustments in actual sanctions or standards of proof may have a feedback effect on the level of effort parties exert to identify and present information. Decreasing actual sanctions may, for example, decrease the trial efforts of defendants by making them less valuable.182 Because the trial efforts of nonviolators should be more effective than those of violators, this reduction in effort should dampen the improvement in the tribunal's ability to distinguish violators from nonviolators and thus reduce the effective differential change in expected sanctions. We doubt, however, that this feedback effect from adjusting sanctions will be sufficient to offset the differential change in expected sanctions that provoked the sanction adjustment. Moreover, where the adjustments call for increased sanctions, trial effort should increase and thus enhance the differential change in expected sanctions. This will tend to offset the adverse effect increasing sanctions has on risk-bearing costs where nonviolators are systematically more risk-averse than violators.

Special problems may attend strategies that depend on ad hoc adjustments of sanctions to take account of differences in the quality of the parties' legal advice. Tribunals may not be able to recognize the appropriate level of adjustment in every case.183 In addition, ad hoc adjustments may conflict with the ideal of a neutral tribunal.184 But

181. In those circumstances, actual sanctions can simply be increased to achieve both (1) the same deterrence level for violators (taking into account both changes in expected sanctions and the increased risk-bearing costs caused by increasing actual sanctions) as would exist if litigation advice did not cause the differential reduction in expected sanctions, and (2) a lower deterrence level for nonviolators. Cf. id. (noting that the "possibility of risk aversion does not imply that individuals cannot be induced to make the same decision about engaging in the activity as they would" under a risk neutral model of expected sanctions). Adjusting sanctions to compensate for unilateral advice aiding defendants will be even more feasible if undesirable actors are more risk-averse than desirable actors or do not have systemically lower levels of risk-aversion. But where the risk-aversion of desirable actors is systematically higher than that of undesirable actors, and the difference in risk-bearing costs is sufficiently large, then increasing actual sanctions will not be a feasible strategy for offsetting the effect of litigation advice on expected sanctions.


183. Tribunals may have considerable difficulty in determining how much of a discount to apply to evidence presented by a party who has the only lawyer in the case, or, more commonly, who has the "better" lawyer. Jurors, who typically have limited experience in observing lawyers and litigation, may find it particularly difficult to apply such a discount, or indeed, to determine which of two lawyers is "better." An example of two successful lawyers each attempting to appear less effective than the other appears in a recent account of the famous trial in which Pennzoil obtained a $10 billion jury verdict against Texaco. See S. COLL, THE TAKING OF GETTY OIL 422-23 (1987). Who won the "game within a game" is indicated not only by the final outcome but by one juror's strong praise for Texaco's trial attorney as a "terrific lawyer." Id. at 469.

184. Sometimes the process of discounting the claims of the party with better advice or
adjustment of standards of liability and sanctions prompted by the effects of advice need be no more ad hoc in character than any restrictions on advice that might be prompted by those effects. In general, restrictions would be desirable only if advice systematically benefited one side in a definable class of litigation. Where that is so the standard of liability or actual sanctions can, as the examples above illustrate, be adjusted across the class of litigation without making case-by-case adjustments.

The problem of individual variation would remain. Parties vary in, among other things, the degree to which they benefit from litigation advice, their perceptions of expected sanctions, and their aversion to risk. These variations make it impossible to offset precisely the changes in the probability of liability or the level of deterrence each person experiences because of legal advice. Adjustments to the rule of decision or actual sanctions will instead have to generalize about these varying characteristics, missing fine detail. Generalization and imprecision, however, are necessary features of every legal regime. Unless there is some reason to believe that the pattern of imprecision that would exist without litigation advice has some special virtues that the pattern of variation in an adjusted regime with advice would not share, the risk of imprecision cannot support an argument against combining legal advice and adjusted sanctions to achieve a baseline level of deterrence that is generally higher for undesirable acts and lower for desirable acts.

A final problem where advice benefits defendants is that sometimes actual sanctions cannot be increased sufficiently to offset the effect of advice without other untoward consequences. There may be physical, constitutional, moral, or practical limits on increasing actual sanctions to offset the effects of advice. Of these, moral and practical constraints seem most likely to be significant. (None of these constraints operates

enhancing the claims of the party with worse advice might be seen as covert advocacy against the stronger party and in favor of the weaker party. In effect, the tribunal must supply from its experience and imagination the information and inferences that the party with inferior advice would have presented had she been more able. Arguably, this process undermines the neutral passivity that some accounts stress is critical to the functioning of adversary adjudication, cf. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 355, 385 (1979) (a judge should not "interfere voluntarily in . . . cases which are presented to him"), and others argue is important to the appearance of fairness, see Resnik, supra note 23, at 427 (a judge's personal involvement renders subsequent judgment unfair). These objections may seem less severe, however, when the adjustment consists of, say, the judge's decision to cross-examine a witness after a lawyer has done an exceptionally poor job at that task or to comment unfavorably on the evidence presented by the party with the better lawyer.

185. This is the obstacle stressed by Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 590-93.

186. We doubt that the fact that physical punishments are ultimately limited to death often poses a significant barrier to increasing sanctions. Nor do we think that the constitutional limitations on cruel and unusual (or disproportionate) punishment, as interpreted by the Supreme Court, will impose significant constraints on increasing actual sanctions within any range that a contemporary legislature would regard as morally permissible. Cf. id. at 591 & n.63 (concluding that recent Court decisions cast doubt on the effectiveness of that clause as a constraint).
when the needed adjustment calls for decreasing actual sanctions to offset the effect of advice benefiting accusers.). Society may be unwilling on moral grounds to countenance even an informal adjustment in the standard of liability like that described above or to impose actual sanctions at a level sufficient to deter the conduct in issue. For other offenses, society may be unwilling to pay the high cost of extended incarceration.

It is important, however, not to overstate the need for or difficulty of adjustments to offset the harmful or ambiguous effects of litigation advice. In some classes of litigation where sanctions cannot be adjusted, the net behavioral effects of reducing expected sanctions more for desirable acts than for undesirable acts may still be socially desirable. In other classes of litigation, sanctions may already have been set to take account of the effects of litigation advice. In most civil litigation, for example, sanctions may be set on the assumption that the parties have roughly comparable litigation advice of a specified quality. If a unilateral increase in one party’s advice simply brings the advice available to the parties into that rough balance, no adjustment in sanctions is required. Similarly, those who believe that sanctions in criminal cases are already sufficiently severe and should not be further increased to offset the effects of advice should note that those sanctions operate in a system in which all felony defendants already receive some advice. Hence criminal sanctions may already be set on the assumption that both parties will have comparable levels of litigation advice. The question is thus not so much whether present sanctions should go higher, but whether they should be lowered if defendants’ access to advice is limited. As a practical matter, then, the problems of adjusting sanctions may exist primarily where conditions of relative equality are not met: criminal cases where the defendant has an exceptionally good lawyer\textsuperscript{187} or civil cases where there is an imbalance of representation.

3. Advice That Decreases Information and Increases Skew

Our analysis in Part III suggests that sometimes advice may decrease information and increase skew. For example, in a criminal case where a sanction-optimizing defendant faces a truth-telling prosecutor, the defendant has acted wrongly, and there is a substantial amount of suppressible information unfavorable to the defendant, unilateral legal advice for the defendant might well have such effects. Such advice reduces the tribunal’s ability to assess the desirability of defendants’ conduct and has undesirable behavioral consequences that adjusting sanc-

\textsuperscript{187}. To the extent that this category includes those cases where defendants can retain exceptionally talented counsel with the alleged proceeds of their crimes, the rules permitting the use of forfeiture statutes to prevent that result may therefore have socially desirable effects on trial outcomes that could not be achieved by adjusting sanctions. \textit{See infra} text accompanying note 203.
tions cannot fully offset. This has implications if, for example, one believes that an identifiable class of parties (such as social welfare agencies or prosecutors) are generally thorough truth-tellers and that their opponents are generally sanction-optimizers who can withhold or suppress a disproportionate share of the relevant information. One who holds that belief should find some possibility of improving overall outcomes through a combination of reducing legal advice to all opponents and adjusting rules of decision or sanctions to make them more favorable to opponents. We return to this disturbing class of advice in Section V(A).

B. Nondeterrence Theories

1. Advice That Increases Information Without Increasing Skew

The informational effects of advice that, like bilateral advice in our basic account, increases information without increasing skew should also be desirable from perspectives other than pure deterrence. In theories of civil or criminal justice that emphasize preventing harm, accurate judgments about the character of the act sought to be enjoined or the defendant who faces incapacitation are obviously important. Accuracy is also important if the goal of adjudication is to ensure fair compensation for harm suffered or just retribution for harm done. In all these regimes, the improved accuracy made possible by bilateral advice appears socially desirable.

Such advice also seems likely to have a positive impact on the dispute resolution function of the tribunal. First, bilateral advice increases the ability of both parties to participate effectively in determining the outcome of adjudication by reducing effort wasted on gathering and presenting irrelevant information and by increasing the amount of relevant information that each party is able to present. Second, many parties undoubtedly believe that outcomes are fairer the more closely they correspond to what actually happened or will happen. To the extent that more effective participation and improved accuracy enhance the likelihood that the parties will accept and abide by the tribunal's resolution of

188. Where such advice aids defendants, it decreases expected sanctions more for violators than for nonviolators. Increasing sanctions to offset the decrease in expected sanctions for violators will result in a net increase in expected sanctions for nonviolators as well. Similarly, where this type of advice aids accusers, sanctions cannot be decreased enough to offset the increase in expected recovery for unjust accusers (and thus an increase in expected sanctions for nonviolators) without resulting in a net reduction in expected recovery for just accusers (and thus a decrease in expected sanctions for violators).

189. Theories of adjudication based on incapacitation differ in one important way from theories that emphasize deterrence: for incapacitation theories, the increased accuracy of adjudication resulting from advice need not be communicated to prospective actors in order to have socially desirable effects.
the dispute, the bilateral informational effects of legal advice should also increase party satisfaction with outcomes.

2. Advice That Increases Information and Skew

The effects of advice that increases information and skew, such as unilateral advice in our basic account, should also generally be desirable in accounts of adjudication that stress harm prevention, fair compensation, just punishment, or dispute resolution. For example, unilateral advice to defendants will, leaving aside diminishing marginal returns, benefit harmless or deserving actors more than it will benefit dangerous and undeserving actors. Unless it is not possible to adjust the tribunal’s rule of decision or actual sanctions to take advantage of that difference, the combination of advice and appropriate adjustments ought to produce outcomes more closely matched to the character of the parties and their conduct than those outcomes resulting without advice. Even when it is not possible to make such adjustments, it may be sufficient to justify the advice in that it prevents inaccurate conclusions that prejudice deserving actors more often than it causes inaccurate conclusions that benefit the undeserving. This is especially true for advice to criminal defendants, because of the traditional judgment that “it is far worse to convict an innocent man than to let a guilty man go free.”

3. Advice That Decreases Information and Increases Skew

Finally, we come to advice that decreases information and increases skew. Such advice seems clearly undesirable under theories of justice that stress enjoining wrongdoing, incapacitating criminals, compensating injuries, or exacting retribution. By making adjudication less accurate, such advice makes it harder to prevent harm or distribute rewards and punishments justly.

Some might argue, however, that fairness requires providing such advice notwithstanding its potential ill effects if the party’s opponent has or can obtain comparable advice. Consider, for example, the stated obligation to tell “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” On

190. For example, suppose the purpose of adjudication is to compensate those who suffer a specified harm, whom we will call “deserving claimants.” To offset the inflationary effect of evidentiary advice upon claims of harm, the threshold for proof of harm can be raised. If the rise in the threshold offsets the improved showing made by undeserving claimants, then more deserving claimants will receive compensation (because their presentations improve more with evidentiary advice than do the presentations of the undeserving) without increasing the number of the undeserving claimants who receive compensation. If the threshold is raised sufficiently to offset the improved showing made by the deserving, fewer undeserving claimants will receive compensation (because their presentations improve less with evidentiary advice than those of the deserving) without reducing the number of deserving claimants who receive compensation. Either outcome is preferable to that which would prevail in the absence of legal advice.

its face, this oath creates an enforceable legal obligation to volunteer information. In fact, failure to volunteer information not asked for, although a plain violation of the oath, is not sanctionable. A party who acts on the assumption that failure to comply with the oath by volunteering information would be detected and heavily sanctioned, while her opponent understands and acts upon the real rules, will often be victimized by the opponent.192 One might think that if society cannot or will not deter the wrongful conduct of those who are already knowledgeable, the fairest way to achieve a rough balance of advantage is to allow both parties to learn and act upon the real rules of the game.

Often these claims extend beyond fairness. Conduct that is normally undesirable in itself may be a desirable response to conduct by the other side. Say, for example, that two sellers get advice that lowers their expected antitrust sanctions for an anticompetitive merger that will give them monopoly power and allow them to raise prices. A group of buyers might then assert that "fairness" entitles them to advice that lowers their expected antitrust sanctions for forming an illegal anticompetitive buying cartel that will give them countervailing market power. This claim would extend beyond fairness if they claim that forming the buying association is allegedly a "second-best" solution that will lead to prices and outputs that are more efficient (and socially desirable) than those that would result if only the sellers had monopoly power.193 All this establishes, however, is that if an opponent is known to be engaging in undesirable conduct, advice that lowers sanctions for conduct that would ordinarily be considered undesirable (such as cartels) may become desirable. In these circumstances, the argument for advice that lowers sanctions for the illegal conduct in question is not an individual fairness claim in tension with social welfare: the advice is desirable to the extent that the illegal (and ostensibly undesirable) conduct is, in this special setting, socially desirable.194

Much more troubling is the claim that fairness or respect for party autonomy requires that advice be provided even in cases where it has undesirable effects that admittedly impair the tribunal's ability to distinguish the desirable acts from the undesirable. Some argue that furthering party autonomy or dignity is an intrinsic good that may justify even

192. The case for advice will be even stronger if the tribunal (1) has already adjusted sanctions to reflect the general understanding among litigants that information should not be volunteered, but (2) has not adjusted sanctions to compensate for the fact that one of the litigants does not have legal advice. In such cases, the sanction adjustment effectively assumes that the witness is not volunteering information, even if she in fact is being forthcoming.


194. Cf. Simon, supra note 12, at 1090 (arguing that professional norms should authorize deceptive conduct in litigation when necessary to prevent unjust results).
advice that makes litigation less accurate. Others argue that advice which decreases the information reaching the tribunal may serve to legitimate litigation outcomes. In particular, the argument runs, the apparent fairness of the proceeding to the losing party may depend on the party’s sense that she has been an informed participant and that the best possible case has been made on her behalf.

If, however, litigation advice decreases the accuracy of adjudication, furthering fairness, autonomy, or party satisfaction for the advised party has a necessary cost: denying fairness, autonomy, and party satisfaction to those injured by inaccurate adjudication. Some might be injured directly because they are improperly deprived of a remedy or improperly sanctioned. Some might be injured indirectly because the resulting failure to deter undesirable activity or overdeterrence of desirable activity infringes their freedom. For example, the autonomy of women is infringed if they do not feel free to walk alone at night because rape is underdeterred. And erroneous findings of malpractice might overdeter obstetrics and make the costs of malpractice liability prohibitive, restricting the autonomy of doctors to become obstetricians and of individuals to further their reproductive goals. Whether injured directly or indirectly, those injured by inaccurate adjudication would seem to have claims to fairness, autonomy, and party satisfaction that are far stronger than those claiming an entitlement to advice that decreases the accuracy of adjudication.

C. Conclusion

The informational effects of advice that, like bilateral advice in our basic account, increases information without increasing skew are socially desirable whether one measures its social value by its contribution to optimal deterrence, to other goals of adjudication, or to some combination of the two. Under the analysis in Part III, this provides strong support for bilateral advice unless certain special conditions are present. The overall informational effects of advice that increases information but also increases skew, such as unilateral advice and bilateral advice where informational access is skewed, also seem generally desirable. The desirability of this latter form of advice may, however, depend in part on

195. See M. Freedman, supra note 9, at 4. The general proposition that client autonomy justifies lawyer conduct that would otherwise be viewed as socially undesirable is developed in Fried, The Lawyer as Friend: The Moral Foundations of the Lawyer-Client Relation, 85 YALE L.J. 1060, 1073 (1976).

196. See Professional Responsibility: Report of the Joint Conference, 44 A.B.A. J. 1159, 1216 (1958) (legal advice legitimates outcomes by easing the “fear . . . that perhaps more might have been said for the losing side”); Curtis, supra note 50, at 12 (Defending legal advice on the ground that “the law . . . must give the losing party . . . as much satisfaction as any loser can expect. At least the most has been said for him.”).
whether advice has diminishing marginal returns and on the legal regime's ability to adjust the tribunal's rule of decision and actual sanctions. Finally, where advice decreases information and increases skew, it seems undesirable. In the classes of litigation identified in Part III where advice is likely to give rise to such harmful effects, restrictions appear warranted.

V

REGULATING THE PROVISION OF LITIGATION ADVICE

Many rules regulate access to litigation advice. In this Part, we first discuss the informational effects of measures designed to increase or decrease access to counsel. We then apply our analysis to more narrowly targeted proposals that would limit attorney-client confidentiality or restrict the advice a party receives about responding to investigation or questioning. Our account clarifies the compromises inherent in those rules and the possible justifications for the contours of present doctrine.

A. Measures That Encourage or Discourage the Use of Lawyers

To our knowledge, no legal doctrine establishes an outright ban on consulting with a lawyer in connection with a legal dispute. A handful of rules, however, impose relatively broad restrictions on advice. Some states, for example, forbid lawyers from participating in small claims court hearings.197 If it is likely that both parties would obtain advice without this ban, then we can evaluate the ban under our bilateral account of advice. On the classic assumption that "small" claims are simple enough for laypersons to handle (so that lawyer participation would normally produce no informational benefit), such a ban might be justified as a form of paternalism to protect parties from wasting their money.198 Our account suggests, however, that if a substantial number of "small" claims are in fact complex,199 such bilateral restrictions could significantly reduce the information reaching the tribunal.

Small claims restrictions also illustrate the difficulty of determining whether nominally bilateral restrictions on advice have bilateral or unilateral effects. If only one party would retain legal advice without a ban, then a nominally bilateral ban may in fact limit only that party's advice. Such a restriction might be an important safeguard against presentations skewed to the advantage of a party willing and able to pay for legal counsel. On the other hand, suppose instead that one of the parties is a repeat

198. See Yngvesson & Hennessey, supra note 197, at 223, 225.
199. Id. at 259-59.
litigant, like a bank or finance company, who has become familiar with the small claims process through repeat exposures while the other is a one-shot player, like a consumer debtor. In such cases, the ban will prevent the one-shot player from obtaining advice that would enable her to match the presentation of the repeat player, thus locking in place the disadvantage imposed by the party’s inexperience.

More common than outright restrictions are legal rules that encourage or discourage advice, typically through the use of financial subsidies or disincentives. Often in these cases, the relevant rules clearly have unilateral effects because they burden or benefit identifiable classes of litigants. We have already shown how rules awarding attorney’s fees to prevailing private attorneys general will tend to increase the information reaching the tribunal, particularly when the party benefited by the rule opposes a sanction-optimizing party who is also represented by counsel.200

Whether sixth amendment subsidies for criminal defense counsel will increase the information reaching tribunals depends in part on the extent to which police and prosecutors are thorough and truth-telling.201 Lack of thoroughness may result from incompetence, laziness, or scarcity of resources. Such lack of thoroughness will reduce the government’s identification and presentation of information favorable to the defendant. The government’s desire to optimize sanctions (rather than simply tell the truth) will reduce its willingness to identify and present such information. Surprisingly, judicial opinions upholding the right to counsel seldom focus directly on these issues. Distrust of the government’s thoroughness and motives is, however, clearly an important empirical predicate of both the sixth amendment and the Bill of Rights.202

200. See supra Section II(D). In some private attorney general cases the benefits flowing from advice may be attenuated due to agency problems resulting from how attorney fees are calculated and the plaintiff’s inability to monitor her lawyer. These difficulties may be especially acute in class actions. See generally Cofee, The Unfaithful Champion: The Plaintiff as Monitor in Shareholder Litigation, 48 LAWF & CONTEMP. PROBS. 5 (Summer 1985).

201. Prosecutors (and some other government litigants) may differ from the parties assumed in our basic account because they have a duty to pursue the truth over victory and do not have the same consistent personal interest in optimizing expected sanctions that most private litigants do. To the extent this public interest duty is enforced by evidentiary rules, such as the rule requiring that a conviction be vacated or reversed when prosecutors have withheld material exculpatory information from the defendant, see, e.g., United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 674-75 (1985), our sanction-optimizing account addresses it when we discuss evidentiary sanctions. To the extent, however, that public interest motivations are internalized by governmental litigants, such litigants are less likely to seek solely to maximize the sanctions imposed on their opponents. A prosecutor may, for example, turn over exculpatory evidence even though, given the low probability that withholding would be detected, withholding that evidence would on balance increase the sanctions imposed on the defendant.

202. Nonetheless, some undoubtedly believe that prosecutors are inherently truth-telling or law-abiding. To the extent this belief is correct, advice for criminal defendants is less desirable. Those
Conversely, the positive informational effects of subsidized advice in criminal cases will be weakened to the extent that defendants are sanction-optimizers who control or can suppress most of the information unfavorable to their cause. Undeniably, many accused wrongdoers face horrific sanctions that any reasonable person would strongly wish to minimize. In addition, the fourth and fifth amendments afford criminal defendants opportunities not available to civil litigants to withhold or suppress unfavorable information. Both factors create uncertainty about whether the net informational effects of subsidized advice for criminal defendants are as positive as those in civil cases.

If one can identify a definable class of advice to criminal defendants that seems likely to have negative effects, it may even seem desirable to implement laws creating financial obstacles to acquiring that advice. For example, in upholding a drug forfeiture statute, the Supreme Court treated as legitimate the statutory purpose of preventing organized crime and drug enterprises from using drug proceeds to hire high-priced legal counsel, despite recognizing that this would adversely affect the quality of legal representation. 203 Within our account, the statute's informational effects flow from the unilateral decrease in legal advice resulting from the difference between the high-priced counsel that defendants could afford without forfeiture and the appointed legal counsel that defendants would get with forfeiture. Our model suggests these informational effects are likely to be desirable for known drug dealers. The more difficult question, however, is whether these effects are desirable for the whole class of cases covered by the forfeiture provisions of the Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE) and Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) statutes. Given the notorious vagueness of the latter in particular, 204 one might well have doubts that the statutes reliably define a class of undesirable advice meriting restriction.

Just as distrust of the government supports providing advice to criminal defendants, a showing that the government is thorough and benignly motivated may sometimes support rules that restrict or discourage legal advice to the government's opponents in civil cases. In Walters who believe prosecutors are law-abiding or truth-telling would, however, do well to ask themselves to what extent their understanding of prosecutorial behavior is based on their observation of prosecutors who anticipate that the defendant will have legal advice (and who calculate the expected value of withholding, suppression, and prosecution accordingly) or who have strong moral and prudential constraints against picking the wrong defendant. The documented performance of prosecutors who imagine that their opponents will not have effective advice or who do not labor under such moral and prudential constraints is often disturbing. See, e.g., D. Carter, Scottsboro: A Tragedy of the American South (2d ed. 1979); R. Frost, The Mooney Case (1968); E. Morris, The Thin Blue Line (Miramax Films 1988) (film).


v. *National Association of Radiation Survivors*, the Supreme Court held that the due process clause was not violated by a statute that prohibited claimants from paying more than $10 in legal fees when seeking benefits from the Veterans Administration. The Court agreed that the statute restricted claimants' access to advice, but found the restriction justified. In part, the Court relied on statistical evidence that claimants who used lawyers obtained results similar to those achieved by claimants who used lay agents and on the Court's own judgment that most claims were relatively simple and did not require a lawyer. Had the Court limited itself to those arguments, the case could be seen as reflecting a rationale similar to that used in denying advice to litigants in small claims court: where legal advice makes no difference, no harm is done by restricting its availability.

Other portions of the *Walters* opinion, however, suggest that the critical factor was the Court's view of the thoroughness and motivation of the Veterans Administration. The Court repeatedly stressed that Veterans Administration proceedings were not adversarial. The agency was required to "assist the claimant in developing the facts pertinent to his claim" and to operate with "a high degree of . . . solicitude for the claimant." The Court emphasized that the agency decisionmakers possessed legal, medical, and occupational expertise, as well as the resources to conduct their own investigations. Further, the agency's rule of decision strongly favored the claimant. Finally, although the Court minimized the differences in relevant knowledge and skill between attorneys and other agents, it concluded that the attorney's distinctive ethical orientation might sometimes require her to prevent unfavorable information from reaching the tribunal.

Our account of advice provides a framework for understanding the Court's opinion. The Court apparently believed that the Veterans

206. Id. at 330-31.
207. Id. at 309, 323, 324; see id. at 324 n.11 (rejecting as unfounded the district court's finding that the process was adversarial).
208. Id. at 310 (citing 38 C.F.R. § 3.103(a) (1984)).
209. Id. at 311; cf. id. at 314 n.6 (rejecting the district court's suggestion that the Veterans Administration might have a conflict of interest between its solicitude for veterans and its desire to protect the public fisc).
210. Id. at 309-10.
211. Id. at 310 (citing 38 C.F.R. § 3.102 (1984)) (Administration must resolve all reasonable doubts in favor of the claimant); id. at 311 (Administration must read any submission in the light most favorable to the claimant).
212. The Court cited Judge Henry Friendly for the proposition that "under our adversary system the role of counsel is not to make sure the truth is ascertained but to advance his client's cause by any ethical means. Within the limits of professional propriety, causing delay and sowing confusion not only are his right but may be his duty." Id. at 325 (quoting Friendly, *Some Kind of Hearing*. 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267, 1287-90 (1975)).
Administration was a thorough truth-teller, both capable of bringing out all favorable and unfavorable information about the claimant's alleged injury or illness and motivated to do so. Given the Court's further assumption about the professional obligations of lawyers, allowing claimants access to legal advice would reduce the information reaching the tribunal. It would enhance the claimant's ability to withhold and suppress unfavorable information that the agency would otherwise obtain and present, and skew the mix of information in favor of the claimant.²¹³

As shown in Section IV(A)(3), this effect would generally benefit undeserving claimants more than it would benefit deserving claimants, because undeserving claimants normally have more unfavorable information. Moreover, the two responses available to the Veterans Administration could well be harmful to deserving claimants. The Administration might adjust its own behavior to become less truth-telling.²¹⁴ In that case, more claimants with valid claims would need lawyers to prevail. Alternatively, the Administration could adjust its claimant-favoring rules of decision to reduce the success rate of undeserving claimants. But because the change in information presented on account of advice would generally benefit the undeserving more than the deserving, the results with the adjustment would tend to deny deserving claimants benefits more often than undeserving claimants.

Although the Court's optimistic view of the Veterans Administration may have been incorrect,²¹⁵ the case illustrates the possibility of a general class of cases where the government's thoroughness and benign motivation might make restricting advice to the government's opponents desirable.²¹⁶ As our analysis also suggests, such restrictions on advice

---

²¹³. This general phenomenon is discussed in supra Section III(B)(2).
²¹⁴. The Court hinted at this fear by citing a case where a potential change in the government's presumptively benign attitude toward its adversary justified denying the right to counsel. Walters, 473 U.S. at 524 (citing Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973)). In Gagnon, the issue was whether a parolee was entitled to counsel in a revocation proceeding. The Court stressed that parole was rehabilitative rather than punitive, and that introducing lawyers into the proceeding might cause the parole board to become "less attuned to the rehabilitative needs of the individual." See Gagnon, 411 U.S. at 787-88.
²¹⁵. Without citing any contrary evidence, the Court reversed several district court findings suggesting that the agency was neither competent nor benign. See supra notes 207 & 209. Moreover, after the Court's decision, the agency was found to have destroyed or hidden documents relevant to claims against it. See National Ass'n of Radiation Survivors v. Turnage, 115 F.R.D. 543, 546 (N.D. Cal. 1987).
²¹⁶. See supra Section IV(A)(3). Professor William Simon's analysis of the role of counsel in welfare hearings reaches a similar conclusion. See Simon, Legal Informality and Redistributive Politics, 19 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 384, 386 (1985) (stressing the benign orientation of the welfare bureaucracy and the likelihood that the presence of lawyers may lead to rule adjustments that disadvantage deserving claimants); see also id. at 390-91 (stating that formal welfare hearings reflected elite professional distrust of the motives and competence of working-class lower-level bureaucrats).
will often be coupled with rules of decision favorable to the party denied advice. The relevance of government motivation may explain why restrictions on legal advice are more tolerable as part of a program of government benefits. As the proponents of the "new property" have long noted, the denial of government benefits can have consequences as severe or more severe than the denial of other forms of property. 217 It may, however, seem particularly likely that the government will be benignly motivated in benefits cases. This could make advice to beneficiaries undesirable despite the severity of denying benefits. Indeed, the severity of denials would only heighten the undesirability of advice because such advice makes it harder to channel scarce benefits to deserving beneficiaries.

B. Attorney-Client Confidentiality

A variety of rules protect the confidentiality of the attorney-client relationship. The attorney-client privilege generally bars compelled disclosure of the contents of communications between lawyer and client made in confidence for the purpose of getting or giving legal advice. 218 The ethical obligation of confidentiality generally bars attorneys from voluntarily disclosing information harmful to their clients, no matter what its source, unless the client insists on committing or has committed fraud on the tribunal in order to withhold the information. 219 Work product immunity provides qualified protection from discovery of documents and tangible things reflecting the results of investigation ("ordinary work product") and absolute or near absolute protection for the lawyer's professional judgments ("opinion work product"), even if those judgments are not embodied in advice communicated in confidence to the client. 220

The privilege is intended to encourage parties to communicate harmful information to lawyers by reducing the risk that lawyers will subsequently disclose that information to the tribunal. 221 The general obligations of confidentiality and work product immunity similarly

encourage parties to involve lawyers in conducting investigations and evaluating the fruits of those investigations. We will describe both decisions to communicate information directly to a lawyer and decisions to allow the attorney to learn information from other sources as decisions to "share" information.

It is often suggested that narrowing confidentiality rules, with a concomitant expansion of the attorney's obligation to disclose information to the tribunal or the opponent, would increase the amount of information reaching the tribunal.\(^{222}\) Our account assists in understanding what is at stake in this claim, because it illuminates the informational effects of the information sharing encouraged by confidentiality, the informational costs of confidentiality where it does not affect information sharing, and the factors influencing the causal connection between confidentiality rules and information sharing.\(^{223}\)

For clarity, we contrast two simplified regimes. The regime of absolute confidentiality neither requires nor permits attorneys to disclose information harmful to their clients' interests and requires attorneys to provide litigation advice no matter what their clients intend to do with it. The regime of absolute disclosure requires attorneys to disclose to the tribunal all relevant information and all information that might lead to the identification and presentation of relevant information.\(^{224}\) We initially assume that the attorney's obligations under either regime are perfectly enforced. Thus, under the regime of absolute confidentiality, a client's decision to share information with a lawyer never increases the likelihood that unfavorable information will reach the opponent or the tribunal. Under the regime of absolute disclosure, harmful information shared with an attorney is always disclosed. We also initially assume that decisions to share information reflect a full understanding of the applicable rule of confidentiality or disclosure. Later, we discuss the implications of imperfect enforcement of attorneys' obligations and imperfect client information concerning the risk that the attorney will disclose shared information.

A regime of attorney disclosure will deter a party from sharing information with her lawyer only\(^{225}\) where the party fears such sharing


\(^{223}\) We limit our discussion in this Section to the informational effects of advice. To the extent that confidentiality in litigation would also promote socially desirable withholding of information, foster advice about settlement or related primary conduct, or allow the sharing of information about party preferences that would permit more satisfactory outcomes, the case for the social desirability of confidentiality would evidently be stronger.

\(^{224}\) This is, in essence, Judge Frankel's proposal. See Frankel, supra note 222, at 1057-58.

\(^{225}\) A party may also be deterred from communicating information to her lawyer by the risk that favorable information will be disclosed, if disclosure would be harmful or embarrassing independent of its effect on the merits. To the extent the communication of favorable information
will cause unfavorable information to reach the tribunal that otherwise would not have.\footnote{226} Confidentiality thus encourages a party to share information that she fears may be unfavorable or may lead to unfavorable information.\footnote{227} In addition, confidentiality encourages the attorney to investigate for information that the party would dismiss as irrelevant, and thus not affirmatively share, despite the risk that such investigation may produce unfavorable information.

The information-sharing caused by confidentiality improves the attorney's ability to give advice.\footnote{228} When the party is correct that disclosing the shared information would be harmful, a lawyer operating under a regime of confidentiality will often advise her client to withhold the shared information. But this consequence cannot be considered a cost of confidentiality nor of the advice that it facilitates, because neither the attorney nor the tribunal would have received that information in the absence of confidentiality. Without confidentiality, the lawyer would not have learned the information and would thus have had nothing to disclose to the tribunal. And if a client would not allow her lawyer to learn information because she feared the lawyer would disclose it, she certainly would not herself disclose it directly to the opponent or the tribunal.\footnote{229}

The lawyer may instead advise that the information communicated is favorable, rather than unfavorable or irrelevant, and should be presented. Or she may advise that, although the shared information is unfavorable or may lead to unfavorable information, the party should produce it because either the evidentiary sanctions are higher or the degree of unfavorability is lower than the party believed. These types of advice will increase the information reaching the tribunal.\footnote{230}

would be deterred, it strengthens the case for confidentiality, but to clarify the exposition we do not discuss it further.
\footnote{226} Although our account assumes the fear of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal is necessary to deter information-sharing, we do not assume it is sufficient, even when the fear is correct. See infra note 231 and accompanying text.

\footnote{227} If parties are truth-tellers rather than sanction-optimizers, they will present all information even if it is unfavorable. Thus, confidentiality does not result in more information being shared by truth-tellers. For law-abiders, however, confidentiality is important because, without it, sharing information with an attorney may result in the attorney disclosing information that the party was not herself legally obliged to produce.

\footnote{228} It may sometimes be possible for a party to receive advice about information without actually sharing it. The party may, for example, ask her attorney hypothetical questions without revealing the actual facts. Our analysis assumes only that the attorney's ability to use or give advice about the information is at least somewhat impaired by the lack of actual sharing.

\footnote{229} Indeed, unless the information is the type about which clients can testify, clients are unlikely even to have any opportunity to present the information directly to the tribunal.

\footnote{230} A recent article justifies the attorney-client privilege based on one specific form of beneficial advice: advice that apprises clients of a "contingent claim" that may make apparently unfavorable or irrelevant information favorable. See Allen, Grady, Polsky & Yashko, A Positive Theory of the Attorney-Client Privilege and the Work Product Doctrine, 19 J. LEGAL STUD. 359, 363-69 (1990). It seems plain to us, however, that advice about contingent claims is but one subset of advice that
information increase should also result where confidentiality facilitates
attorney investigation by causing the party either to communicate
information that aids the attorney’s investigation or to delegate the execution
of investigations to that attorney. To be sure, sharing information may
also allow the identification of additional suppressible information. But
some of this suppressible information will be unfavorable (and thus sup-
pressed) and some favorable (and thus saved from suppression by the
opponent), with ambiguous effects on the amount of information reach-
ing the tribunal. On balance, then, advice resulting from the sharing of
information caused by confidentiality should increase the information
reaching the tribunal.

The information lost to the tribunal because of confidentiality will
be a portion of the unfavorable information the party would share with
her lawyer whether or not she was guaranteed confidentiality. Even
under a regime of absolute disclosure, there are several reasons why a
party might share information with her attorney notwithstanding the risk
that doing so will cause unfavorable information to reach the tribunal.
She may believe the information being shared is more likely to be
favorable than unfavorable, or that, given perceived evidentiary san-
cations, she will have to produce the shared information anyway. Or she
may believe that the benefits of litigation advice obtainable only by shar-
ing information (such as the skilled execution of investigations) outweigh
the risk that sharing will cause unfavorable information to reach the tri-
unal.231 Once the party shares the information, advice may correct the
party’s misperceptions that the information is favorable, overestimations
of evidentiary sanctions, or underestimations of the degree of
unfavorability.232 In any of these circumstances, a regime of confidential-
ity will, compared to a regime of disclosure, result in less information
reaching the tribunal.233

The net informational effects of confidentiality thus depend on

231. Cf. supra Section I(C)(1) (explaining how identifying even unfavorable information the
opponent will not obtain can be helpful, and how even investigations with perceived or actual
positive expected value can collect harmful unfavorable information).

232. One important determinant of the degree of unfavorability is the likelihood that the
opponent will independently obtain and present the functional equivalent of the information. Where
the attorney advises the party that this likelihood is low, the party should be more likely to
withhold the information despite the threat of evidentiary sanctions.

233. Where the opponent would present the information independently, or where the unadvised
party would correctly determine that information is favorable or should be produced despite its
unfavorable nature, the information will reach the tribunal whether or not there is a confidentiality
rule and does not contribute to the social value of compelled disclosure.
whether the increase in information resulting from confidentiality-induced information sharing is greater than the unfavorable information lost because it would have been shared (and thus disclosed) with or without confidentiality. That tradeoff in turn depends on the extent to which confidentiality causes information sharing. If confidentiality has no effect on information sharing, then it causes the loss of much information without offsetting informational benefits. If relatively little information sharing would occur without confidentiality, then relatively little unfavorable information is lost (because attorneys would not have much to disclose without it) but more favorable (and perhaps some unfavorable) information is gained as a result of greater information sharing.

Imperfect enforcement of attorneys’ obligations under a regime of disclosure or confidentiality may alter the extent of our conclusions but not their qualitative nature. The attractiveness of imposing disclosure obligations on attorneys is not that those obligations can be perfectly enforced, but rather that attorneys are often more susceptible to sanctions than their clients.234 As long as attorneys respond to sanctions by disclosing information more often under a regime of disclosure than a regime of confidentiality, and in some cases disclose information that the party would not, then the risk that sharing information will cause unfavorable information to reach the tribunal (and thus the disincentive to share information) will be greater under a regime of disclosure, even if enforcement is imperfect. To be sure, imperfect enforcement will decrease the extent to which disclosure obligations discourage information sharing. But it will also decrease the extent to which disclosure obligations cause disclosures. It is thus ambiguous, without empirical evidence, whether imperfect enforcement will make a rule of disclosure more or less attractive.

Imperfect knowledge about the applicable rules of disclosure or confidentiality (and thus about the extent of the risk that sharing information will cause unfavorable information to reach the tribunal) makes the informational effects of confidentiality less desirable because it weakens the causal connection between the existence of confidentiality and the level of information sharing. But though the magnitude of the effects will be influenced by imperfect knowledge, the nature of the effects we describe will still hold so long as there is not complete ignorance, that is, so long as there is some positive correlation between the level of information sharing and the degree of confidentiality.

Insofar as the causal connection depends on this awareness of the applicable rule of confidentiality, there is good reason to believe it will be stronger for attorney-client confidentiality in litigation than for attorney-

234. See supra Section II(C)(2).
client confidentiality in nonlitigation settings or for confidentiality rules involving other professions. A litigation lawyer under an enforceable obligation to disclose will likely recognize a larger and more immediate risk to the client from information sharing, will be able to calculate that risk more accurately (and where necessary communicate it more clearly to the client), and will be more concerned with the professional and personal consequences of having to make disclosures harmful to the client. 235

Knowledge about the risks of disclosure is, however, only one determinant of the causal connection between confidentiality and sharing of information. Another is the private value of sharing information despite the absence of confidentiality. Thus, even if litigants' decisions to share information are more likely to reflect awareness of the applicable rules of confidentiality than the decisions of clients in other relations, the causal connection may still be weaker if the private value to litigants of sharing information is unusually high.

The private value of sharing information may vary for different kinds of litigation advice. In particular, the multiple contributions of advice to the execution of investigation or to the in-court presentation of

235. These considerations are not refuted by reports that under present confidentiality rules many clients are not advised about the details of confidentiality. See, e.g., Zacharias, Rethinking Confidentiality, 74 IOWA L. REV. 351, 377, 379 (1989). Apart from the fact that those reports do not focus on advice in litigation, their findings do not support an inference either that present rules do not affect information sharing or that changes in those rules would not do so. Parties may often have a general awareness of the applicable rule of confidentiality without having been specifically advised about it. Indeed, Zacharias' own study suggests that most clients have a general notion of lawyer-client confidentiality, although few learned about it from their lawyers and most overestimated or underestimated its scope. Id. at 383.

A lawyer may also not bother to advise a client about confidentiality when correcting a client's misconceptions does not seem likely to help the client, given the benefits and risks of sharing information. Furthermore, if a client's misconceptions will cause a harmful failure to share information, advice that confidentiality is absolute, although technically inaccurate and arguably paternalistic, may be more efficient, more likely to induce helpful sharing of information, and, under present rules, substantively correct for most clients most of the time. If a client's misconceptions will cause harmful sharing, the attorney may find it more efficient and tactful simply not to inquire into a particular subject or to halt information sharing about that subject, without explaining the law of confidentiality. The imprecision of clients' understanding and of lawyers' advice about confidentiality therefore may demonstrate only that, under existing rules, few serious issues arise, or that when such issues arise lawyers are able to advance their clients' interest in sharing or not sharing information without fully explaining those rules.

In fact, the only study of which we are aware that has observed lawyer-client interaction in litigation suggests that sanctioning attorneys for withholding information has a significant impact on information sharing. Professor Mann's study of white-collar criminal defense attorneys showed that they sometimes avoided inquiry into subjects when they believed the client was likely to share unfavorable information. See K. MANN, supra note 30, at 103-11. Although these attorneys operated under the strong confidentiality rules of the New York Code of Professional Responsibility, their fear that prosecutors might detect and sanction misstatements made in plea bargaining negotiations sometimes caused them to remain intentionally ignorant of their client's information so that they could avoid disclosure of unfavorable information in those negotiations. Id. at 83.
information from nonparties normally cannot fully be realized unless the party delegates the conduct of those activities to her lawyer and shares with her the information required to make that delegation effective. Because this increases the likelihood that such information sharing would take place without confidentiality, reduced protection may be appropriate. This may explain why the law provides less protection for information an attorney learns from persons other than the client, which is exempt only from voluntary disclosure by the attorney, while information an attorney learns from client communications is exempt even from compelled disclosure.236

This analysis does not pretend to demonstrate the desirability of a rule of absolute confidentiality, let alone of the present confidentiality rules. Such a demonstration would, at a minimum, require better empirical evidence about the causal connection between confidentiality and information sharing. Our aim is rather to frame the inquiry more accurately. In particular, the analysis demonstrates the error of conflating the issue of the effects and desirability of litigation advice generally with the issue of the effects and desirability of attorney-client confidentiality in litigation. In our account, the informational effects of litigation advice are, on balance, socially desirable, but the informational effects of confidentiality are uncertain because of empirical questions about the effect of confidentiality on the willingness of parties to share information with their lawyers.

But even if it were true that, on balance, litigation advice has ambiguous informational effects, it would not follow, as Professors Kaplow and Shavell have argued, that the case for attorney-client confidentiality in litigation is a priori the “weakest” of any privilege.237 Even in Kaplow and Shavell’s simplified model of advice, which considers only the effect of advice about categorization upon the production of information that is effectively party-controlled, confidentiality should encourage the party to share with her lawyer some information the party fears is unfavorable. Where the party’s fears are correct, the advised party will not present unfavorable information. But that cannot be deemed a cost of confidentiality since the party would not present information to the tribunal that she would not disclose to her attorney solely because of the risk the attorney would disclose it to the tribunal. Where, however, the shared information is actually favorable, the lawyer will advise that it should be presented. The sharing of information induced by confidentiality should, under Kaplow and Shavell’s model, thus increase the presentation of favorable information without reducing that of unfavorable

236. See supra note 45; supra text accompanying notes 218-20; infra note 249 and accompanying text.

237. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 600 n.84.
information. Confidentiality should, on the other hand, prevent the lawyer from disclosing some unfavorable information that the party would have shared even without confidentiality.

Thus, as in our account, the effects and desirability of confidentiality in Kaplow and Shavell’s model depend critically on the extent to which parties would share information with their lawyers in the absence of confidentiality. If the causal connection between confidentiality and information sharing is strong, then the privilege will cause a strong increase in favorable information presented, with little loss of unfavorable information. This is normally desirable under any theory of adjudication, at least if both parties have lawyers. While it is true that their model—like ours—provides no a priori reason to think that the favorable information gained because of attorney-client confidentiality is worth the unfavorable information lost, that a priori ambiguity exists for all privileges: we can

238. Kaplow and Shavell reach their conclusion that litigation advice presents the weakest case for protected confidentiality because they argue that the social value of some advice, like medical advice, is clear, whereas the social value of litigation advice is ambiguous. See id. at 600. Accordingly, they seem to reason that, while other privileges at least generate some clear social benefit to offset against the information lost because of confidentiality, privileging litigation advice may generate no benefit to weigh against the information lost. See id. at 600 & n.84, 610 & n.116. This is wrong on two scores. First, it erroneously confuses the effects of advice encouraged by confidentiality with the effects of advice generally. Even if the Kaplow/Shavell model accurately captured the real world, and litigation advice ambiguously increased favorable information and decreased unfavorable information, the analysis in text demonstrates that the effects of the litigation advice encouraged by confidentiality would be an increase in favorable information without any decrease in unfavorable information. Such an increase in favorable information standing alone is ordinarily desirable for the reasons articulated in Part IV. To be sure, this social gain from the communications encouraged by litigation advice must be weighed against the loss of information from the communications that would have occurred even without confidentiality. But that is no different from weighing the social gain of the doctor-patient communications encouraged by confidentiality against the loss of information from doctor-patient communications that would have occurred even without confidentiality.

Second, the social desirability of encouraging medical advice is not always so clear-cut. Medical care is often wasteful or excessively costly and can cause injury. See I. ILLICH, MEDICAL NEMESIS (1976) (arguing that the medical system creates more illness than it relieves). Medical care can also restore the health of bad people who go on to commit bad acts. Finally, medical advice can be abused for purposes that have nothing to do with good health: for example, fraud rings use medical advice to trump up personal injury claims. Indeed, such dubious uses of medical advice may seem particularly likely when patients would not confide in doctors without assurances that their communications would be kept from a tribunal.

239. Perhaps Kaplow and Shavell would go further, and contend that even a bilateral increase in information presented to the tribunal is socially ambiguous, based on their assumption that parties are unaware of any increases in the accuracy of adjudication resulting from legal advice at the time parties engage in primary conduct. See Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 588-90, 610. We have already argued that the assumption that parties are, at the time they act, generally ignorant of court outcomes is implausible, and that, even if the assumption were accurate, increased accuracy would still be desirable under theories of adjudication that stress corrective justice, prevention of harm, or fairness. See supra Part IV. More importantly here, if informational increases have ambiguous social value, then that ambiguity attaches both to the benefits and the costs of confidentiality. Thus, it offers no grounds for concluding that the attorney-client relation in litigation presents the weakest case for confidentiality.
never know whether the benefits resulting from facilitated communications are worth the costs of the information lost without knowing the extent to which confidentiality facilitates communications.\footnote{See generally Developments in the Law—Privileged Communications, 98 Harv. L. Rev. 1450, 1471-500 (1985) (explaining why the a priori desirability of any privilege cannot be determined under a variety of utilitarian and nonutilitarian theories).}

Although our account of confidentiality cannot justify the precise contours of present doctrine, it does generate some rough predictions about those contours. First, our account predicts that there should be no confidentiality protection for information that clients will normally disclose to lawyers with or without confidentiality. This prediction is clearly consistent with the requirement that to receive protection under the privilege, client communications seeking legal advice must be made “in confidence.”\footnote{See, e.g., 8 J. Wigmore, supra note 221, § 2311.} It may also help explain why the attorney-client privilege generally does not protect a client’s identity.\footnote{In re Michaelson, 511 F.2d 882, 889 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 978 (1975); 8 J. Wigmore, supra note 221, § 2313.} Presumably most clients would communicate their identity to the lawyer with or without a guarantee of confidentiality in order to secure representation: in such cases, the privilege would deprive the tribunal of information without increasing the flow of legal advice to the client. It is also consistent with our analysis that the general rule about client identity has an exception where the client’s identity is the “last link” in proving a crime.\footnote{United States v. Hodge & Zweig, 548 F.2d 1347, 1353 (9th Cir. 1977).} The “last link” exception appears to identify a relatively narrow set of circumstances in which it is highly likely that lack of confidentiality would deter a client from seeking advice: when her identity is all the government needs to impose criminal sanctions.

Second, our account suggests that confidentiality should be restricted when the additional advice facilitated by information sharing is highly likely to lead to the presentation of false evidence or the withholding or suppression of truthful information. Evidently this is consistent with the exception to the privilege in cases where the client sought advice in aid of conduct that he knew or reasonably should have known was criminal or fraudulent\footnote{See Unif. R. Evid. § 502(d)(1), 13A U.L.A. 257 (1986); 8 J. Wigmore, supra note 221, § 2298.} and with the exceptions to some general confidentiality rules requiring lawyer disclosure of unfavorable information to prevent or remedy the use of the lawyer’s services in offering known false evidence.\footnote{See Model Rules, supra note 1, Rule 3.3. The disclosure obligations in Rule 3.3 are express exceptions to the general confidentiality obligations established in Model Rule 1.6. Id. Rule 3.3(d). The Model Code of Professional Responsibility does not permit attorneys to present or assist in presenting known false evidence. Model Code, supra note 2, DR 7-102(A)(6), (6), (7). But in...} It may also help explain the otherwise anomalous rule
requiring criminal defense attorneys in possession of physical evidence of
a crime to turn it over to the prosecutor.\textsuperscript{246} The apparent effect of that
rule is to reduce the extent to which lawyers examine, move, or analyze
apparently incriminating physical evidence. This effect may be socially
desirable if the attorney advice in such cases would normally result in
suppression of evidence. Because the consequences flowing from the
prosecution’s discovery of incriminating physical evidence will often be
severe, because physical evidence may often be relatively easy to sup-
press, and because the fifth amendment may well reduce evidentiary
sanctions for client suppression, the thesis that such advice is likely to
lead to suppression is relatively plausible. If, however, much physical
information that appears incriminating actually proves on investigation
to be exculpatory, then the rule may also deter advice that would
increase the presentation of truthful information. The apparent wide
acceptance of the rule may reflect “hindsight bias” resulting from the
fact that challenges to the rule occurred in cases where defendants were
found guilty and where the relevant physical information was clearly
inculpatory.

Our account also provides a clearer understanding of the justifica-
tion for work product immunity. A recent rational actor account justi-
fies the work product immunity on the ground that it increases the
production of information to the tribunal by encouraging investigations
that risk uncovering both favorable and unfavorable information.\textsuperscript{247}
Without an immunity, the account argues, litigants may have an insuffi-
cient incentive to investigate in such cases of “joint production.”\textsuperscript{248}
As applied to fact investigation, there appears to be a serious doctrinal objection
to this theory: if work product immunity is intended to encourage parties to risk uncovering unfavorable factual information, then it should
protect that information from discovery. But the Supreme Court’s state-
ment of the doctrine and later cases interpreting amended Rule 26 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure both expressly state that the immunity
does not protect information identified in investigation from discovery.\textsuperscript{249}

A more plausible theory of the relation between work product

\textsuperscript{246} See supra note 90 (citing cases following this rule).

\textsuperscript{247} Allen, Grady, Polsby & Yashko, supra note 230, at 385-87.

\textsuperscript{248} Id. at 385-86.

\textsuperscript{249} The Court in Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947), stated that interrogatories drawn
with sufficient breadth can oblige a party to disclose “all pertinent information gleaned by [the
party’s lawyer] through his interviews with the witnesses,” id. at 508-09, and that “searching
interrogatories” serve to reveal the “facts” in the lawyer’s possession, id. at 513. The same result
apparently follows under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3). See 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER,
cases); 4 MOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE ¶ 26.64[1], at 26-348 (3d ed. 1989) (citing cases).
immunity and the production of information would begin with a clearer understanding of what the immunity protects. Clearly the rule protects "documents and tangible things" prepared in anticipation of litigation by a party or her agents, including her lawyer.250 It also accords absolute or near-absolute protection to documents or tangible things that reflect the "mental impressions, conclusions, opinions and legal theories" of the party's lawyer.251 Finally, in the view of some, the rule also protects—or at least ought to protect—the mental impressions and opinions of the party's lawyer even when they are not recorded or reflected in a document or tangible thing.252 As it applies to factual investigation, then, the central thrust of the doctrine is to lower the risks associated with recording, manipulating, and analyzing information, rather than the risks of learning that information in investigation. Moreover, the absolute or near-absolute protection afforded to the opinions and mental impressions of attorneys reflects special concern with encouraging parties to use attorneys to manipulate and evaluate information in situations where the privilege would not apply.

The general effect of the conduct encouraged by the immunity is thus to enhance party preparation, and in particular to enhance the effects of legal advice across the full range of preparatory activities that influence the information reaching the tribunal. On balance, our account predicts that the additional preparation encouraged by the immunity—whether or not performed by a lawyer253—ought to increase the amount of information presented, although the overall positive effect should be most pronounced where the rule causes additional lawyer involvement. In our account, however, that overall increase in information presented will reflect a mix of conflicting effects of advice, rather than a simple increase in investigation. Moreover, to the extent that the immunity increases investigation, it will do so not by protecting information discovered in investigation from disclosure, but by decreasing the costs of party efforts to identify and execute appropriate investigative strategies and to evaluate and manipulate the fruits of those investigations.

Finally, it is important to recall that the social value of work prod-

251. Id.; Upjohn Corp. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 400-02 (1981) (recognizing that such materials are entitled to "special protection" but declining to decide whether they are absolutely protected).
252. Shapiro, supra note 45, at 1071.
253. Nonlawyers often have legal knowledge that can improve the presentation of a party's case. Even when they do not, their ability to record the results of their investigations without fear that doing so will ease the opponent's task should enhance the ability of those who are legally trained to make effective use of their work. The suggestion by Allen, Grady, Polsby, and Yashko that the extension of immunity to the product of nonlawyer investigators is difficult to explain except in terms of their "joint production" theory, is thus inaccurate. Allen, Grady, Polsby & Yashko, supra note 230, at 391.
uct immunity is not established simply by showing that the conduct caused by granting immunity increases the information reaching the tribunal. One must also ask how much of that preparation would take place in the absence of the immunity. If the marginal effects are slight, then they may not be worth the cost of the information lost on account of the immunity. In this connection it is relevant both that parties have very strong incentives to prepare their cases even in the absence of an immunity and that an ill-judged statement in an internal memorandum or draft can be capitalized upon by a competent opponent with devastating effects. In *Hickman v. Taylor*, the Supreme Court appears to have adopted the view that the latter threat was sufficiently strong that it would significantly change preparation practices. To the extent that this view is correct, the work product doctrine appears to have substantial social value.

Like our general account of confidentiality, our account of work product predicts that work product protection will be denied where it will not significantly increase the net private benefits of recording, manipulating, and analyzing information. The limitation of the immunity to materials prepared “in anticipation of litigation” is consistent with this prediction. The deterrent effect of discovery requests from the opponent is evidently heightened when the recording and analysis of information take place in the shadow of a ripening controversy with a specific opponent. Our account also predicts that work product protection will be denied when there is no prospect that the additional preparation facilitated by protection will increase the flow of information to the tribunal. The rule allowing for contention interrogatories and court decisions allowing for discovery of trial exhibits may be consistent with this prediction. A party’s theory of the case and her trial exhibit—

---


255. See *Hickman*, 329 U.S. at 511 (Without immunity “much of what is now put down in writing would remain unwritten” and “[i]neficiency, unfairness and sharp practices would inevitably develop in the giving of legal advice and in the preparation of cases for trial.”).

256. *Accord* Allen, Grady, Polsky & Yashko, supra note 230, at 392. Those authors are, however, mistaken in suggesting that the limitation to documents and things “prepared in anticipation of litigation . . . is one of the most important pieces of evidence in support of the joint production theory.” *Id.* The same limitation (or something very much like it) should apply in any account of work product which assumes (1) that the activities encouraged by granting immunity generally are socially desirable, and (2) that allowing a litigation opponent to discover the results of those activities significantly reduces their private value.

257. *Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(b)* (allowing interrogatories that call for “an opinion or contention that relates to fact or the application of law to fact”). Significantly, such interrogatories are normally disfavored if propounded too early in the trial preparation process. *In re Convergent Tech. Sec. Litigation*, 108 F.R.D. 328, 333-38 (N.D. Cal. 1985).

its both reflect the party’s preparatory efforts and the lawyer’s expertise in manipulating and evaluating information. When a party has had full discovery and a fair opportunity to prepare her case, however, preparatory activity will inevitably reach a point of diminishing returns. To protect the party’s case beyond that point serves only to allow the party to surprise her opponent. The working assumption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure appears to be that surprise normally reduces the flow of truthful information to the tribunal and increases the flow of false information.259 On that assumption, to extend the protection of a party’s contentions and trial exhibits past the point of diminishing returns to preparation would reduce rather than increase the information reaching the tribunal.

C. Restrictions on Advice About Responding to Investigation

Some advice about responding to investigation (or other questioning) reduces the information reaching the tribunal. One might therefore think that it would be desirable to ban or restrict only such advice, while allowing other litigation advice with more desirable effects.260 It turns out, however, that it is difficult to prohibit advice about responding to investigation without encompassing or deterring other advice that has socially desirable informational or behavioral effects. We employ our account to explore these issues for both civil and criminal cases.

Advice about responding to investigation (or questioning) can reduce the unfavorable information reaching the tribunal in three ways. First, advice about whether information is favorable or unfavorable will cause the party to withhold more unfavorable information that is unrequested or party-controlled. Second, advice can lower the party’s expected sanctions for withholding information, thus increasing the amount of information she controls and withholds. Third, advice about the level of expected evidentiary sanctions can reduce the amount of unfavorable information the party discloses if parties overestimate those sanctions.

One might attempt to prevent advice likely to lead to such untoward

259. See, e.g., 8 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, supra note 249, § 2001, at 17 & n.16. The conclusion that reducing surprise will improve the quality or quantity of information reaching the tribunal is not obvious. Surprise reduces the amount of time available for an opponent to investigate the facts underlying the party’s presentation and to prepare a response. It therefore makes it more likely that the tribunal will receive only the information favorable to the party who benefits from surprise. For the same reason, surprise reduces the party’s expected sanctions for presenting favorable false information. But rules permitting surprise may also increase the information reaching the tribunal by increasing the opponent’s incentive to prepare its own case or by enabling a party to catch an opponent’s witness in a lie.

260. Kaplow and Shavell, for example, put forth (without advocating) the possibility of deposing parties before allowing them to consult an attorney. Kaplow & Shavell, supra note 17, at 613.
results by formulating restrictions on the provision of advice that can be enforced without inquiring into the content of attorney-client communications.\textsuperscript{261} Complete restrictions on advice about responding to investigation may, however, also deter other desirable advice. Parties receive a great deal of advice about whether information is favorable or unfavorable in connection with advice about the conduct of their own investigations. This advice should increase the amount of information reaching the tribunal. Parties also receive advice about how to categorize information that is integral to desirable advice about settlement and related primary conduct. To the extent that a ban on harmful advice about responding to investigation will encompass or deter such desirable advice, restrictions may have to be limited to special situations where they can be narrowly targeted and easily enforced. This, as we will show, is what the law in fact does.

Even if restrictions can be narrowly targeted to advice about responding to investigation, they may result in several adverse informational and behavioral effects. First, denying advice to the responding party will reduce the opponent’s expected sanctions for suppressing information, and thus increase the opponent’s suppression of information favorable to the party denied advice. Second, the unadvised party will recognize, categorize, and present less favorable information divulged in investigation by the opponent. Third, the lack of advice will increase the party’s mistaken failure to produce favorable information. Although the party may later be advised that the omitted information is favorable, subsequent presentation may be infeasible or discounted by the tribunal, particularly if the party withheld the information by lying. Fourth, if parties without advice systematically underestimate evidentiary sanctions, depriving the party of litigation advice will decrease the favorable and unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.\textsuperscript{262}

The rules regulating the provision of litigation advice reflect an awareness of these considerations. The easiest place to enforce restrictions on advice is at trial. When a witness is actually on the stand, advice must be provided in public and in the tribunal’s presence. Moreover, restrictions on advising witnesses can easily be monitored, provided that they are limited in time. Accordingly, rules governing the examination of witnesses at trial sharply restrict advice to a testifying witness. Law-

\textsuperscript{261} Such an approach is ex ante in the sense that it attempts to prevent the legal advice from ever being provided. Another approach would be ex post in that it would allow legal advice to be provided but would only punish legal advice on how to reduce the information presented. Such an ex post approach would require observing attorney-client conferences or relying on reports of what occurred in them. This would raise issues discussed in \textit{supra} Section V(B).

\textsuperscript{262} In addition to these informational effects, the party denied advice will experience an increase in expected sanctions for desirable withholding and for desirable production that resembles undesirable withholding.
yers may not ask leading questions of a friendly witness on direct examination: this effectively forbids advice during direct examination about whether information is favorable or unfavorable. More important, when witnesses are responding to cross-examination, lawyers cannot make "leading" objections that suggest whether particular information is favorable or unfavorable. In some cases, sequestration orders may bar lawyers from speaking with a witness on any topic between the time that the witness takes the oath and the time she is excused.

Restrictions on leading questions avoid many of the adverse informational effects of more general bans on responding to investigation. Because the opponent is not conducting the investigation, denying advice will not increase opponent suppression or reduce recognition of information divulged by the opponent. Although the party or witness may mistakenly omit favorable information, that effect will be ameliorated by the attorney's ability to ask additional nonleading questions. Nor does the restriction threaten advice about investigation, settlement, or primary conduct.

Restrictions on advice about responding to cross-examination also seem likely to generate substantial additional information while avoiding most adverse effects. Once a witness has testified on direct for the party who called her, she is likely to have produced almost all the information favorable to that party. Accordingly, information she has not presented is likely to be unfavorable. Denying advice about potential testimony on cross-examination should thus increase the amount of unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. The costs of this increase are probably small. Because cross-examination takes place before the party's lawyer and the tribunal, it should be possible to detect and sanction opponent suppression, to recognize unfavorable information divulged by the opponent, and to facilitate socially desirable withholding by objecting to questions that call for privileged information or are unduly coercive. Again, the reduction will not encompass advice to a party witness about investigation, settlement, or primary conduct.

So long as rules restricting advice to witnesses apply only when the witness is on the stand, they can be closely tailored to target only advice with doubtful informational effects. When rules about advice to witnesses extend beyond the time when the witness is on the stand, however, they pose difficult problems of enforceability and scope, particularly for party witnesses.

The problem is illustrated by Perry v. Leeke,263 where the Supreme Court held that a criminal defendant's sixth amendment right to counsel was not violated by a court order that barred the defendant from consult-

ing with his lawyer during a fifteen-minute break between the end of his testimony on direct examination and the commencement of cross-examination. In upholding the order, the Court expressly rejected the notion that the validity of the order required a showing that the lawyer was likely to engage in “unethical” conduct.\textsuperscript{264} Rather it was “simply an empirical predicate” of the adversary system that cross-examination of an uncounseled witness is more likely to lead to the discovery of truth.\textsuperscript{265} It was therefore sufficient to justify the order that legal advice would enable the party “to regroup and regain a poise and sense of strategy that the unaided witness would not possess.”\textsuperscript{266} The Court distinguished its earlier decision in \textit{Geders v. United States},\textsuperscript{267} which had invalidated an order barring all consultation during an eighteen-hour overnight recess, reasoning that consultation during a longer break would “encompass matters that go beyond the content of the defendant’s own testimony . . . such as the availability of other witnesses, trial tactics, or even the possibility of negotiating a plea bargain.”\textsuperscript{268} In contrast, during a fifteen-minute break, “it is appropriate to presume that nothing but the testimony will be discussed.”\textsuperscript{269}

The reasoning in \textit{Perry}, and its distinction between fifteen-minute and eighteen-hour recesses, is consistent with the analysis offered here. Because a party who has completed her direct examination has already presented her favorable information, the predominant effect of advice about whether information is favorable or unfavorable or advice about how to shape her testimony to lower evidentiary sanctions will be a reduction in unfavorable information reaching the tribunal. This effect occurs whether or not the advice given to her is technically “unethical” in the sense that it amounts to “knowing” assistance in perjury. Moreover, on the Court’s assumption that during a fifteen-minute break between direct and cross-examination the defendant’s testimony would be the only topic of conversation, the order upheld in \textit{Perry} posed no risk of deterring desirable advice about investigation or settlement. In the case of an overnight eighteen-hour ban on advice, however, the risk of preventing desirable advice may be increased sufficiently to justify the holding of unconstitutionality, notwithstanding the risk (which the Court expressly recognized) that advice given during an overnight consultation would reduce the amount of information reaching the tribunal just as effectively as advice given during a fifteen-minute break in testimony.\textsuperscript{270}

\textsuperscript{264} \textit{Id.} at 282.
\textsuperscript{265} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{266} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{267} 425 U.S. 80 (1976).
\textsuperscript{268} \textit{Perry}, 488 U.S. at 284.
\textsuperscript{269} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{270} The Court acknowledged that the socially desirable discussions during an extended recess
As Perry suggests, outside the courtroom it is extremely difficult to craft enforceable restrictions on advice about responding to investigations without deterring desirable advice. Again the problem is most acute for party witnesses. Once investigation moves outside the presence of the tribunal, the opponent’s opportunity and incentive to suppress favorable information presented by the party increase. The informational costs of denying advice to the responding party increase accordingly. It also becomes more difficult to prevent parties from obtaining litigation advice without barring desirable consultations about related primary conduct, settlement, or the party's own investigations. This is particularly true in civil litigation, because parties normally consult lawyers about whether to abandon, settle, or litigate their claim before an action is filed. Thus each party will already have received a good deal of advice before the tribunal is involved in any way. Since many disputes in which lawyers are consulted settle before filing, the task of monitoring this advice would be enormous. Once a case has commenced, most parties receive additional advice about settlement and investigation, and many receive advice about related primary conduct.

Since narrowly targeted restrictions on out-of-court advice would likely be ineffective and unenforceable and because broader restrictions would bar too much desirable advice, it makes sense that outside the courtroom parties are normally free to obtain advice about responding to investigation—subject only to the normal prohibition against advice that amounts to knowing assistance in crime or fraud. It is also consistent with this analysis, however, that the law severely restricts giving such non-courtroom litigation advice to persons other than the client. It is often a disciplinary offense and sometimes a crime for a lawyer to provide accurate advice to a nonparty with the intention of causing the nonparty to withhold or destroy relevant evidence, even where such withholding or destruction is lawful. In such cases, the fact that the advice about responding to investigation is directed to a nonparty makes it easier to determine the likelihood that it will reduce the amount of information reaching the tribunal and also ensures that prohibiting the advice will not reduce the flow of desirable advice to the lawyer's client. Moreover, in most cases the prohibition of advice to the nonparty will not prevent her from obtaining advice from another, more disinterested source.

So far as we know, the foregoing examples represent the only cases in which litigation advice is expressly prohibited due to its informational

---

"will inevitably include some consideration of the defendant's ongoing testimony," but concluded that this "does not compromise" the defendant's right to unrestricted access to her lawyer during a longer recess. Id.

271. See supra note 39.
effects. Our account, however, should also assist in evaluating numerous other legal rules that encourage or limit advice about responding to investigation. In civil cases, these include the rule that prohibits a lawyer from knowingly communicating with a represented party concerning the subject of the representation without the consent of the party's lawyer.272 In criminal cases, they include fifth and sixth amendment rules that govern the existence, invocation, and waiver of the criminal defendant's right to counsel before and after indictment.273

Depending on the motivations and knowledge of the parties and the amount of information that is party-controlled or suppressible, such rules may have important informational effects. For example, if most criminal defendants routinely overestimate how favorable their information is274 or overestimate the sanctions for keeping silent in the face of custodial interrogation,275 rules that make it easy to waive the pre-indictment right to counsel under the fifth amendment will increase the party-controlled unfavorable information reaching the tribunal.276 This should generally hurt the innocent less than the guilty. On the other hand, if police officials conducting a custodial investigation are willing and able to suppress information favorable to the defendant and a substantial amount of the information likely to be uncovered in a custodial investigation is suppressible,277 a relaxed waiver rule may reduce the government's expected

272. See Model Rules, supra note 1, Rule 4.2; Model Code, supra note 2, DR 7-104(A)(1).
274. Indeed, even if party errors are unbiased, advice given in connection with investigation that corrects the suspect's mistakes about whether information is favorable or unfavorable may reduce the unfavorable information presented. If the party under investigation mistakenly believes that her information is, on balance, unfavorable, so that she claims the privilege, advice about responding to investigation would cause her to change her decision. Unless later presentation of the information will be infeasible or discounted, however, this will affect only the timing of her decision to produce, since the lawyer appointed for her later in the case will also counsel her to disclose the information. Ill-advised decisions to present unfavorable information, however, may well be more difficult to reverse. Accordingly, unless favorable information that is withheld during an initial interview will be discounted, denying advice about whether information is favorable or unfavorable will increase the flow of information to the tribunal.
275. Under the line of cases following Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965), and Doyle v. Ohio, 426 U.S. 610 (1976), the government's right to make use of silence following Miranda warnings, even for impeachment purposes, is extremely limited. Thus silence, at least for the period required to consult a lawyer, is essentially costless. It therefore seems quite likely that overestimating the costs is more common than underestimation, and that allowing easy waivers of counsel will have the positive effects described in text.
277. Concern with the government's opportunity and motive to suppress information favorable to the defendant has sometimes figured in the Court's decisions concerning the right to counsel in pretrial investigation. For example, in United States v. Ash, 413 U.S. 300 (1973), the Supreme
sanctions for suppressing that information. That effect would reduce the amount of favorable information reaching the tribunal, harming the innocent more than the guilty. While the outcome of these calculations cannot by itself determine the social desirability of the waiver rule chosen, its relevance is clear.

CONCLUSION

In a liberal society, it is widely believed that it is desirable, indeed essential, for citizens to know the law. We have attempted to determine the conditions under which that belief might be justified for legal advice about the litigation of factual disputes in an adversary system. While the matter ultimately turns on difficult empirical questions, our overall conclusion is positive. Much litigation advice appears to have desirable informational and behavioral effects, and advice with undesirable or ambiguous effects is often difficult to regulate without deterring desirable advice. Our positive general conclusion is striking because it is derived despite the adoption of the cynical premise that litigants and lawyers recognize no duty to obey the law, and indeed suppress or withhold information whenever it furthers their own interests. If parties are generally more law-abiding or truthful than our basic account assumes, then the effects of advice may be even more desirable.

Our conclusions, however, are richer and more refined than this general statement suggests. Indeed, a principal lesson of our analysis is that one cannot make responsible judgments about the desirability of legal advice or its regulation without attention to multiple and mixed effects. The complexity of our account stands as a rebuke to both simplistic defenders and simplistic critics of advice who reach sweeping judgments about its general desirability based on partial descriptions of its effects. In many cases, our account suggests hitherto unrecognized weaknesses and complications in arguments that have classically played a central role in the debate about the adversary system.

Defenders of advice, for example, frequently point to the value of

---

Court held that the sixth amendment did not entitle defense counsel to attend post-indictment sessions where a witness sought to identify the defendant from an array of photographs. In distinguishing such sessions from post-indictment lineups (where the right to counsel does apply) the Court argued that the defense counsel's opportunity to cross-examine the persons involved in the photo session at trial could "serve as a substitute for counsel at the pretrial confrontation." Id. at 316; see also id. at 324 (Stewart, J., concurring) (arguing that improper influence from use of photographs can be "readily reconstructed at trial"). This arguably reflects the judgment either that information cannot be effectively suppressed in a photographic lineup, or that expected sanctions for suppression were already sufficiently high to deter suppression without the presence of counsel. The majority also stressed that the "ethical responsibility of the prosecutor" would tend to minimize exploitation of opportunities to suppress. Id. at 320.

competition in improving the presentation of information to the tribunal.\textsuperscript{279} Our account suggests that legally advised competition between the parties will often have that effect, especially in the case of nonsuppressible information available to both parties. But competition can sometimes result in a reduction of information reaching the tribunal. Whether advice increases or decreases the competitive presentation of information turns out to depend on empirical questions about whether information is suppressible, who has access to it, and the misconceptions entertained by unadvised parties. Defenders of advice would do well to look more closely at those questions.

Critics of the system, on the other hand, frequently stress the harmful or doubtful effects of advice that is not balanced between the parties.\textsuperscript{280} Our account confirms that when both parties have comparable advice, the positive effects of advice are more robust.\textsuperscript{281} It also confirms that imbalances may have harmful or doubtful effects, particularly because they increase the ability of the more knowledgeable party to present false or prejudicial information and to impose costs on her opponent. But we also show that even unbalanced advice has a strong general tendency to benefit those who have acted desirably more than it benefits those who have acted undesirably. This will most clearly be socially desirable if the tribunal can make appropriate adjustments to its rules of decision. In a substantial range of cases, imbalances of representation may therefore produce results superior to those that would be possible if both parties were denied advice.

Beyond providing a more sophisticated understanding of general claims about the effects of advice, our account also explains many of the problems that arise in regulating it. It points to some significant classes of cases where broad restrictions on advice may be socially desirable. It also identifies several narrowly limited classes of advice, including advice to testifying witnesses and advice to nonclient witnesses, which are so likely to be harmful and so easily targeted that rules barring such advice may well be socially desirable. We also provide a clear framework for assessing rules of attorney-client confidentiality, which accurately identifies the nature of the tradeoffs required by such rules and the empirical questions that determine whether those tradeoffs will be worthwhile.

\textsuperscript{279} E.g., R. Posner, \textit{supra} note 15, at 491-93.

\textsuperscript{280} See, e.g., sources cited \textit{supra} notes 10-13.

\textsuperscript{281} See \textit{supra} Section II(D).